IN GOD’S NAME

AWAKEN!

You continue to desire to quibble and ponder, debate and argue—while the hour-glass has become empty. HOW is it that you expect to have KNOWLEDGE? Will it rub off on you or somehow all knowing will “hit you over the head in your sleep”? No, it will not—nor will the winged angels snatch you from your deliberate slumber and refusal to learn. You will choose your own journey—each one; each individual and each journey. HOWEVER, THE BIRD-TRIBES ARE BACK AND THE PHOENIX HAS RETURNED! SO BE IT.
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The Phoenix Journals are intended as a "real time" commentary on current events, how current events relate to past events and the relationships of both to the physical and spiritual destinies of mankind.

All of history, as we now know it, has been revised, rewritten, twisted and tweaked by selfishly motivated men to achieve and maintain control over other men. When one can understand that everything is comprised of "energy" and that even physical matter is "coalesced" energy, and that all energy emanates from God's thought, one can accept the idea that the successful focusing of millions of minds on one expected happening will cause it to happen.

If the many prophecies made over thousands of years are accepted, these are the "end times" (specifically the year 2000, the second millennium, etc.). That would put us in the "sorting" period and only a few short years from the finish line. God has said that in the end-times would come the WORD—to the four corners of the world—so that each could decide his/her own course toward, or away from, divinity—based upon TRUTH.

So, God sends His Hosts—Messengers—to present that TRUTH. This is the way in which He chooses to present it, through the Phoenix Journals. Thus, these journals are Truth, which cannot be copyrighted; they are compilations of information already available on Earth, researched and compiled by others (some, no doubt, for this purpose) which should not be copyrighted. Therefore, these journals are not copyrighted (except SIPAPU ODYSSEY which is "fiction").

The first sixty or so journals were published by America West Publishing which elected to indicate that a copyright had been applied for on the theory that the ISBN number (so necessary for booksellers) was dependent upon the copyright. Commander Hatonn, the primary author and compiler, insisted that no copyrights be applied for and, to our knowledge, none were.

If the Truth is to reach the four corners of the world, it must be freely passed on. It is hoped that each reader will feel free to do that, keeping it in context, of course.
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INTRODUCTION

REC #1 HATONN

SAT., MAR. 5, 1994  12:04 P.M.  YEAR 7, DAY 201

SAT., MAR. 5, 1994

I choose to make this writing an "Introduction" for the just presented JOURNAL because of the information I wish to present here. I would guess this will also be very appropriate for insertion into the next volume also--at least this first portion.

I am swamped with inquiries as to why I would take up a subject so difficult, dangerous and controversial as the Anti-Defamation League.? Because there is nothing NEW to offer--only full confirmation that all the negative things you "have heard" so far--are indeed so.

The ADL/Mossad has tracks all over the Trade Center Bombing trial and convictions. I told you that the bomb used is called an Israeli Briefcase Bomb. You have just seen the case which represents the epitome of the seriousness of your plight as regards your Judicial system.

"Ah," but you ask, "isn't it more important to scrape the goo off Dharma and the WORD which is being discounted at every turn by such as Bo Gritz, et al.?" NO!

Why? Because one group is the ENEMY OF GOD OF LIGHT--the other are MEN out to strip, deceive and "gain wealth" off of you-the-people. YOU must be aware of those ones and do that which is "Justice"--I do not intervene nor put down any MAN unless he impacts my mission and work. These have done so but I can still "negotiate" for I am NOT a "patriot" of some kind blundering around with mininute-man rifles or "Bullets in '96 if not by ballot in '92". I SHALL PROTECT MY PEOPLE, BRING ALL INFORMATION AS IT FALLS, AND GET OUR MISSION DONE--
THE WORD, THE AWAKENING TO THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY TO THOSE WHO DESIRE SAME--AND GET A REMNANT INTO UNDERSTANDING, SURVIVAL--AND "THROUGH"!

"Well," you might continue, "is it OK for ones like Green to take off with assets of the 'Institute' which is an honorable company used by many?" NO--it is totally unacceptable but let me assure you, integrity and acceptability with God and Hosts and Truth IS NOT ONE OF THEIR INTERESTS!

It is OK that Gary Anderson works and plans and shifts and takes from the Bo Gritz SPIKE training sessions and then shares with Bo? NO, but that is their problem, not mine. The now well over $100,000 that Gary Anderson owes the Institute in good faith as a note and any recoverable funds sidetracked by his antics and lateral confiscation--IS MY CONCERN.

The discrediting efforts to tear down TRUTH IS ALSO MY CONCERN AS DEALS WITH ALL OF THEM. Believe me, if Bo Gritz only sees reptilian lizards in ME--he had best attend that observation. IF I BE AN ANGRY REPTILIAN LIZARD--THEN HE HASN'T SEEN ANYTHING "YET"!

What has gone wrong? Well, the Intelligence community is as out of control as IS YOUR GOVERNMENT! Further, they work hand in hand to COVER for one another. One is equally as BAD as the other wherein training to be criminals is priority NUMBER ONE! THAT is not my concern either, as a matter of FACT.

I do not, however, for the life of myself understand how ones who work with Bo can tolerate the shenanigans of such as Green and Anderson on a small-scale (compared to the big game) squandering and full-force damage to any program they have going.

My people don't know about these things and there is enough to put Green away for the rest of his life except that he too has slithered back under the protection of the Intelligence rocks.

However, there is enough hard evidence to make them all look like FOOLS if not HAVE THEM ARRESTED FOR CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES FOR THEY HAVE RIPPED OFF THE BIG BOYS AS WELL AS YOU-THE-PEOPLE. THERE IS WAY MORE AVAILABLE IN PROOF OF ACTIVITIES, SOME $60 MILLION OR SO, FROM QUITE A WHILE BACK TO PUT ANDERSON AWAY FOREVER! The government stepped in and the "community" "company" covered his dealings and buried the publicity of his actions regarding him at the time.

I wonder how many of you have heard of something called the "Wolfgang" episode? How about the involvement of the Mormon Church, Mr. Gritz?--in that little bit of cute "business"?

Also, it becomes far more easy to believe the first "Intelligence" rumors about George Green and the Institute NOW, does it not--of ripping off some $10 million?? My gosh, commanders in charge of that soon to be considered "Lampoon" operation--can't you count?

I'm not interested in closing down your SPIKE sleep over seminars. Perhaps people can actually learn how better to survive and manage. I can guarantee that Mr. Anderson will guard their money and gold and they won't ever have to worry about having it again--EVER.

Don't all of YOU know and realize the modus operandi of the Intelligence and disinformation squads? You start by setting up the theft and hopefully lie enough to get your own ass covered and leave the others holding perforated 'bags'. Then when that doesn't work immediately you start with full-scale national and international DISINFORMATION/DISCREDITING programs.

IT WOULD SEEM FAR EASIER TO ME, IN VIEW OF THE BILLIONS OF DOLLARS WHISKED AWAY--THAT YOU CAUSE THE SMALL-TIME HOODS TO MAKE IT "RIGHT" AND WE SHALL GET OUT OF YOUR HAIR WHILE YOU DO YOURSELVES IN ON YOUR OWN ACORD. By the way, some of the ones you thought to have
"blackmailed" into silence--are NOW COVERED BY MY PROTECTION--and lizard or angel--I always KEEP MY WORD!

My people are scattered all around everywhere--not like a Claire Profit group. There is no group ANYWHERE to be targeted and virtually offer no threat or danger to ANY OF YOU HALF-PINT RENEGADES. If the public wants to go along with your hair-brained schemes and walk right into the traps--so be it. I have great compassion for them--and for you, but I have no further interest in the matter.

You see--one is the enemy of MAN and the other anti-Christ is the enemy of ME. What I AM can be contradicted, toyed with and scandalized--BUT I AM EXACTLY WHO I SAY I AM AND I TRAVEL WITH WINGED EAGLES--THE PHOENIX HAS RETURNED. (Indeed the birds who sit atop YOUR guardian hill, precious--ARE PHOENIX, THE SILVER BREASTED KINGS OF THE UNIVERSE! Ah, but I told you Imperial Eagles? Yes m'am'--THEM TOO!)

Your news FINALLY presents a bit of nothing from Groom Lake and around the "S1" and Nellis, etc., and you all gasp and hold your breath. On any given night right in Tehachapi, the triangle silent-running wedge passes right over the house--most around here are quite used to its presence. You ones think they couldn't get away with so much--good grief, where have you been? The cute little stealth has been around for 20 years and you have only dreamt of it for less than a decade!

Chelas, there are literally missiles that can be shot from a BUTTON on a shirt that can have pin-point accuracy at a 100 feet or more. There are pens that shoot almost anything you can imagine in weapon ordinance. You try to guard your privacy and secrets--BS--stay within the law and effort to hide NOTHING--your whispers are heard five blocks distant. A transceiver can be placed into a BUTTON-HOLE! THIS IS WHY WE MIND OUR OWN BUSINESS, BEAR NO WEAPONS OR ARMS, NO HIDDEN CAMERAS OF OUR OWN AND STAY ABSOLUTELY WITHIN THE LAWS OF BOTH GOD AND

THE LAND. This is why, further, the BIG BOYS don't like WHAT THE FEW OF YOU ARE DOING--YOU ARE ABOUT TO CAUSE A GREAT CONFRONTATION WITH YOUR "GANG" AND THE "SPACE CADETS" AND THAT WILL NOT SET EASY ON THE BACKS OF THOSE BIG BROTHERS AND BIG SISTERS! What is required for our little human work is so negligible compared to the wealth you already have skived off, it is a pittance and the agreements are that you will HELP get it to our use--NOT DO WHAT YOU ARE DOING TO CAUSE MORE AND MORE TROUBLE. In your dirty dealings you have betrayed brothers and friends, families and citizens. You are NOT IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE REAL THUGS OF YOUR NATION OR GLOBE. YOU ARE WHAT IS RECOGNIZED AS A BUNCH OF RENEGADES SET FOR DESTRUCTION. Just thought I'd take the opportunity to mention it to you as you go on about your dirty tricks of the day and I thank you for your attention--I realize that you are regular and interested readers of the paper under attack.

As for Gritz? His own campaign antics in unregistered situations wherein he took contributions--illegally--CAN do him in, I suppose, but it seems a silly thing to go about a big-deal production--if people GAVE they should be willing to accept the loss because the REASON they originally GAVE was in hopes to put a fighter into the Presidency. Yes, I believe Gritz would actually have served WELL, good friends, and he may yet find Truth to be easier on the soul than the games going on at present. Hope springs eternal in the Breast of God!

Where does Binder and such fit? Apparently as a major center through the efforts of such as the Brookings Institute, etc.

The interesting thing about how the US&P fiasco began was one trying to get George Green. Remember, the original charges, regardless of what Green TELLS YOU, was AGAINST THE GREENS AND AMERICA WEST--now, isn't it STRANGE that it ended up with George in cahoots and working agreement with Binder while the Ekkers, who never published a thing in their lives and have NOTHING--are given the "rap" and even
the "contempt of court"? Well, the one who set that original thing into motion--IS NOW ON OUR SIDE!!!

Also, I just thought I might mention in passing that the Japanese are really annoyed with you, Mr. Green, over publication failure on, of all things, Dolores Cannon's "NOSTRADAMUS". It seems that just about EVERYONE you have ever worked with is "after" you, sir. I suggest your "good buddies" take a second look for it gets harder and harder to COVER IT IN THE COURTS OF INJUSTICE!

RED BECKMAN

Mr. Gritz also chose to be insulting about that which I said regarding his participation with RED BECKMAN.

I believe everyone informed is now aware that Red Beckman has been given only "days", perhaps 30, to VACATE his premises OR ELSE! What about that "or else"? Well, you know the government ATF, IRS, etc. But, NO, the eviction is NOT THE REASON FOR THIS WRITING.

THE REASON is to hopefully lodge a wedge in the wheel spokes of that which they DO PLAN TO DO.

RED BECKMAN is only a DISTRACTION. There was a great plan which had to be called off for reasons I shall not divulge on the center of Prophet. It failed because of strength in the opposition--her group took immediate action and arms, and the bash couldn't be pulled off as easy as a Randy Weaver or a Waco, as the attackers were better armed and outgunned the attackers! HOWEVER, IT IS NOW PLANNED, CLAIRE, TO DISTRACT TO BECKMAN AND CUT RIGHT ACROSS AND COME AGAINST YOUR PROPERTY AND PEOPLE! MAY A WORD TO THE WISE BE SUFFICIENT! ALL SUCH GROUPS HAVE BEEN INFILTRATED--RIGHT TO THE ARYAN NATION, WHEREIN YOU, AS THEY, HAVE BEEN "SET-UP" FROM INSIDE.

YOU SEE, CHELAS, IF YOU HAVE GROUPS AND THINK YOU CAN BEAR ARMS, ETC., YOU SET YOURSELF UP FOR DEATH AND MAYHEM. No, God will NOT intervene except TO WARN YOU--and I bear total brotherhood with my compatriot, Sir Germain. He would have preferred you never had fallen into the type of grouping and defense system you have chosen--but you as "human people" chose that route. God nor Germain will whisk you off into eternal milk and honeyland. You are, however, strong and well-armed and that is what has saved your assets for the moment--but you must attend, well, the warnings because the PLANS ARE LAID AND SET TO CATCH YOU OFF-GUARD. You had best look to what happened to Rashneeshi and study the assaults most carefully!

EKKER PROPERTY CASE

The idiots involved have continued to utilize Horn as the attorney of ALL of the now-defendants. Why would that be? Good legal mastery? No, the plan is that if the Ekkers can't be blown out through intimidation and exhausted funding--THE AUCTIONEER WHO ONLY ACTED IN AN ONGOING SCAM OPERATION IN TOTAL ALLIANCE WITH THE S&L'S AND BIG-BOYS (and I really do mean BIG BOYS), he is set in place to dump the ENTIRE SCHEME ONTO THOSE FEW "LITTLE" PEOPLE WHO WERE FOOLISH ENOUGH TO JOIN IN THE RIP-OFF CONSPIRACY. Horn is but a director to see to it that the Big Boys are protected at ALL COSTS--EVEN TO THE VERY LIVES OF THESE PEOPLE INVOLVED, INCLUDING THE AUCTIONEER IF NECESSARY. But, isn't this just speculation? Oh, sure!! However, the Resolution Trust Corporation is having enough troubles of its own and they had SETTLED the Eck case. This ongoing Horn controversy is going to suck them right back into the case along with revelations regarding the higher level players. This is, at this time, sirs, A REAL NO-NO!

So, shall "they" just get rid of the Ekkers? Well, the Ekkers are itsy-bitsy players, any more, in this THING. They long, long ago signed away everything they would ever hope to gain, including any property--to others in exchange for help with legal
bills and "other" expense recovery. To get rid of Ekkers would only cause worse troubles and nightmares for any who would be so foolish for it would simply rouse the REAL SLEEPING GIANTS IN CHARGE.

Now to disappoint a lot of you readers: I don't have any interest in "pulling down" the petty criminals that YOU allowed to take over your very lives. Mine is to tell you about these things--in a general way so that you can see the "overall". To do that we need to be able to continue our presentations--in that same general way. For ME to nail, say, a former Calif. Governor or even a president--is stupid reasoning. It is the massive poison on your civilization that must be considered and that "whole" is made up of EACH segment of the ones like an Ekker or a Red Beckman--or a Ray Renick or any other true patriotic Constitutionalist. He who uses the CONSTITUTION as a banner while serving his own greed and to cover the real and dirty intent--is WORSE than the one who thumps and quotes a" BIBLE to gain credibility while being in total deceit. BOTH WILL FALL BEFORE THE SWORD OF GOD! REMEMBER! GOD WINS!! THAT MEANS LOVE WINS, TRUTH WINS AND LIGHT WINS!

May YOU be given to meeting your MAKER with a conscience a bit more cleansed than will these good buddies in point. God will not WIPE out HIS or YOUR enemies--the enemies will devour each other as the serpent eats its own tail until it slays itself.

Will there be the terrible things of the prophecies and Revelation? Of course, sleepyheads. To avoid that trick-or-treat scenario--YOU HAVE TO WAKE UP AND CREATE A RECLAMATION--HOW MANY OF YOU ARE DOING "THAT"? Funny thing--I don't see more than a tiny handful doing ANYTHING to avert such an incredible Armageddon. BUT--to you who SHORE UP YOUR HOUSE IN HEAVEN--you shall not want!

What mean I? Well, you can arrange your "$\$\$" and you can store a bit of grain and make round houses and go steady on the course of survival--in case.... However, it will be the ones who KNOW TRUTH who will ultimately KNOW THE WAY. And, how will you get the Truth? By seeing to it that we are able to continue to BRING YOU THE TRUTH! The ones who have stood the battle lines, my friends (and that includes you "out-there" away from this place who have been more faithful than the lambs), don't NEED ANY MORE--THEY ARE NOW AWAKENING TO THE TRUTH OF THIS JOURNEY AND THE PURPOSE. IT IS ONLY RESPONSIBILITY TO SERVICE THAT CAUSES THEM TO CONTINUE SUCH A MISERABLE BATTLE DAY AFTER DAY--FROM FUNDING STAMPS TO THE HOURS OF LABOR AT THIS OR THAT. SURELY YOU DON'T BELIEVE DHARMA NEEDS MORE TYING PRACTICE OR E.J. NEEDS MORE HARASSMENT AND COURT ENCOUNTERS?

HOLD THE LINE, YOU WHO ARE OF US--FOR THE BIRD-TRIBES HAVE RETURNED! AHO. And, Little Crow, within this message is your confirmation--the Thunderbird is back--four of them sitting in a tree above this dwelling! May you understand your call and take it up with Tunkashila Wakan Tanka; the blood of our brother buffalo is spilled upon the sacred altar.

To YOU who would continue to toy with "ME", I suggest you cease and desist in the games and get your jobs accomplished for the sand is empty from the hour-glass! No one expects you to do more than that which you are able or trained to do. If you have not bothered to learn all your lessons--recognize that none of our people have time to teach you--you will take that which has been given and LEARN FOR SELF--or expect nothing as reward. All that is expected from any one or all--is that which was accepted and capability set forth as to "accomplishment". You need not do "another's" task--ONLY YOUR OWN AND YOU WILL HAVE THE NECESSARY TALENT AND BACKGROUND TO ACCOMPLISH EVERYTHING!

IN GOD'S NAME--WAKE UP!
CHAPTER 1
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TUE., FEB. 8, 1994

RED BECKMAN

The calls come in this morning with great concern about Red Beckman and the ATF, IRS, et al. possibly being in the present act of surrounding and evicting Red and all in the premises. Well, it seems the LAST ones those in that location want is actual participation by anyone here and especially by anyone connected with God's Hosts. I understand that Col. Gritz' security fighters and excursion decoys are the ones sought after. Well, go for it, Rambo, and you will finally reveal yourself.

Col. Gritz now presents on the radio to the national audience that you can purchase tickets for space rides, interviews, etc., from various and sundry personages around. He says he has had interviews with "that Lizard" and Doris Ekker. I find that interesting.

I find it interesting that the ones in charge of destroying this grandma and grandpa--OWE THE INSTITUTE IN POINT, THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.

Go for the "gusto", good buddies, and I can promise that Bo will get decorations and medals and the persons in point will lose! It is being shown over and over again--you nice people just "miss it".

It seems that Bo presents Hatonn as a reptilian, lizard and other reptile descriptions. HOW WOULD HE KNOW SO MUCH? IS IT THAT HIS CONTACTS ARE WITH THE VIPERS OF THE UNIVERSE? Well, his actions are of the Earth plane and all of you readers had best realize that.

He, in connection with Green, Anderson and the Elite controllers are doing nothing more than setting up the lies which can be the excuse for making a raid by the ATF and Feds on the house in which Ekkers live. They are deliberating setting up a plan whereby they can use RICO under "fraud" to master such a swoop. The point being that they could then move in free concert with those who are efforting to "get" "me".

The Mormon Church in Salt Lake City is staging a push to "get the Ekkers" and the plan is openly spoken of in the "Washington" circles. Kissinger runs your nation and has since Nixon--in total. His side henchman is Scowcroft who is the plant and runner of the Mormon Church. My, my, how important can a couple of old people be? Sound ridiculous? How ridiculous does it sound to "sell" tickets for $1,200 each for space trips as Mr. Gritz authoritatively stated on national radio?

GEORGE GREEN AND HATONN

George Green moved to Carson City, Nevada and made national radio lectures and statements about everything from Proton to Electron--and more importantly, HATONN. HE STATED THAT HATONN WAS NO LONGER IN TEHACHAPI, "NO LONGER SERVED DHARMA, THE EKKERS; EVERYONE SHOULD MAKE A RUN ON THE INSTITUTE AND DESTROY THE MYTHS COMING OUT OF THAT PLACE." THIS WAS HEARD ON NATIONAL RADIO FROM PENNSYLVANIA TO FLORIDA TO CALIFORNIA AND ESPECIALLY NEVADA AND MONTANA.

Doris Ekker has NEVER had an interview--anywhere! Dharma has never had an interview--anywhere. She has spoken for me on perhaps 5 to 8 occasions and each time Mr. Green's acquaintances and/or Col. Gritz's have called in to ridicule. Mr. Green has had hundreds of interviews, UFO B.S., expert seminars on business and survival and claims to be a honcho expert in everything in business and survival--AND GOD, CHRIST AND UFOs. SO, WHO DO YOU THINK MIGHT BE SELLING TICKETS ABOARD SHIPS WHICH DO NOT EXIST AND WHO WOULD "YOU" INTERVIEW--
AT $400 A WHACK? THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A SINGLE CENT EITHER EXCHANGE POSITION, REQUIRED, DONATED OR OTHERWISE ACCEPTED FOR ANYTHING PROJECTED OR PRODUCED BY ONES, EKERS OR ACQUAINTANCES--FOR INTERVIEWS!

How were these particular numbers arrived at? Well, I guess you will have to personally ask Col. Gritz as he gave his 800 number for your convenience to find out about these trips and interviews. This would, it seems to me, further indicate that somehow he has quite tangled up Green's "Hatton" with anything to do with the Ekkers. I suggest part of his problem is the owing these overs over $19,000 personally! And again, no one, especially the Ekkers, has ever seen or noted ANYTHING reptilian about the lighted presentation of God's Hosts OR ME. Could these cute deceivers be "trying too hard" for some reason? So be it.

PHOENIX INSTITUTE

George Green originated the plan for the Institute. Obviously it was to "work" greatly different than at upstart. Ekker was working for God--George for himself, in his expert stance as a "business man" with years of international and Elite connections and experience. The Institute ends up in GOOD CONDITION so something went badly wrong for Mr. Green.

Mr. Green was working in conjunction with Gary Anderson who set up a Constitutional Law Centre TRUST in the same building with the Constitutional Law Center and Mr. Green would receive funds (the major donation in point came from one called Ruby P. which "caut" the sticky-fingered-thieves), would send the checks and donations to the CLC TRUST, would be endorsed by Anderson as CLC Trust OR WE THE PEOPLE, deposited in Colorado and these people here do not know how much you nice people were robbed of. It is now worse, for they now publicly claim (to ones working with them, like Gritz) that they have enough blackmail against the CLC acting director to KEEP HIM IN CONTROL.

This is blackmail at its most disgusting worst--for the love of gold.

Mr. Green uses connections through a man named Hernandez in Puerto Rico and places in Costa Rica (the major center for INTELLIGENCE meetings) to launder and hold both offshore TRUSTS and GOLD. Oh, by the way--Col. Gritz knows every nook and cranny of business and laundering of both drugs and money through PANAMA! Ask him on that 800 number he gives out--Panama was one of his biggest OPERATIONS!

Mr. Anderson simply hops around ADVERTISING his connections with Gritz to continue to deceive you listeners into TRUSTS AND OTHER THINGS WHICH WILL GUARANTEE LOSS OF EVERY CENT YOU THINK YOU PLACE INTO SAFETY. MR. ANDERSON GOES BACK A LONG WAY--ALL THE WAY TO CHICAGO FRAUD TRENDS--THROUGH SPECIAL FORCES AND THROUGH MANY ALSO-KNOW-AS. THERE ARE ONES WHO PERSONALLY ASK ME TO STAY OUT OF THIS FEUD FOR "THEY" WANT HIM!

Green, further, is working with the judicial system in that he has informed the lawyers and the courts that he is but an Intelligence "TOOL" TO CATCH THAT TERRIBLE "CULT" IN CALIFORNIA AND IS WORKING AT THE BEHEST (AND IS BEING PAID BY) THE ELITE CORPS TO PULL DOWN THAT TERRIBLE ALIEN CULT. HE CAN PRODUCE THE PAPERS AND BADGES TO CONVINCE THEM OF SAME--BECAUSE HE WAS SUCKED (ACTUALLY BARGAINED AND APPLIED TO THEM FOR REACTIVATION) BACK IN TO DO THE DIRTY DEALS.

What is found here? Two old people who have had their home taken, their property stolen, nothing left to them, living on food stamps and eligible for welfare (their family pays their meagre bills) and are applying, because of age, for their Social Security. There is not and NEVER HAS BEEN so much as a "group" of anything in this place. Dharma writes in the basement of the house where they are yet allowed to dwell temporarily.
Does this make the most DECORATED "HERO" OF THE SPECIAL FORCES PROUD OF HIS MACHO IMAGE?

SORRY, READERS, THERE IS AND NEVER HAS BEEN ANYTHING FOR SALE HERE—NOT EVEN THE BOOKS WRITTEN BY DHARMA—MR. GREEN AND MRS. GREEN HAVE THEM IN THEIR CONTROL—ANY HERE ARE NEWER ONES!

This bunch of thieves and liars have done everything from FBI investigations, mail fraud and setting up Giaandriana for all sorts of terrible things—all to no avail for nothing is found or amiss in anything the Ekkers do or present.

The whole thing with US&P (University of Science and Philosophy was set up with and through Green. This is fine; the Brookings Institute who now is running your major defense and international programs, has controlled that "University" along with British Intelligence M16 for a VERY LONG TIME. If this is the kind of advertising they wish, so be it.

Why would Green want to shut down the Institute? To keep the gold coins he STOLE from same. You know of $350,000 in coins but there is an additional $182,000 in gold maple-leaf coins and untold amounts sent to him while still in Tehachapi by you who just wanted your gold converted WITHOUT IKS CONSEQUENCES—AND HE SAYS "EKKERS" ARE THE BAD GUYS? My, my, Ekkers were obviously not bright enough to even think of such travesty of thievery!

PHOENIX INSTITUTE OWNERSHIP

After Green LEFT Tehachapi he set up through other persons TWO Nevada Corporations agents (Mary Ann and Grant). He made special presentations in seminars that he ALSO had fronted over a million dollars to Cort Christie (his man, he said) for the one which now comes under attack from and by him. He told hundreds of participants that he has MANY corporations.

Now for the biggie, good readers; WHO OWNS THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE?

At outset of setting-up the Institute E.J. served as President and Doris served as Secretary. They knew the paper work required to establish a working corporation. George was a member of the Board of Directors, and a Vice President (with check cashing ability on the account established at the bank). He refused to have his wife, Desiree, on the Board because "we will never get anything done".

Now, let us look at this carefully--FOR DORIS NEVER EVEN SAW THE STOCK! As acting secretary--she should not only have seen the stock but, even if Nevada had no records of ownership--she would have. Who got the stock? Who now wants to "receivership" the Institute in order to hold the assets in his own accounts? Who set up the plan in the first place and now calls it a Ponzi scheme? I suggest you seriously look to Mr. Green for I am sure that stock is equally as deeply hidden underground as were the buried gold coins!!! If this is the reputation Mr. Horton, Abbott, Gritz and group want in their circles, so be it.

As I stated, the set-up now is to trick the "big boys" into the illusion that something is going on by and through the Ekkers—sorry, there aren't even any "meetings" to be found here—with or without me. The "Ekker Cult", as Mr. Green advertises—is stated as if it were a Waco parallel but when investigated—there is nothing--no group, no church, nothing—save two elderly people who have lost everything and are struggling against all "FIXED" ODDS to make damned sure no person alive or dead loses a farthing, cent or doodle from anything in which they were ever sucked into by these adversary anti-Christ.

Mr. Gritz claims Jesus Christ and then speaks of Reptilians and Lizards when relating to that Jesus Christ? Where are your dis-
cernments, good friends? He is both "Mormon" and works with Scowcroft and is a betrayer of friends. He even betrayed his brothers in POW/MIA camps in Asia!

WHY THIS PRESENTATION TODAY?

Because on the weekend there was a full MILITARY operation set up (in San Luis Obispo COUNTY) to take out a few "good men" and women--AND DORIS AND E.J. EKKER! There was a full-blown operation with guard troops and military troops to literally blow them all away. 'Nice'?? Well, I don't cotton to these tricks too well and, finally, after two hours of very strange things--I told them they would, within three more minutes, have a FULL ALIEN ENCOUNTER OF THE WORST KIND--ON THE GROUND FOR THE WORLD TO SEE--if they did not scrub the mission and disperse immediately.

Do you still think there is NOTHING going on? Well, I am going to take my people off the murder line. Doris, if she will, will continue to write for me--nothing more. E.J. will continue to serve until the Institute "thing" (nightmare) is resolved and then totally retire. Any businesses in which I have participated will continue as they ARE--separate and apart from ANYTHING. My people have paid enough for seven years of HELL.

What will happen to the paper? The paper is a totally separate and apart entity which, I hope, will continue to be printed--nothing is changed--NOTHING!, except, Mr. Martin will have ultimate running control of the paper in point.

CONTACT WITH YOUR FRIENDS

As long as Ekkers can continue to have housing of any kind they will be reached as ever--but I would guess that CONTACT will continue to always be able to reach them. I will continue to write with Dharma as ever for the CONTACT as "guest editor" because I have so much to share with you readers of spiritual nature as well as continue to point out your enemies about you. The foundation has been laid for your receiving and the paper will go forth as any other FINE, TRUTH-BEARING voice for as long as it can be financed.

These people in this place remain under MY PROTECTION and if the adversary thinks Sunday was a "bad show" I can promise them a "terrible disaster" if they make one attempt to harm my people here. The truth is coming forth about the political corruption in all areas of this valley, including the association with Jason Brent to the Green gang and his direct payment to the former Governor of the State of California for his Judge-ship!!

Can these ones win in these "fixed" courts? Probably not, but the Ekkers MUST continue their efforts--FOR THEY ARE HOMELESS SINCE THE RTC CONFISCATED AND SOLD THEIR PROPERTY--ALL THEY HAVE EVER WANTED IS SIMPLY THEIR SURVIVAL AND A ROOF OVER THEIR HEADS--THEY ARE IN THEIR 60'S AND THEY MUST CONTINUE TO EFFORT TO GET BACK SOMETHING ABOVE THE LEGAL COSTS WHICH HAS PUT THEM SO INTO DEBT AS TO STILL HAVE NOTHING EVEN AFTER A SETTLEMENT!

AMERICA--YOU ARE IN SERIOUS TROUBLE! SERIOUS INDEED!

PROJECTS

What of projects as spoken of all along the years? The proposals have been offered, accepted by at least two to three funding resources and, if those funds flow--so too will the projects. The ones ongoing will continue if possible--THE EKKERS DID NOT, DO NOT, AND WILL NOT, HAVE ANYTHING SAVE MY INPUT AND SERVICE (VOLUNTARY) TO ANYTHING. THEY ARE NOT THE MIRACLE--EXCEPT TO HAVE SURVIVED THROUGH THIS HORRIBLE NIGHTMARE--YOU ARE THE MIRACLE!

Will "I" forsake you? Of course not--I am OF GOD. MAN MOVES AWAY FROM GOD--GOD DOES NOT MOVE
AWAY FROM MAN! I do, however, have another phase of work to be accomplished and shall be attending it. I LEAVE no one--nowhere!

FUNDING

Funding for the projects was arranged and funding made and transferred for the upstart--but a great deal of same. You don't seem to understand how BAD is your circumstance--THE FUNDS WERE THERE BUT, BECAUSE EVERY TRANSFER MUST GO DIRECTLY THROUGH CHASE MANHATTAN BANK (Rockefeller's bank taken over by Kissinger Associates) THERE--THE ISRAELIS (YES, I SAID "ISRAELIS") STOPPED THE TRANSFER. Through this little manipulation it was stated that Kissinger, et al.--"certainly don't like you"--this means "I hate you", God, Aton, and the Ekkers. My, my--how far around can two old people make trouble? Doris immediately got on Kissinger's "hit list" when she first started writing--does this tell us something? Doesn't it also tell you a lot about WHY MR. GREEN HAS BEEN ORDERED TO KEEP THOSE JOURNALS OFF THE PUBLIC ABILITY TO OBTAIN THEM--AND WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO THEM TO KEEP THE TRUTH OF LIGHT AND GOD (PLEIADIS CONNECTION SERIES OF JOURNALS) BANNED AND HELD IN COURT?

LISTEN UP, READERS

I am not going to even ask my scribe and E.J. to go further in this--BUT THE INSTITUTE WILL CONTINUE UNTIL THE LAST HOUND IS HUNG--TO RECLAIM, BALANCE AND HOLD TRUTH IN THE COURTS TO RECOVER AND RECLAIM THAT WHICH IS YOUR PROPERTY AND RETURN TO PRIOR AND PROPER OWNERS THE ORIGINAL TRANSFERS OF THOSE GOLD COINS AND SUMS.

THE JOURNALS HAVE BEEN SO DISCOUNTED AS TO BE WORTH VERY LITTLE IF ANYTHING--BUT THOSE DEFICITS IN VALUE WILL BE PURSUED AGAINST MR. GREEN FOR HOLDING THE NOTE IN THE COLLECTION PROCESS. DON'T FORGET--GREENS TOOK, IN CASH, $150 THOUSAND in loans from the Institute, claiming use for publishing--all of which now makes sense in the rip-off category. The Institute just had to pay many thousands of dollars to George's prior printer to clear him of the horrendous debt unpaid by Greens. Where did the funds go? Well, part of them went to publish Dr. Coleman's book, "300"! Now, isn't this all interesting? The game has gotten down and dirty? I don't know, is it? Or is it that TRUTH is painful and the lies are that which are DIRTY?

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER

There have only been one or two supporters of the CLC--(I wonder WHY?) and so much was ripped-off by the "Friends of Green" that we cannot know where that entity will go--it matters not to Ekkers for they have NOTHING to do with it except that the CLC has offered some advice and help in filings, etc., with their barrage of legal battles. You must understand, you who continue to hear from George Green with his sad tales--the Ekkers are not in conflict OR LITIGATION with Green in Nevada OR ANYWHERE--THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE IS IN LITIGATION IN AN EFFORT TO STAVE OFF RECEIVERSHIP AND LOSS TO ANYONE. SO FAR, THE INSTITUTE HAS ONLY BECOME MORE AND MORE SOUNDLY SETTLED. GREEN EVEN WENT TO THE METALS CORPORATION TRYING TO PUSH THEM INTO SOME KIND OF CHARGES--NO GO--BUSINESS HAS BEEN PERFECTION AND VERY SOUND.

SO WHAT IS THIS MESSAGE?

Doris will make her own statement within a few days as she can emotionally handle the near-death experience on Sunday and the probability of a SWAT TEAM, ATF raid in effort to destroy the rest of their existence. I, therefore, am making these statements so that THERE IS NO MISUNDERSTANDING--LET MY PEOPLE GO! This is a greedy game of little boys and girls out of control--and directly according to the LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE AND GOD--THAT WHICH YOU SEND OUT,
GOOD BUDDIES, WILL COME BACK IN YOUR FACE TO REVEAL THE EVIL AND SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES! FURTHER, THAT WHICH IS GIVEN IN TRUTH UNTO GOD IN SHARING—SHALL COME BACK IN REWARD IN MORE ABUNDANCE! THIS IS THE PROMISE OF GOD. THE CHOICES ARE YOURS AS TO WHERE YOU FIT INTO THIS PLAY.

They will (Doris and E.J.) continue to serve in voluntary capacity within any requesting corporation or business as may be sought—however, except for writing and guest Editorials—they have resigned from the business machinery of any projects we have projected. They will serve as representatives for corporation positions just as they did at upstart for the purposes of "paperwork" required in the establishment of any corporation anywhere. However, friends, for a while I request that you not ask it of them.

Dharma will be no less BUSY at work than before—it is that Green has projected an image of these two beloved brothers that is NOT valid. Dharma is my secretary and E.J. has worked 24 hours a day in doing that which I have requested of him. They shall continue in full-steam ahead work—but no longer in any connection with these clandestine circles of lies. I AM NOT GOING ANYWHERE but am changing my focus and therefore to continue to kick the dead dogs here—is stupid indeed. It is time you ones turn your own focus to the guilty parties and stop this nonsense.

You cannot BUY a ticket for interview with God or Hosts—but the communication is ALWAYS FREE AND TOTALLY OPEN. YOU CANNOT EVEN BEGIN TO PURCHASE A TICKET ON GOD’S FLIGHT CRAFT—YOU MISS THE BOAT IF YOU LOCK YOURSELVES INTO SUCH THOUGHTS—YOU ARE PLAYING INTO THE TRAP OF THE ADVERSARY WHO USES THE CHRIST AND GOD FOR THEIR DECEITFUL PURPOSES—AND DECEIVE YOU WITH TOUTINGS OF REPTILES AND LIZARDS WHEN SAME RESIDE IN THE NESTS IN WHICH THE TOUTING MOUTHS SIT. IT IS A TIME OF DISCERNING, READERS.

As to "readers", who do I mean, the thousands who get this right off the machinery or you who subscribe to the paper honorably? BOTH. This has been the resource moving to Washington, the Intelligence Community and all the way around the globe—before the thing is taken from the computer. It is fine, it was PLANNED to be that way—and I now use that routing to tell you intelligence gatherers—that I appreciate your cooperation even if buying a subscription would have made the ongoing project more easily accessible to you. FRIENDS, YOU WILL FIND THE ADVERSARY DECEITFUL AND CHEAP EVEN TO HIS SMALLEST OPERATIONS!

WHO WINS?

Listen to Bo Gritz—for this is really TRUTH: GOD WINS! Further, GOD wins through Truth and revealing of that which is evil and corrupt. When the mighty warriors of highest rank and activities, such as Col. Gritz, effort to destroy a grandmother in her sixties with NOTHING, (SAVE THE PEN), then you surely MUST HAVE YOUR LIVING EXAMPLE!!! As a matter of fact, readers—GOD HAS ALREADY WON! These ambassadors of the Evil Empire just don’t seem to realize they have done themselves "in", YET. (You have set yourselves up as total FOOLS and are now proving it to YOUR PUBLIC!)

Yes, indeed, good readers—I ask that you continue to call Sir Gritz for information regarding space rides and interviews—further, call America West and Mr. Green for HE IS OBVIOUSLY THE ONE TO WHICH MR. Gritz MUST HAVE BEEN REFERRING AND SOMEHOW ERRED IN NAMING DORIS EKKER FOR SHE DOES NOT EVEN REPRESENT THAT SHE HAS EVER SO MUCH AS "SEEN" ME—MUCH LESS SPEAK OUT MAKING APPOINTMENTS FOR ME. SHE IS NOT MY PERSONAL PUBLIC SCHEDULE KEEPER—SHE IS A TYPIST-TRANSLATOR. SO BE IT. I suggest ALL OF YOU follow up on this investigation to and from the SOURCE as offered by Cdr. Gritz and ongoing by Sir Green(berg?). Mr. Anderson? Oh gosh, readers, he is just an automatic-weapons-in-the-briefcase toting criminal and thief—not even considered worthy of Green’s and/or Gritz’s notice.
May they all rest well in their little insecure worlds—for those whom they first betrayed on the Elite side of this little caper are OUT TO GET THEM AND THEY CAN CONSIDER THIS ANOTHER WARNING! I have no further interest in them—only that final example to you readers of TRUTH and how easily YOU CAN BE FOOLEO!

May you be given to walk in the Lighted presence of GOD—for it is the ONLY security left to you upon the places of physical MAN. The point of no return has come and passed—you are IN THE CHAOS—NOW!

I fully intend to move my major thrust to the HIGHEST POWERS ON YOUR GLOBE AND AWAY FROM THE FOCUS ON THE MOST TINY SERVANTS OF GOD'S OWN PLANS. I salute you who have served and I do not leave you—but I suggest that many who have worked so diligently to set-up my people and myself—clear out of this place of Light for you are uncovered as well and I no longer have any reason to cover you in your betrayal activities for the whole of the scam and scheme is uncovered and you who serve the adversary in the way of these small creeps—had better be making choices—NOW. I believe you must realize that the "house-cleaning" has BEGUN! Let's just say that it is time for the next "relay" team runners to take the chalice and they are ready, prepared and willing—I guess "you" call it "ready, willing and able"! They have been sent on DEATH MISSIONS, undergone DEATH surgeries of several kinds—and each has undergone the ALIEN ENCOUNTER OF THE MOST INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL KIND—THEY HAVE MET AND COUNSELED WITH GOD—IN GOD'S PLACES! SO BE IT.

I speak of no "religious" teachers or speakers of "hypothetical truths"—YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THE HOGWASH OR THE GLORY FOR IT WILL NOT BE THEM THAT CONFRONTS GOD AT YOUR PASSAGE—IT WILL BE YOU!

Continue, if you will, to discount me and mine—it matters not one iota to me or to them. They are on a mission in preparation for God—and so be it. I remind you: GOD WINS THIS ONE! YOU 'AIN'T SEEN NUTTIN' YET'!

WHY DID THIS NOT GET IN LAST WEEK'S PAPER?

This is Tuesday and the paper is already at press and yesterday Dharma was still in emotional shock over the Sunday events. It is not easy to realize that you are at the center of a full-military operation to KILL YOU and, further, a stand-off between the Elite commanders who set up the deal and THE COMMAND WITH SPACE CRAFT IN READY FOR BATTLE—SEEN BY EVERYONE IN THAT GROUND SQUADRON. THE LARGEST NUMBERS OF DEBRIEFINGS AND ORDERS FOR SILENCE CAME OUT OF THE SCRUBBED MISSION ON SUNDAY THAN IN ANY OPERATION ON YOUR GLOBE! Dharma was in no condition to write on this subject and I HAD TO USE HER FOR TRANSLATING DIRECTLY THROUGH AUDIBLE SPEAKINGS.

To you who were present and wonder why I did not speak of the "encounter"—I made agreements to hold up until today (allowing them their brain-orders of troops) to make a public statement about the incident. I keep both my promises and my agreements. It is something you one should learn to do—for if they be made in truth—they will stand into infinity. "Consequences" are then simply "understood" and testing gets to be less important in confrontation by your idiots in charge of your destiny—YOU gave them that power, you must realize.

I do ask that this be run up-front in any paper who will take the copy—I have no thing to hide or COVER. I further request that it most certainly be given TOP BILLING in the CONTACT—which has served as my voice of Light and information.

To you who continually botch this computer this morning as we write—I suggest you withdraw for I am MOST HAPPY TO MAKE THIS AVAILABLE TO ANY AND ALL READERS THROUGHOUT THE GLOBE. YOUR TAMPERINGS WITH THE EQUIPMENT WILL NOT MAKE ONE MEASURE OF
Dharma, thank you scribe—the monitors are going to wipe out the program if we go further. Let us close this as you can see the computer ready to self-destruct. No, good enemies, you will not blow out this machinery and kill her—I STAND BETWEEN THEE AND SHE! GOOD DAY. Fear not, little friend, I shall not leave your side for even an instant—to take you they must take me and I suggest for another last go of information—GOD WINS! The light that keeps flashing at you now must tell you to close this as the next one triggers the blast! Salu

Hatonn to stand-by,

IN SERVICE TO GOD ALMIGHTY—I AM THAT YOU SHALL BE!

CHAPTER 2

REC #1 HATONN

WED., FEB. 9, 1994 9:58 A.M. YEAR 7, DAY 17

WED., FEB. 9, 1994

HOW DO WE SHORE-UP, CLOSE-UP OR PICK-UP?

FROM RIGHT WHERE WE ARE!

Little Crow: Loving myself unconditionally means I love God the Creator, the Mother-Father Energy, unconditionally. I don't put any conditions on the Creator and the Creator doesn't put any conditions on me....Love eliminates a lot of powerlessness. We feel powerless when we don't love ourselves.

Thank you, Brother—we can go on a few steps further now.

***

Nobody promised you a rose garden, children. The PROMISE is that the world will undergo cleansing, wars, clearing and renewal. You cannot have any one of these massive happenings without great and wondrous as well as horrendous repercussions of such physical changes—or, for that matter, spiritual changes. God does not whisk you away on fluffy clouds and he who thinks it to be that way will be greatly shocked and LOST. You don't "purchase" tickets to God—YOU GET THERE THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY—YOU EARN IT!

Little Crow reminds Dharma that "we have done this before, walked this journey" and that means, dear ones, that realize it or not—you are experts and practiced at this task at hand. God does not make sloppy plans and if you are feeling unfinished and unwilling to make passage while within our work "timing", then you aren't going to go anywhere except to WORK. You may
well not SEE our hand as the forces in enemy camps are stayed. However, THEY SEE THE HAND and therein lies the importance. God within the soul is the protection and YOU DON'T NEED TO SEE SILLY VISIONS--ONLY HOLD TO THAT POWER. Love yourself enough to feel and be worthy of that which is gifted in abundance and glory and we shall all fare very well indeed. Disappointments and cutting of entanglements are but part of the choosing, testing and securing process. If one is not going to serve and refuses change and opportunities for reclamation—the caring is unilateral and will never, under any circumstances, work out in goodness. Therefore, confront within the possibilities, take stance in unbending TRUTH AND RIGHTNESS and go for it.

If the person(s) still refuse or make choices against you, so be it for it is "lost" to your possibilities anyway. It is as with death of the body—the sooner all involved and touched by such instance face the circumstance, grieve at the loss and move on, facing the facts and not the fantasy of such situation, the better for each and all. The confrontation allows for OTHERS to make their decisions based on fact and not "druthers" or WEAKNESS in selfishness which cannot go beyond that impact on "self". When you refuse to accept weakness in another, when you offer the support necessary for that one to be strong, you may help the weak one to face responsibility and bring change FOR self. If not, that one is lost at any rate to his/her own choices and consequences. It is NEVER too late as long as there is "life" but in every instance it will be THE person involved who MUST change, for you can only offer tools and support for the journey of "another". I remind you, however, MAKE SURE YOU ARE STRONG WITHIN SELF, IN LOVE WITH SELF PROPERLY IN GOODNESS, AND THEN CONFRONT THE PROBLEMS HEAD ON IN THAT STRENGTH.

I have never seen the primitive and perfect rose that has no thorns—even in that sought-after rose garden. However, I have never seen ANYONE bleed to death from the pricks of the thorns. I HAVE, HOWEVER, WITNESSED THE MULTITUDES WHO LEARN TO CONFRONT THE THORNS, WEAR GLOVES, PLUCK OFF THE THORNS OR AVOID THEM. SOME GO RIGHT ON GOUGING THEMSELVES WITH THE STICKERS UNTIL THEY DO THEMSELVES IN. YOU MAKE YOUR OWN CHOICES ABOUT THOSE ROSE-BUSH THORNS. THEY WILL CONTINUE TO BE ABUNDANT IN YOUR GARDEN SO YOU HAVE TO DECIDE HOW YOU WILL DEAL WITH THEM—OR NOT DEAL WITH THEM—UNTIL THEY TAKE OVER YOUR EXISTENCE AND THE ROSE ITSELF IS FORGOTTEN. Turn the other cheek to the thorns? HOW STUPID!

There will always be perspective presentations on any given matter or thing. Mr. Green stole $350,000 WORTH OF GOLD COINS, took them to Nevada and buried them in his back yard (HIS STORY—NOT MINE). He was REQUIRED by LAW and officers enforcing that law, to dig them up and deliver them to the court—under enforcement procedures. He even bitched and moaned about having to dig "through four feet of dirt and snow"—poor dear. Now HE tells everyone that he did nothing, in fact instigated the thought and turned over the coins in point to the court. (Of course he only turned over the ones with documentation to prove the theft—the rest were later taken into a place for his security.) He says, as a matter of fact, that "I took them to the court where they remain so how can I steal them?"

Quite different in presentation from the facts, wouldn't you say? Well, this is life and you will live it as it comes—until you decide to change it, and when you decide to change it—you will do so. No more and certainly no less. If you despise the thorns enough you will pluck them off and render the rose harmless as well as beautiful to the soul. TRUTH AND PERSEVERANCE IN RIGHTNESS WILL DO NICELY AS YOUR WEAPONS AND THORN PLUCKERS. The bush will not give up the thorns as it will give up the blossom long before the thorns—in fact, the thorns remain and the rose goes.

Now, why have I given you this rather boring parable? Because I have given you the thorn-pluckers and all you have to do is pluck them. Always discern and judge the advantageous and correctly beneficial way as stewards of God's property and mission—and go for it. If it requires that you APPEAR to be losing
or lost—so what? What APPEARS and WHAT IS are two very, very different things, my children.

You must, however, cease to focus on that which seems to always be the "negative" except as to realize that something may well need to be done prior to receiving so that always protection and good stewardship is involved. If you focus on the facet of one reflection—you may well delay the receiving until you can focus on the WHOLE in proper action. God's delays are not only lack of denial but often are nudgings or proper sequence strategies for security and provide opportunity to check your plans and cover all your bases. The enemy will not miss a hole in your shield or the crack in your fortress. But he will, in fact, point them out to you if you remain ever alert. You simply need to "walk" on—NOT "ON WATER".

LOST CAUSES?

My goodness, students, what have we going on here? Let us example the simple matter of, let's use as example for it is so prevalent these days, Ekkers being compelled by court to not do this or not do that as relates to writings. Does that impoundment mean that "Joe" can't write or print or whatever? No—it means that Ekkers may not break the order and do that which is legally forbidden. Dharma cannot, for instance, control (especially since all her work is "dated" magazine JOURNAL-type material and NOT copyrighted) the reprinting of anything she has done—or anyone else for that matter. The law states that "she" may not and "she" may not promote or participate in anything that is bound by court-order. I certainly do not propose that Ekkers do anything except possibly retire the books in point were never "their" property or, for that matter, we find that they don't care about them except for the Truth within them. Dharma has no interest in them AT ALL for they represent only bad images of bastards at work for the Evil Empire. Do YOU actually think Dharma gives a hoot, since her only work has been stolen by Green and others, what happens? Hers was to get it typed as asked by me and/or others of MY COMMAND, AS GIVEN. Her job was and is not to get it published, burned, huried or read—in fact, she has NOT read it. If others in Tim-buck-too-

too, without her knowledge, re-present the entire lot she would reflect not even interest. She NEVER considered the work to be "hers" or her rightful gain—she certainly cares a whole lot "less" NOW. It is much as with the thorns—if you can't get rid of them and "allow" stoppage of your journey, so be it. To allow this is but to have total lack of creative capability—which is exactly that which the enemy wishes upon you.

George, for instance, demands that the books in his hostage room be valued at $6.00 minimum, a volume. Come now, all of you sleepyheads. Let's say you have 110 thousand copies of OLD outdated monthly TV Guides or even Readers Dignats. Especially if you have a subscription and got the information and saved your copy—how much is an old repeat of last June's issue worth on the open market? This, especially, AFTER TOTAL DENONCEMENT OF BOTH WRITER AND INFORMATION AND INFORMATION SOURCE—BY THE PUBLISHER? Does this not take on a rather "different" perspective than the selling of novels and books which may or may not move up or down in value? I'll tell you one thing—once a publisher denounces work as lies and blasphemy, a book is of almost NO VALUE and the expense of disposing of the lot is all but too expensive to consider. I would, in fact, in the case of George Green—I would simply demand repayment of the loans he took from the Institute and let him worry about those hostages—most especially the copies he hoarded of old newspa-

papers. Who in his right mind would want 110 thousand old local papers from, say, downtown Podunk? When you are held equally hostage by an "idea"—you spend more in the long run in energy AND MONEY than the product could possibly be worth.

George still tells "everybody" that Hatonn left Tehacapi and went with him and Desireé to wherever they are. He, as late as yesterday, said the "Command" has told him this or that...etc. Well, I don't know who he THINKS he is quoting—but it ain't "command". He, further, says that God is not here with this scribe—and then, he demands a price structure of $6 per volume retail value? How about even the $3.00 he claims in printing costs? He hadn't even paid the printer for months and months and at most the printer NEVER CHARGED HIM MORE
THAN $1.50 A BOOK. A cheat and liar rarely changes, my friends.

Do you actually think old back issues of, say, The McAlvany Report, The Gold Update, Executive Intelligence Review, OR old, irrelevant New Federalist papers are worth much? If you don't stop looking at the "ideal" "druthers" and face, squarely, THE FACTS--you are going to be duped worse than you have already been "had". George Green was TOLD EXACTLY WHAT THE JOURNALS AND PAPERS WERE AND ARE—if he has chosen to call them something "else" to garner a market and money, then I note it is his own trap he has sprung on himself. These works have been called "Journals" SINCE INCEPTION. Every entry bears at least TWO DATES to point out the total calendar-register. I suggest YOU GET AN "EXPERT" to evaluate with THESE POINTS RIGHT UP FRONT! I submit that Mr. Green has devalued further the already present "dated" devaluation of the material to ZILCH and will, in fact, stick YOU with the storage fees as well. You, further, have additional expenses involved in deleting or making substitution of publishing information FOR I WILL NOT ALLOW MORE OF MY WORK TO GO FORTH BEARING AMERICA WEST AS THE BEARER OR PUBLISHER—OR ANYTHING ELSE OF GOD'S PRESENTATIONS.

AM I SERIOUS?? DEAD SERIOUS!! IF YOU ONES DON'T KNOW WHEN YOU'VE "HAD ENOUGH"—I DO! And, in that vein, I ask that the name of "M" be covered and those letters, exactly as are, received yesterday—be printed in the next paper. We are efforting to bring this garbage to a final stop so that we can get on with our work. The readers are weary of the Soap Opera to great extent (but they have to have these lessons as well as do you at home base). The paper, however, was started and continued to serve as a message network TO OUR PEOPLE. If other readers don't like that which we offer—DON'T READ THE DAMNED THING!

To you who have been faithful and supported us—yours shall be a nice surprise coming. Our "team" herc could not have made this journey without your loving letters, cards and "kleenex" when the hurt has been too much for the moment.

YOU ONES have done what no one in the system could do—you got a political prisoner released. It may take MORE support to get him totally disconnected that he might function—but YOU got Guuthier Russbacher to this point of possible freedom. On that subject—he is virtually under "house arrest" as the lawyers and judges argue, ponder and "check with the big boys" over his fate. If they re-incarcerate him I believe we can depend on such a barrage FROM YOU as to blow off the top of that Missouri court system and uncover the bastards in corruption. America may well be a "chosen" place—IT IS NO LONGER EVEN A "NICE" PLACE!

The major focus is on this "big old caretaker" herein writing. They are trying to protect themselves and at the same time not push me too far. Well, I am patient and they are such "small fish" as to annoy me in my overall duties—so we can wait as it gives time to do some other necessary shoring-up against the beast you thought to be your "brothers". RICO charges? I think not—or at the least, it will be so nasty as to make your eyes turn brown, if they happen to be blue—you who are working on that assault.

This gives me an opportunity to present another little message to the ones monitoring this keyboard: The time is at hand for keeping of agreements for I, too, have itchy trigger fingers and you have just about overdone your games. Do that which is agreed and you shall find yourselves around to play another time—but my annoyance is being offset only by my increasing irritation. If you think the craft presented to you in SLO—was nice, shiny and looked like an inbound destroyer of the worst kind—push me, that one was a tiny baby craft—my Command craft is rather impressive at first glimpse—and LAST. Back off—get the agreements transacted and leave my people ALONE for that is one agreement YOU WILL NOT BREAK. I suggest the players in the beast's control get on with the functions or the head beasts might get some rather awkward to explain headaches.
For you readers: This document is already being run on the receiving units in Switzerland, London, New York and other places near and far--as we write. This fact has been a great advantage to my cause as it becomes the fastest communication system on your globe. I'll leave it alone if you will, puppets. I suggest to you who are concerned here, remove the "holds", make the agreements so, and get out of the way--we require very little so my hope is that wisdom is greater than your absurd greedy antics. My people may be a bit weary--I AM NOT AS I THRIVE ON THE ENERGY OF THE "BATTLE", GOOD BUDDIES, AND I AND MINE HAVE BEEN PATIENT FOR A VERY LONG TIME.

You of the Adversary's puppets are NOTHING to me or mine. You are as tiny ants moving one by one in the pathway of the elephant herd. You have lost all loyalty to your plight so as to rally an army of devoted warriors and the ant army who could kill the largest of the beasts are controlled only through ignorance and FEAR and will turn on YOU like the black widow devours her mate. There is no control of mind powerful enough on your place to override MY OWN ABILITY, NONE. I hope you consider these messages carefully for at this time I have no greater wish than do you, to give problems--the difference is--I WILL and in the areas of capability of which I reference--YOU CAN'T! By the way--what about those lies you shuffle off on the people about your shuttle mission?? Light and truth may also be in order--the Russians don't like you either. You are a sick and dying society almost to the point of "no return". I believe you in "charge" have noted that I do not "threaten"--I ACT EXACTLY AS I SAY--EVERY TIME. Thank you for your attention.

Dharma, never mind the thorns as they shall be moved aside as we continue without intimidation. Rest for the weary? You did not come to "rest". Time for renewal and regrouping? Yes, as we continue to move along. Never mind the piles and heaps of material waiting--there are these other things which cannot "wait". We shall take up again, at leisure, the subjects so lately interrupted that we can rearrange loads and responsibilities. Man has not much "longer" to awaken and there is enough in-

formation to last him a lifetime in the alarm ringing. You do not have to bear the burden of it ALL. Just as the "moving finger writes and moves on", so too shall you accept that we must move on as responsibilities change in the ever flowing transitional passage. Others must take that which is already given and come into realization and self awakening--ours is but to PRESENT and THE WORD is only a portion of the WHOLE. Man desires to sit in his dreams and he fed the food of utopia without the responsibilities which are mandatory in utopia. YOU SHALL KNOW ME BY MY "LIGHT"--NOT MY FACE!

To all of you, as with Dharma as the valley of shadows surrounds her and you all: Little Crow:...The answer is there and what we need to do is to have faith in what we believe. If you believe that there is a God and that there is heaven, then believe that and believe it with all of your heart and all of your being and act accordingly to it. Act accordingly to it. Behave as if you do believe that. That's all....

Take my hand, child, and I will bring you home...for I know the way! Salu.

I AM AND YOU ARE!
CHAPTER 3
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Before we write this morning, after an absence from the keyboard in "general" writing, I, Doris, would like to make a statement, please.

By now you regular readers have familiarity with the goings on in "uncovering" this old criminal "cult" leader and thus and so. Readers, as I mop the blood off the floor and the spatters off everything around me--I often don't think I can go another step in this world. And then, instead of the phone calls following Gritz's pronouncement of my phone number overflowing me with more rocks and stones, my lines are filled with love and support and shock over what is taking place. In the days first following the broadcasts offering my personal phone--NO ONE CALLED! I am so grateful to you for that because sometimes I don't think I can walk through another gauntlet. I do not even understand this kind of vicious combat--except that "we must be on target to get this kind of flack". Yes indeed, as more and more is uncovered I can only offer Sir Gritz, Anderson, Green and Binder my appreciation--for they represent the epitome of that which has destroyed our world--the liars and cheats who would sell the souls of their own mothers if they could.

In listening to Tim Binder, now joined with Green, et al., I was shocked--stunned--he has absolutely NO COMPREHENSION of that which Walter Russell brought forth. And, by his own words on national radio--what Russell had to share in SCIENCE has been missed for over fifty years.

I have yet to run into anyone prior to our writings, including me, save two people, who had so much as heard of Walter Russell much less his controversial work. In fact ALL of the thrust had been turned to the "Philosophical" portion of Lao's work at the University and still is--the scientific material UNFINISHED.

I was amused that Gritz is so "up" on the information and the knowledge that he had never heard of Walter Russell and gosh, Col. Gritz is a judge and authority on EVERYTHING. I note now that he, however, is adamant about the importance of this WORK and joins with Binder, et al., to bring it forth. If Cmdr. Hatonn had not written about the material, WOULD IT NOT STILL BE BURIED? Even from expert Gritz? Well, readers, it comes to me from three sources that "the real Bo Gritz" is being looked for as he is somehow "missing". I don't know anything about that as it seems this is the same old Bo who turned on Commander at election time. I don't know what "we" did to the man. Perhaps his jesting about changing out Bush is not so funny after all??? Gritz also offers that I am "insane"--so be it! I would be the first to agree so you are left to JUDGE the work I am allowed to "share" and promptly discount this "messenger". I claim no physic ability and certainly NEVER to have been nor ever expect to be, a prophet. When, however, I get to the point where I am dumbfounded myself at what is being said I look around and if this is a "cult" here at my type-writer it is certainly a funny one consisting of just "me". I would not presume you readers to be so foolish as to follow any ONE caught up in the muck of this experience. I DO CONSIDER, HOWEVER, THE MESSAGE BEYOND ALL PRICE.

As for E.J.--I find the assault against him to be even more pitifully cast forth. He is stuck trying to salvage the mess left to us by George Green in this Institute. EVERY problem, every intent at subterfuge was set up with persons and mechanisms to "do us in"--at George's hands and warped actions.

I would note regarding this wondrous search for "truth", as Gritz puts his intentions--that he quotes his Bible verses and then proceeds to offer nothing save untruths--even to the University of Science and Philosophy which he called equally as often: "University of Science and Technology". That place is a "religious" type of institution by whatever name--set in its pattern by a beautiful lady called Lao. She proclaims Russell to be
a "humanist" and yet Binder said he was cognizant of a "Creator Source". Indeed he was also said by Lao to be in awe of "Mary Baker Eddy", the founder of Christian Science "religion", and felt her to be the ONLY one who offered the 'truth of it'. Now I ask YOU--how can you simply offer "those" works and books without some type of discussion on the fact that CONCLUSIONS ARE TOTALLY OPPOSITE FROM THE AREAS OF SCIENTIFIC FACT? IT IS OBVIOUS THAT NONE OF THE PRATTLING PARTIES HAVE READ THE MATERIAL--EITHER RUSSELL'S OR THE JOURNALS IN POINT. BY THE WAY--THESE "BOOKS" ARE SIMPLY JOURNALS--AND, REMEMBER--ALL PROCEEDS WERE TO GO TO THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION, THAT IS, UNTIL GEORGE GREEN TOOK ALL OF EVERYTHING, INCLUDING THE BOOKS.

Doris Ekker, readers, has NEVER published ANYTHING, sold anything or given seminars on anything. You can't even put Commander Hatonn into that role for neither has he!

Well, for whatever it is worth--I'm going right on with the writing for we heard it this morning--the next phase of control of all information--"The library funds have been massively cut by Clinton and the libraries around the nation will begin to close and all material will be outdated!" The most notable library to feel the sting is the Library of Congress--the oldest and most respected in the nation. "Gain the control of media, press, motion pictures and what is in the libraries and you will take the world." I, further, also see my one asset--finally! It seemed hard to lose our home and EVERYTHING we own or ever hope to have--but now it looks good to me because when "they" have taken it ALL, the worry over "loss" MEANS NOTHING! The "loss" that I cannot stand is the possibility of others losing ANYTHING through association with us in any way--and I leave that to God for I cannot do more than what I do--THIS!

When the world seemed painfully bleak and damaged the other morning--Commander awakened me from a dead sleep and the radiance poured through the room like the sun and he said, "I have delivered thine enemies into your hands, what is it that ye shall do?" Do I know what he means? INDEED!!

I ask now to share something from a letter sent to me yesterday from a distant friend (LB) who picked up this article which we will share here. She also asks if "anyone knows how to contact Paul Stonehill", the reporter who handled this story.

Fate magazine, Feb., 1994: Soviet Psychic Warfare, by Paul Stonehill, pp. 78 & 79:

The Ministry of Security of the Russian Federation, the CIA, and Special Services of other countries possess testimonies convincing enough to conclude that there is the presence of a "detachment of observers" from other worlds in near-Earth orbit. The Security Agencies of leading countries of our planet know well that the reconnaissance mission of ET civilizations has one centralized command body [LB: Hatonn, I hope!] responsible for coordination, planning, and enforcement of large-scale activities to study and observe Earth....

My gosh, maybe it's NOT ME who is insane after all?!?

HOW REAL ARE OUR REALITIES?

As the morning came and my heart was still heavy with the burdens of this journey, the messages began to come--from everywhere. I won't give away the greatest gifts of which will set the enemy to pondering his own plight--but a wonderful friend sent, in the mail, some books. I picked up one and, of course, the strength was there for the understanding which was out of reach for my own thoughts. I am going to share it with you for a little bit, please. The enemy will call it plagiarism I presume, but here I go anyway.

It is from Chapter I of a book Ye Are Gods by Annalee Skarin. I don't know where you can get it, as is so often the fact with things sent to me. However, it shows an old address: The Philosophical Library, Inc., 15 East 40th Street, New York 16, N.Y. (no zip). You see, the work is out there--our job is to
simply get it together so you can have it also. My work has never been otherwise and NEVER has Hatonn stated otherwise--we write "journals" so that you can have opportunity to utilize that which is available and/or hidden from you. I have not yet had time to read the JOURNALS so I am most often the very one who doesn't know how to argue the points involved.

I only know that I couldn't write one more line this day on the horrors of what IS and so, please, may I share some thoughts from this beautiful person that literally led me through this recent muck-swamp.

QUOTING:

Do you have unanswered longings deep within your soul struggling for release, and does your heart sometimes speak louder than your mind? If you desire, if you yearn, if you hope, if you think and feel and aspire, then there is something dwelling within your little clay house that you must meet.

This day I would like to knock at the door of your earthly tabernacle, the body you have built, and reaching in, invite you to come and get acquainted with yourself—that you might know yourself, and that from now on, henceforth and forever, you might be free.

In order to do this it will first be necessary to compare man's realities with the things he considers unreal.

Can one suffer more from a broken leg or a broken heart? A broken heart leaves scars that never heal. The suffering can be so intense that many have died from it. Yet one cannot SEE a broken heart, touch it, or even describe it. But is the broken leg more real because it is more tangible than the broken heart? Not to those who have suffered from heartbreak, though eyes have never gazed upon a quivering broken heart, nor hands ever touched one.

These tangible things that man has doted on, and lived by, let us examine them. The most real things in our lives are food, clothing, transportation and shelter. Let us take them one by one and give to each the test of durability.

What did you have for dinner two weeks ago this evening? That meal was such an important thing, yet you probably cannot remember a single thing you ate, no matter how hard you try, that is, not unless it was a special occasion, you had guests, it was a holiday, or for some reason you had a poor, make-shift meal. The most important substance of life, that for which we labor incessantly, is the most quickly forgotten. The thousands of meals consumed by each individual are the most unimportant things in our memories after we have eaten and digested them, unless we are very hungry or glutons. Of course we still look forward to more meals; but they, too, will join with those of the forgotten past--realities that have become only vague dreams of intangible memories.

Clothing lasts longer than food; it is as vital. We enjoy dressing beautifully quite as much as we enjoy eating. We go to endless expense and effort to clothe our bodies becomingly. But what has become of all the suits of apparel we have worn in the past? A husband will struggle and scheme to buy his wife the gorgeous gown on which she has set her heart and later pins her pride. She is so happy over it she hopes the house will not burn down and destroy it if she leaves home without wearing it. It is the most important thing in her existence, that is, for awhile. Her fingers caress its loveliness in happy enjoyment; yet a year or so later she looks at the dilapidated "rag", declaring in disgust that she would rather stay home forever than appear before her friends in it--and the glamorous gown has become a repulsive thing, hated and despised. Its glory has vanished. It ends up at last in the incinerator, or for cleaning rags, taking its place among the dead, forgotten elements of the things that have been.

Shall we take a car next? Surely it is practical. It is one of the most substantial things one could possibly think of in this day of practicability. Even its paint is of hardened, baked enamel. Its softest substances are steel-reinforced cushions and hard rubber tires. It is so real it is the very life and joy of the whole
family, from father down to baby Danny. It is the most worth-while thing in their lives. And while the family ride on the seats, their heads soar along in the clouds. Yet within a year or so this beautiful, practical thing of iron and steel begins to show signs of wear. Within ten years it has become such a "rattletrap" the family, in shame, refuse to ride in it. So dad still drives it to work, nursing it, caring for it like a tender parent, though nothing will save it forever for eventually it is dragged to the graveyard of cars and there are none to mourn its passing. It has perished, this practical thing of earthly elements refined to their highest, most durable point of excellence.

The next most vital thing in man's life is his shelter. He may labor and save all his days to buy the home that will satisfy the desires of his heart. Yet no matter how, or where he builds, within a few years it will be in the slum district--his dream becomes outmoded, out of style, dilapidated. The most gorgeous homes of the past are the slums of the present.

The once beautiful palace of the Mexican Governor, Pico, still stands on North Main Street in Los Angeles. If one has imagination he can still see the glory that once resided there and feel the pride that built this monument of stone to stand through generations, glorifying beauty and magnificence. But its splendor has passed away and perished. Its former grandeur stands leering down in mockery at the frail things men's hands have made. It is like a once beautiful woman, slouching along with hose lagging over unlaced shoes, hair unkempt, clothing soiled and dirty, face unwashed and hands begrimed with filth. The palace of past glory now houses the cast-off remnants of men's rags in a second-hand clothing store.

So these practical things man clings to in his substantial way through life are fleeting, transitory things. And if one thinks deeply, the question comes, how real are our realities?

Where is the child you used to be? That little child that was you? It did exist, but where is it now? It has gone, and will never live again--and the "YOU" that exists today will soon pass on, and there will be an older person walking in your shoes, bearing your name.

All the tangible things of earth are best described by the old colored gentleman who quoted his favorite passage of scripture, "and it came to pass". The war, the famine, the tempest came--to pass--and life went on again.

Are all things then passing and transitory? Are all these substantial, practical things we deal in and depend on only dreams of a night vision? Is there nothing vital or lasting in life?

Can one suffer more from a broken heart or a broken leg? One is physical, the other mental. Is it possible that the things we cannot see or touch are more powerful and lasting than these tangible things our eyes behold?

One cannot see electricity. Neither can one touch it, nor hold it in his hands. Electricity is a form of energy, yet who can describe it? Who can fathom it? What is the source of its eternal supply of vital, throbbing power? Where is its abiding place? Who constructed its habitation? How was it created? And why? No man would be foolish enough to deny its existence because he has not beheld it with his physical eyes, for he has only to see it in action to know that it does exist. By its strength our houses are lighted, cleaned and heated. In a thousand ways its mighty power is brought to serve us and do our bidding. It is a greater servant, more dependable, more obedient than the genie of Aladdin's lamp. Yet our eyes have never beheld it. Even the lightning in the heavens is only electricity in action--its forces at play--but no man can gather it in his hands and say, "I have it! Behold, it is mine!"

Neither can wind be seen, nor held in the hands of man, yet even small children know that the wind is a reality. No one knows where it was born or where it dies. Eyes have not seen its resting place. No one can hold it in his bosom, nor store it for use. The fluttering leaves tell of its presence, the trees bend and sigh with its melody; and there are times when it seems to lift the very earth in its strong arms, bearing tons upon tons of
dirt aloft into the sky. The thousands upon thousands of tons of soil that are hurled aloft in every wind storm of the "dust bowl" would stagger the imagination of man if it could be computed. Whence came this limitless source of energy? Check your electric bill when running continuously an electric fan that stirs the slightest breeze in your room--measure the energy used in creating the slightest draft in kilowatts. Even the mighty deep, wrestling with the wind, is lashed into a raging fury of madness in order to hold its own. Then measure, if you can, the trade winds of a world and the eternal energy behind them. Oh, yes, wind is a definite reality though physical eyes have never beheld it. It was so real to the ancients that in the days of the great historian, Herodotus, it was believed that the wind blew the sun back and forth across the equator to cause the seasons.

Let your mind encompass the majesty of a storm, the power of the clouds. One thunder cloud drifting in floating splendor above the earth can release 300,000 tons of water in a few moments of deluge. Whence came the energy to lift these tons of moisture? Who has ever beheld the source of this unspeakable energy, or measured it?

And now, I would ask, what is thought? Has anyone ever beheld the thoughts of man, those illusive, intangible, transitory, invisible nothings? No. One cannot behold the thoughts of man any more than he can grasp the sunlight in his hand, but he can view thoughts in action. Every bridge, every car, every building has been constructed by the thoughts of man.

Hate, unseen, indescribable, destructive hate is a reality, a power, a force that can destroy individuals and nations. It can destroy worlds, yet hate itself is invisible. It is a subtle, intangible influence whose very breath brings wars, destructions, death. Have you ever had someone standing before you, hating you with an intense anger that sent vibrations against you that were so strong and overwhelming they almost unbalanced you, upsetting you, upsetting your whole nervous system and in turn you wanted to "haul-off" and strike back with all the strength and energy you possessed? Perhaps you did strike back by fist or word perhaps you controlled the attack--no matter, you know of what I speak. [D: I sure do!]

Love, on the other hand, brings life and glory and health and happiness. It is the most powerful force in existence. It is the binding and welding substance of souls, a cement stronger than any mortar manufactured by the ingenuity of man. It is eternal, for death cannot destroy it. Long after death has claimed a loved one and his body has rotted in the grave, love lives on, undimmed. It binds families together, churches, communities, states or nations. Without it there is no unity or strength. Yet this powerful force of love has never been looked upon by man, or held in his mortal hands. To deny love because it is not visible to physical eyes would be as wise as trying to deny one's own existence. One sees it in action when beholding the great drudgery and hardships a man will endure to provide for his wife and children. One sees it in action when witnessing that glorious thing of motherhood, that soul-searing sacrifice of birth--followed by its years of devoted service. One views it in courtship. One beholds it at death. But love itself, that glorious, ethereal substance that is impossible to describe or measure, is veiled from man's grubby eyes.

As love is an element of the soul, so, too, is music. Yet who can deny music? Where does it come from, and where does it go as it dies away? What became of those heavenly tones that held one so enthralled, causing the very universe to stand quivering in shivers of ecstasy? Could one ever deny music after feeling it vibrating through his soul? Yet can he take it in his hands? Can his mortal eyes gaze upon it? No one has ever seen the notes of melody ringing through the air, yet to deny them would be foolishness indeed, especially when we can gather them up with a tiny instrument from the four quarters of the earth in a few seconds of time. Even a deaf person can enjoy the strains of heavenly music, though his ears are sealed. Through the sensitive touch of his fingers, in every cell of his body it can vibrate. Helen Keller shuddered at the tones of "jazz" but enjoyed the masters' offerings with the keenest delight.
Could it be possible that this physical world of ours is the unreal? A thing that is a reality today, tomorrow has passed away. Is it possible that there is a spiritual existence within us that is the eternal part of man, more real than this body that changes so many times between birth and death? Could it be that this world of our mortal concept is the realm of “outer darkness” and that all mankind is dwelling in it? Could our conscious, mortal minds, ruled by our five muddled senses, have deceived us? Have we condemned ourselves to “outer darkness” by our physical concepts and hypnotized way of thought? Are we inhabiting a world of shadowy dreams, fleet and passing, seemingly very real, but impermanent and transitory? Are we ourselves only the phantoms of our own true greatness, the shadowy images of our divine reality that has been imprisoned within our mortal selves?

Is it wise to deny the spirit because we cannot see it? Could it be that the soul is represented in every act and in every thought? That great chemist who resides within each man, which has the power to take the conglomeration of food he eats, and create blood, bones, muscles, marrow, vision, hair, fingernails, and even keep life going could be the soul in action, could it not? Could the power to keep one’s temperature at ninety-eight degrees in the freezing cold of Alaska, or the burning heat of the Sahara be the power of one’s soul in action?

Could it be possible that thoughts are the conversation of souls?

Are these foolish questions? One cannot behold the spirit of man, but should it be denied because it cannot be seen? If one is going to deny the things his eyes cannot behold, he will have to deny the wind, electricity, hate, love and melody. He will have to deny joy, happiness and anguish. He will have to deny thought, ideals, hopes and aspirations. In truth, if he denies these things, then he will have to deny his own existence.

Does it prove that God does not exist because you have not seen Him? Is it possible that we have seen Him in action? Does He ride upon the story? Is it possible that “The heavens do declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth His handiwork?” Every blade of grass, every flower, every leaf, every song coming from the throat of a bird, every ray of sunlight, every cloud and breeze could be manifesting the power and intelligence of God. Is not the very existence of man a demonstration of God in action? Could it be that the billions of living, active atoms that compose all matter are receiving their co-operative intelligence and energy from God? Isn’t energy itself the very proof of a governing intelligence and power so superior to mortals that it is incomprehensible to us unless we seek in deep humility to understand? Only by opening our small finite minds wide to the power of the infinite can we hope to comprehend any of the least of nature’s wonders surrounding us, let alone those unspeakable mysteries of eternal energy and light, birth and death, life and eternal power and glory.

What man traveling over the deserts or through the mountains, or over the forgotten highways or byways of life, on seeing a dwelling would not realize that at some time man had been there? Would not the building itself shout the fact with such power of undeniable evidence a fool would understand? Surely then, if some crumbling structure signified that man had been that way, and had lingered to build from the materials of the earth, surely the sun, the moon, the stars, the worlds, the grass, the seasons, the very clouds and rain must testify to the existence of a builder or a designer. NO house ever put itself together. No world just happened. The very eternal circulatory system of the earth's blood-stream, the throbbing pulse of the world's arteries, its life-giving streams of everlasting supply of living springs of water that turn into rushing streams, flowing rivers, ocean currents is a breathtaking mystery to the man who has learned to think.

Have we clung so desperately to our practical, substantial surroundings that we have failed to see the value of the unseen? Have we taken everything so much for granted that we have become spiritually blind and have eyes that see not, and ears that hear not--yes, and minds that think not? Perhaps, after all, our realities are the things that are unreal, who knows? Is there more power in a grain of sand, or a drop of water released to
the invisible or atomic power than in the tangible particle? Could it be possible that spiritual energy released within one could remove mountains, raise the dead, heal the sick? If the spiritual power in a grain of sand is so potent, perhaps the spiritual energy contained within the breast of man, if released would be just as great in comparison.

"Though man a thinking being is defined, few use the great prerogative of mind. How few think justly of the thinking few! How many never think, who think they do." Jane Taylor—

**HAVE YOU A SOUL?**

Did your parents create you? Did your existence commence with your birth into this world? Or do you have an eternal soul, something beyond this physical body of flesh and bones your father and mother gave you?

If your parents created you, would they not know what makes you "tick"? And if anything went wrong with this strange human mechanism, surely they would be able to fix it. If I made a car I would be able to repair anything that broke down, it being my brain-child. I, having created it, could most assuredly tear it down and then again rebuild it. At least I could replace the damaged, broken, marred part. Then why can't these parents mend and heal a little broken body? For the simple reason they do not know the first thing about it. They do not know until the child is born whether it is a boy or a girl. They look carefully over the outside and pronounce it normal, but what do they know about the inside? Every organ may be misplaced, every fibre working backward, the heart on the right side, the stomach upside down, a thousand irregularities, but do the parents understand that? Could they do anything about it if they did? Is the gift of creation given to human parents in its fullness? Or could it be that parents are only co-creators with the great God of souls? If parents, indeed, can create a child and unaided give it life, they are no longer mortals but gods.

Within each soul which comes to earth is a knowledge of chemistry greater than any living chemist ever possessed, or ever will possess on this earth.

Assume that you were handed a great tray of food: soup, salad, potatoes, gravy, vegetables, meats, desserts—and told to build yourself a body. Conceive, if you can, your utter bewildermint if you were commanded to portion so much to marrow, so much to bones, blood, fingernails, hair, the color of your eyes, the liver, skin, nerves and energy. Yet within you is a knowledge that does just that very thing. Did your parents give you that knowledge? How is it that the tiny, new-born infant drinks of its milk, and begins to grow finger and toe nails, eye lashes, hair, larger bones, more flesh? And that very growth must come from within. No one teaches it, not here. Surely that knowledge is not an hereditary gift because no parents since the world began ever had that knowledge in their physical minds to hand down. You say it is instinct. Then tell me, what is instinct? Where does it come from? How is it that the tiniest insect is endowed with this powerful force of knowing?

And for that matter, what are hunches? You have had them. Every man has had them. But what are they?

Anyone who has ever watched birth or death, and who has used his brain to think, cannot deny the existence of the soul. At birth the tiny infant is a little lump of inert flesh, then suddenly it spreads its tiny arms, opens its mouth, every muscle and fibre becomes imbued with life. A victorious cry issues forth and, as it breathes the breath of life, it becomes a living soul. Such is the miracle of life that is ours. [D: This, of course, cannot be so—for from the instant of conception the baby is present in its DNA self—individual. It was alive, as well, in potential even prior to that—within the egg. This is what is so hard about "abortion" for in the fertilization comes the potential now realized for the child. I hope you all think back to this new "technique" of aborted fetal tissue recovery presented in CONTACT last week and wonder about the rightness of condoms vs. abstinence.]
At death the vital, living, thinking, feeling, moving power departs. What was it? Where did it go? You may say, it died with the body. But how could that be? The body is still there in all its tangible, mortal reality—not one single cell of it has disappeared—all that is gone is the living, breathing, feeling, warming power of intelligence, energy and action—the great intangible, dynamic power to think—the soul of being. It is true that only the intangible, invisible part of being has departed. Yet that intangible part is the true reality of man. What is anyone without it but a lump of slowly disintegrating, lifeless flesh? Yet that very power and reality of being has been denied, ignored and most shamefully neglected.

This magnificent thing which is man. Whence came he? Whither does he go? "Oh God, what is man, that Thou art mindful of him? Or the son of man, that Thou visitest him? For Thou has made him a little lower than the angels, and hast crowned him with glory and honor." (Psalms 8:4-5).

This glorious structure of man, how does it work? Was there ever anything more perfect than the human body that has the power to rebuild and heal itself? You scientists and inventors, could you create a man and give him breath, the power to think and feel and act? Could you create anything with power and knowledge to rebuild itself, to heal its wounds? Could you even create a heating and cooling system as perfect as that within the humble, mortal man? Your great porcelain refrigerators are automatic, unbreakable, efficient, but are they perfect? Is it not true that your little motors speed along on the electric current, burning energy sent out from the main source of supply, humming along for fifteen or twenty minutes at a time, then to keep the regulated temperature desired, it is necessary that they shut off completely for ten or fifteen minutes? However, man's temperature sings along at ninety-eight degrees if he is normal. Oh, man, whence came this perfect plan to balance cold or heat, to control it in one small body of flesh and blood?

Of all the animal creation, man alone has the knowledge and power to clothe himself. All animal life is clothed with skin or scales, feathers, or hair; and each unfortunate beast wears his clothing without change except for falling or growing hairs, cells, or scales of his hide. Mankind can change his garb at will, from crisp clean cottons to silks, linens or velvets. He can bathe, dress, reason, build, tear down, explore or WILL.

Man is the only one of all animal creations that continually walks upright. He is perfectly balanced. He can dance, teeter on his toes, lean to or fro, whirl, stoop, or leap into the air. What stump the height of a man could keep its balance long if left to stand upon a foundation no larger than the feet of man? The first breeze would topple it over and leave it lying prone upon the earth. A man can brace himself against the wind. He can climb a mountain steep. Even more, with two-inch soles upon his feet he can reach down into the earth and cling to the ground, making himself a third heavier than his ordinary weight to lift. What is this power within man, this will, that can reach down through solid wood or leather, or even metal and cling to the earth? Who can explain it? Yet with all this power of grace and balance, rhythm and motion, the moment a man dies, his limbs buckle beneath him and no power on earth can make him stand alone, unaided. He turns back to a lifeless lump of flesh. What becomes of the warmth, the life, the twinkle in the eyes, the breath, the energy, the desires, the power to love, to think, to feel? Oh, man, who is taken for granted by the foolish—but man, the majestic marvel of the wise.

Science tells us that anything a man can imagine, he can produce. Telephones, houses, sky-scrapers, bridges, electrical wonders, cars, airplanes, radios, television, atomic power, shoes, clothing, or furniture are all the mental dream-children man has brought into being. Anything a man can imagine is possible. This is an undisputed fact although everything that man has dreamed of has not yet been brought forth. In time it will be.

There is only one thing in all existence that man cannot possibly imagine. There is only one thing that you, individually, cannot imagine. And that one thing is: THAT YOU ARE DEAD! You may think you can, but can you? Is it possible to imagine yourself completely dead, or non-existent? Let us try it
and see. Picture yourself laid out on a couch, a bed, or in a soft, plush-covered casket, your hands folded, your eyes closed, your breath gone, your whole body cold and still. You can even imagine your loved ones and friends grieving for you, you can see the flowers, the funeral procession, the grave. It is a simple thing to imagine this body dead because that is possible. But where are YOU? Are you not there watching, feeling, thinking, analyzing? Oh, yes, you are there, beholding it. Suppose we try it from another angle. Put yourself into that dead, lifeless corpse lying on the bed, your hands folded, your eyes closed, does that help? No. For YOU are still thinking, still alive. The only thing you cannot possibly imagine is yourself absolutely dead, this living, thinking, feeling part of you, because it is one thing that is utterly impossible. You can imagine the body dead. Surely. But never the eternal YOU that lives in the body you have built.

Let us now analyze this spiritual YOU. In order to do this it will be necessary to begin with the physical. Commence with your feet. Analyze them. Think of them. Feel them. Wiggle your toes. Become very foot-conscious. They are part of you, but they are not YOU. They could be cut off and YOU would still be there. Next, think of your legs, they, too, are part of you, but they are not YOU. Go on up to the intestines, the kidneys, the stomach, liver, heart, lungs—it is possible to examine each organ as you would examine the furniture in a room, they are there and earthly life needs them as furniture is needed in a home, but they are not YOU. Go on up into the throat, the ears, the eyes, their sensitive connections with the brain, they are part of you, or the furniture, but NOT YOU. Then if you know anything about human anatomy you can stand apart and analyze your own brain, that physical, tangible bit of gray matter, you can actually seem to caress it with your spiritual fingers, and as you do so, you discover that even the brain is NOT YOU.

Is it not then an easy matter to become acquainted with your own soul? The wisest teachers of the East have said, "Whatever you are looking for you must first find through yourself." We find that the flesh is not the real man, that the material brain is not the life-giving intelligence within him. We do not have to take the spirit out and handle it to know that it is there any more than we have to put our clumsy fingers within our skulls to be sure that there is a brain within.

Most people, however, in building their little clay houses from the elements of the earth have built them too solid and too compact. They have left no windows for the soul to look out and they dwell as prisoners locked in the dark confines of their physical selves. The word "personality" is from the Greek word, "persona" meaning a mask. The mask for most people has become the reality. It becomes the person and the individual behind the mask becomes buried. Open wide the windows, or if you have built none, then rebuild. Hew out openings and let light shine in—and vision will come and the eternal joys of everlasting value will begin to find a place in life for you. The physical body senses only the earthly, tangible, decaying substances of which it is composed—the spiritual senses the everlasting glory of light and hope, ideals and laughter, love and thought. It deals with that which is beyond decay. It deals with the eternal, indestructible elements of eternal energy, power and light. It deals with the substance of reality, for it is existence itself. It is the eternal.

[Next Comes the Part That We Had Best Pay Real Attention To As We Ponder Our Journey and Mission, For It Is What "It's All About".]

MAN, KNOW THY PLACE

If your earthly parents did not create you, then some greater power must have had a hand. Surely you did not create yourself. If you had, you would know how to keep yourself in perfect health, you would have the power to live without age leaving its marks and stooping your shoulders, dulling your sight, and making your hair white. You, having created all the intricate parts in the beginning, would know just what to do about it. But you did not create yourself because you know nothing more about this body of yours than your parents do. That is, not with the physical mind. If you did not create yourself, and your par-
ents could not create, then it must be assumed that some greater intelligence had a hand in this marvelous personage of YOU.

"Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was (the little clay body of earthly elements); and the spirit shall return to God who gave it." (Ecclesiastes, 12:7).

Then John, the Beloved, adds still another bit of information: "No man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that came down from heaven, even the son of man which is in heaven." In other words, even the Son of Man in order to get back into heaven had to come down from heaven in the first place—and NO MAN shall ever RETURN who did not abide in heaven before he came to earth.

Job, in his grief and despair over the hardships and trials he was called upon to endure, at last lifted up his voice to God and cursed the day he was born. He gave it a "going-over" as only Job was capable of. "And Job spoke, and said, let the day perish wherein I was born, and the night in which it was said, there is a man child conceived. Let that day be darkness; let not God regard it from above, neither let the light shine upon it. Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it; let a cloud dwell upon it; let the blackness of the day terrify it. As for the night, let darkness seize upon it; let it not be joined unto the days of the year, let it not come into the number of the months. Lo, let that night be solitary, let no joyful voice come therein. Let them curse it that curse the day, who are ready to raise up their mourning. Let the stars of the twilight thereof be dark; let it look for light, but have none; neither let it see the dawning of the day; because it shut not up the doors of my mother's womb, nor hid sorrow from mine eyes." This is only part of it. There is a whole chapter given over to Job's grief for having been born into this world. Most of us at some time or other in our lives have wondered why we were born, and even perhaps resented being here.

Here is God's answer to Job, and also to us: "Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will demand of thee, and answer thou Me. Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the Earth?

Declare, if thou hast understanding—when the morning stars sang together and ALL the Sons of God shouted for joy." (Job 38:3-7). This is what is really being said to Job: Stop whining and be a man. Have you forgotten how badly you wanted to come to earth? Are you not one of my sons? Where you not among them when I laid the foundations of the earth? Did you not shout for joy with the others that you were to have the privilege of being born into this world and gain a body of flesh and bones—to learn good from evil—to learn to handle tangible material—to choose between right and wrong—to prove your worth? God in reality was giving Job a stern rebuke for cursing the day of his birth. He was also reminding him of his great eagerness to come here.

God always desires His children to "Gird up their loins like men." His children must be self-reliant, not whining weaklings. He led the children of Israel for forty years in one of the most desolate spots upon this earth. [D: Well, I guess I can put up with George Green and Bo Gritz a little bit longer—and remember my task. I always feel so embarrassed when God brings me up short for my whining and insipid complaints....] Why? Because they whined and had to be taught self-reliance and faith in God.

In this day He again led, or perhaps drove, His noble and great ones from the nations of the earth to this new land, to build, to conquer, to achieve—but mostly to become "MEN"—men of vision and courage and stamina—men who could stand united for democracy and truth and goodness and honor. On the State capitol building of California are these words: "Bring us men to match our mountains." The cry of America from the beginning of its development has gone up that invitation for the great and noble to come and partake of the greatness of a heritage of freedom, and to give of their strength to the land in which they live, be it village, hamlet, town or city.

God desires a people who can pioneer in physical, scientific and spiritual fields. He desires mankind not only to understand the purpose of their existence, but to courageously cast out all fear to march with their faces to the light, unwaveringly and
uncomplainingly. He desires that they learn to humble themselves in great and mighty prayer that they might be a great people. No man is greater than his power to humble himself. He desires a people who can exercise faith to accomplish the things beyond human power.

"And he who receiveth all things with thankfulness shall be made glorious; and the things of this Earth shall be added unto him, even a hundred-fold, yea, more."

It is not sufficient that this people live just because they are alive. It isn't enough that they get up in the morning and eat breakfast, doing their morning assignments, eat lunch, finish their daily routine of tasks, eat dinner, relax and go to bed at night—not day after day—throughout a whole life no matter how busy that life. **Anyone who lives a life like that is wasting it.** Beyond the daily activities necessary to live comfortably, there must be a reaching, a desiring, a progress of the mind and soul; otherwise we are no better than the animals. They have as much.

Every man should live because upon his shoulders rests a divine responsibility. It has been said by many: "This old world owes me a living." That is not true. This world owes NOTH-ING to any of us. We have plundered her, robbed her, torn her jewels from her brow, bared her nakedness, feasted upon the very life of her, gouged into her very heart and at the same time continually cursed her. No man has the right to live upon this earth who does not contribute something of value in return—buildings—bridges—highways—art—melody or great understanding and kindness for every man was created to be a messenger of light and crowned with a high destiny.

Again, in Jeremiah 1:5, God informed his son Jeremiah, when he felt too young and inexperienced to take upon himself the responsibility of being a prophet to Israel: "Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee, and I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations."

[D: I have to interject something as it flows along here—for this message is aimed right at me, readers, and I hope I do not stand alone. When Bo Gritz put me down along with MY GOD and HOSTS, I was stunned as I have been every time he has done this while referring to lizards and reptiles. He claims to believe upon "the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob". Say what? Who might that "God" have been, I wonder—that would cause another man's to appear as a reptilian lizard? I do not "believe" upon any other man's God—I believe upon the God who has created ME and I serve to the best of my capability THAT perfect God who has no need for comparison to that which has been tarnished by the likes of men such as him making opinions of that which IS. MY GOD requires honest truth—not opinions and bleatings of lies whether it be against a neighbor in false witness or a great Colonel Green Beret saying that which is FALSE is TRUE. Where, further, are the rest of Col. Gritz's TEN COMMANDMENTS? Like, say: "Thou shalt not kill, etc.?" And, "Thou shalt not covet, etc." and "Thou shalt not commit adultery, etc.?" Just wondered....]

Paul said: "In the hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot lie, promised before the world began." Here Paul is testifying that he along with all the Saints was promised eternal life before the world began (Titus 1:2).

Also, when Paul wrote to the Hebrews he gave this enlightening revelation: "Furthermore, we have fathers of our flesh which corrected us, and we gave them reverence; shall we not much rather be in subjection unto the Father of spirits and life?"

From this we understand that our earthly parents were only responsible for the physical body, but the spiritual part of us, the light and life of man, was created by God. It is even possible that before we were ever permitted to possess a body on this earth we each had to study chemistry in the school of the All-Wise Creator. It is even possible that some failed to apply themselves fully, hence we see sickly or deformed bodies. Be that as it may, physicians are learning that physical illness is not
so much of the body as of the soul. They still call it "mind", but in reality they mean the governing intelligence, which is spirit.

"Howbeit that He made the greater star; as also, if there be two spirits, and one shall be more intelligent than the other, yet these two spirits, notwithstanding one is more intelligent than the other, having no beginning; they existed before, they shall have no end, they shall exist after, for they are eternal.

"And the Lord said unto me: These two facts do exist, that there are two spirits, one being more intelligent than the other; there shall be another more intelligent than they; I am the Lord thy God; I am more intelligent than they all.

"The Lord thy God sent his angel to deliver thee from the hands of the priest of Enkenah.

"I dwell in the midst of them all; I now, therefore, have come down unto thee to deliver unto thee the works which my hands have made, wherein my wisdom excelleth them all, for I rule in the heavens above, and in the earth beneath, in all wisdom and prudence, over all the intelligences thine eyes have seen from the beginning; I came down in the beginning in the midst of all the intelligences thou has seen.

"Now the Lord has shown unto me, Abraham, the intelligences that were organized before the world was; and among all these were many of the noble and great ones.

"And God saw these souls that they were good, and He stood in the midst of them, and He said: These I will make my rulers; for He stood among those that were spirits, and He saw that they were good; and he said unto me: Abraham, thou art one of them; THOU WAST CHOSEN BEFORE THOU WAST BORN." (The above is from the record of Abraham, contained in the manuscript found in one of the ancient tombs of Egypt, entitled, "The Pearl of Great Price"). [D: I think I begin to see some light here--Mr. Gritz denies his participation within the Mormon sect "cult" (body of..., or group) and yet he slips from time to time, does he not? This "Abraham" of whom he speaks he efforts to isolate somehow from the rest of us. Well, this is not a good recommendation for you Mormons of that doctrine which Gritz preaches for he lives not TRUTH nor does he speak it. Am I pronouncing something upon the Mormons? No--I respect all men and if they choose to dwell within the places of this doctrine or that one--fine, only don't pronounce yourself pure and filled with authority and integrity when you are not--whoever you are, it reflects badly on that group with which you serve and none can tell WHO YOU SERVE!

I would like to tell you the one thing I KNOW about this author: She was a MORMON and was ex-communicated from the Church for her writings!! I shall forever reflect upon this writer whom I do not know for her words have given me, this day--such insight into a hurting heart. It is interesting to note that I have been given four or five little "dolls", about 7 inches high, made of felt and other materials and painted with the most whimsical and joyful faces (rabbits, flowers, anything) which captivate me every time I see them--they are handmade by "Annalee". They are special beyond ability to even say "why", but I treasure them. I know they are not by "this" Annalee--but it will be just fine for I shall always treasure BOTH.]

In scripture, Christ is called the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. All who understand the mission of Jesus Christ, the Son of the Living God, know that He was slain in symbol in the law of sacrifice for centuries before His advent into the world. And with deep research it is discovered that the promise of His sacrifice for the mistakes and transgressions of man had been understood and accepted from the very earliest records of earth, which helps to confirm that it was a promise made to those who came to earth, even before the foundation of the world.

"And they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not written in the Lamb's Book of Life FROM THE FOUNDATION OF THE EARTH." (Rev. 17:8). If our names were not written in the Lamb's Book of Life from the very
foundation of the earth, or before its construction, then we surely had to exist at that time.

And since we watched the construction of the earth and may have even assisted in designing its flowers and its trees and its mountains and streams, even shouting for joy at the laying of its foundations, then surely there was a great and eternal purpose behind it. And God said, "This is MY work and MY glory, to bring to pass the immortality and the eternal life of man." Since that is God's work and His glory, it is also ours, for it would be impossible for Him to accomplish it without our co-operations. We must understand life and its purpose. We must comprehend our place in the great scheme of things. We must fully comprehend the great drama of the ages that has preceded our advent into this world, to take our place upon the stage of existence, and to fulfill our parts with honor. We must understand also the things that are coming on the earth, and the things that will continue to come until Righteousness is sent to rule. How can we act well our part upon the stage of life unless we understand the great plan of life? And life was meant to be eternal progress, not drab, deadly, dull, unprogressive existence.

Progress of the individual depends on the strength of the desire within. And that desire depends on his vision and his understanding, the searching power of his own soul. Some deaden this throbbing, reaching, illusive, soul-calling by drinking and dissipation. Some by spending their lives in novels or movie theaters. Some in the companionship of noisy, boisterous companions. Some in continual games of bridge. There are many ways to keep the longing urge of desire from reaching through to the consciousness, but the way of progress and achievement is to lift one's head and listen to that hungry cry from within—the cry to permit one to reach his destiny and fulfill the purpose for which he was created. Just by having the courage to listen and the strength to follow, one will soon be lifted above the common, mediocre, and find a place of honor in a world of men. In other words, he will find his calling and his place and be able to secure it to himself for the benefit of the whole world. No man can completely fulfill his divine destiny without lifting all the world with him to a little higher bracket of progress.

This special calling of each individual is not found through outward display. It isn't found through make-believe or bluffing or pretending. It is only found through great desire, understanding and deep humility. Sometimes it is only found through heartbreak and tears. "This is the sacrifice henceforth that I will require of thee, even a contrite spirit and a broken heart." In the deepest agony of longing of the soul one is always closest to God, if it is not brought on by great transgression. It is when one's heart is broken and his soul burdened with tears that he will most readily find God. The soil of one's soul may need to be watered with tears to make it fertile. The "broken heart" according to the New Testament Apocrypha is given as "Cleft or open heart", meaning a heart that has opened to instruction, that is prepared to receive.

Some grow bitter in trial or sorrow, and thus they seal the way of opportunity and are left cold and unglorified by the experience that was meant to be the greatest blessing of their lives. Every sorrow opens the doorway of progress, of soul-growth, and greater power. The deeper one's sorrows, the greater can be one's achievements.

More is to be pitied the man who has had no sorrow or ordeal so terrifying, so devastating that he has not needed to turn to God or be destroyed, than for those who learn the meaning of tears. There is no such thing as an insurmountable wall in anyone's life, for every obstacle can become a stepping stone along the highway of advancement. We can let a straw block our way, or we can make a mountain a stairway up.

"And he who receiveth ALL things with thankfulness shall be made glorious; and the things of this earth shall be added unto him, even an hundred-fold, yea, more." "All things" does not mean just the nice things. It means the tears, the sorrows, the hardships, the disappointments, if they are necessary until we learn obedience.

When Christ was betrayed he never mourned nor condemned Judas, nor his own terrifying lot. He lifted his head and said, "Now is the Son of man Glorified."
Sometimes our blessings come to us wrapped in mouldy, maggot-crawling burlap, and we, screaming in protest, refuse to accept the gift. But everything that comes to us can be glorified and turned into a blessing. The gift enfolded in the mouldy burlap will contain a blessing of pearls.

No sorrow should ever make one bitter and hard—nor will it if it is used for a lever of advancement. Every disappointment can help to purify the soul, build character, stamina and strength. It is never our trials that destroy us, but our lack of understanding in meeting them. When we lose our defiance, our rebellion, our self-pity, we will hold the keys of such dynamic power in our hands we will be able to lift a world, and the difficulties will melt at our glance, the touch of our fingers will be the master touch, the thoughts of our minds a singing power of utter glory—for such there is no sorrow.

"If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him." (James 1:5). Most of us accept this as applying to those of former times but we must remember always that no passage of scripture is of any private interpretation. In the original Greek text, it reads thus: "If any of you are destitute of wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally and censures not, and it shall be given him, but let him ask in faith, not hesitating."—c.f. This translation makes it clear that all the humble, those who do not pretend to know everything, can come to God and receive wisdom liberally. Wisdom is offered to all just for the asking—wisdom to help make a whole world better just because that person lived in it and lived up to his highest destiny by receiving divine wisdom. "And with all thy learning, get wisdom."

There is a glorious pattern for every man's life, an individual, perfect pattern. No two people are alike, not anymore than any two plants are identical. They may be the same species, yet they are vastly different. No two leaves are alike—no two snowstorms—no two sets of fingerprints. No two lives are alike, yet each life holds a divine pattern of unfoldment, a great and holy destiny, rich in achievement and honor. When life becomes bitter and impossible, when all conditions are sordid and ugly, and living itself is a dreary burden, it is because the contact with the divine has been lost.

Criminals have lost that contact and they try to become great by stealing wealth, or by other crimes. It does not work. Greatness can never be stolen; it has to be earned, or lived. One grows in greatness. Obtaining great wealth is not sufficient for unless the true pattern is followed life is only an empty, artificial experience without true meaning.

If there is no joy in you—if that song of ecstasy does not sing in your soul, you have lost contact with your own pattern of existence and light vanishes and gloom and darkness will continue to envelop you. As you live true to the pattern of yourself, that deep, inner self, you will unfold as perfect, as joyous, as naturally beautiful as the tree will reach its full measure of fulfillment. No one can keep you from reaching your highest destiny if you will follow your own true pattern of life. No one can live your life for you for only you hold the key to your own pattern of sublime glorious, complete fulfillment.

Such is the destiny written in the soul of every man who comes to earth. None are without it, that completely individual highway of full expression and glorious achievement.

END QUOTING.

***

Thank you, Annalee Skarin!

Do I now believe everything this person has or shall write? No, I haven't read more than what I just copied—but I have been taught wisdom and I can discern EACH thing given—in the insightful light of "rightness". But there is more...for me, as a guide.

This lady wrote much, I understand, and NEVER RECEIVED A ROYALTY for her works. I KNOW this much about God's work and HIS WORD--ones who publish same must have costs
recovered—but the WORD IS FREE TO ALL WHO WILL PARTAKE. The first judgment of a man’s actions is to see what he does with that which is a GIFT FROM GOD!

I apologize for the great length of this writing for I wish not to take any time from anyone. I am accused of having a "cult"? Yes, but it is as ridiculous as the rest of the absurd story—a person cannot "have a cult" for it is not the one who presents—IT IS THE ONES WHO FOLLOW WHO MAKE THE CULT OR GROUP. "I" HAVE NEITHER!! AND, IF I AM GIVEN THE GIFT TO SERVE AND SPEAK AS GIVEN IT IS NOT A CLAIM THAT "I AM CHRIST OR GOD" ANY MORE THAN IS ANY OTHER WHO SERVES AND READS FROM THE WORDS OF THE BIBLE "IN HIS NAME". Beware, I am warned, at following that one who vaunts great service and homage unto God and proves it not with his actions OR HIS PRESENTATIONS.

I am humbly grateful for these lessons as they come for in each HE shows us a way to the WINNING—and GOD DOES WIN!
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The following two documents are asked to be typed so that they can be shared with both the newspaper readers and placed in the JOURNAL. I ask you to do it, Dharma, so that you are familiar with the content as well as having shifted the material to disc. All hands are so overburdened that we must consider the ability of others to take more load.

I must drift from personal or current local events and leave them to the staff to pick up—as in the case of the ongoing saga of Gritz, et al. Comment? Yes. What is sent forth will always return a minimum of ten-fold upon the sender! Things of the physical are of the physical and cannot be integrated into the invisible except as counter-balancing expression. Dale S. has sent a good representation of the visible/invisible processes. Even to her I have to state that her well-thought-out example (drawing) is not original in content and I apologize for causing her to ponder and think upon the concept presented in illustration, for the concept IS THE CONCEPT EXPRESSED IN RUSSELL’S AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER WRITER’S PRESENTATIONS AND IS THE MAJOR THRUST OF THE UNDERSTANDING OF HYPNOSIS AND THOUGHT IN ACTION. EVERYTHING and EVERY ACTION has a balanced counter-action or thought expressed in the opposite "dimension". I.e., each thought has an immediate expression in the visible plane. Thus is the expression of YOU as God’s "thought". Likewise, every physical movement or expression moves throughout the universe of the unseen—even to the motion of an index finger in movement. I.e., an instant "reaction" in "thought" (the invisible universe) is garnered even by that one movement. A baby in random movement of the index finger may mean nothing but that the hand is "working". However, a
finger in a hole in the dike may well save the day, or, a finger pointing at someone instantly conjures thoughts representative of the action of the circumstance. YOU are thought—the physical (visible) is an expression of those "thoughts" in manifestation—not the YOU.

I ask that the drawing be shared with readers. If, in fact, we had had an artist who would "listen" to me we would have no argument this day with the University of Science and Philosophy. However, the ARGUMENT is the lesson! God can present the Truth of LIFE at any time in any way chosen. The "lessons" are of the physical expression so that you can both "understand" Truth AND see in example those things which we share with you in ACTION of expression.

You are experiencing in a world of illusions so synthetic that you need to attend the evolvement of those now acceptable, but unreasonable (without logical Truth), activities presented in SERIOUS THOUGHT RECOGNITION.

I have here a well-done document from Dr. Carlson which I ask to share at this time. It deals with "sex" and relationships from a totally literate advantage. You will see that by changing definitions of terms and ideas a whole plethora of assumed actions and acceptance can be introduced into a society.

QUOTING:

February 4, 1994

**COMMON SENSE LOGIC**

**COMMON:** "BELONGING OR PERTAINING EQUALLY TO MORE THAN ONE OR TO MANY INDEFINITELY, BELONGING TO ALL; GENERALLY; UNIVERSAL."

**COMMON SENSE:** "SOUND PRACTICAL JUDGMENT, THE NATURAL SAGACITY OR UNDERSTAND-

**COMMON LAW:** "THE UNWRITTEN LAW, THE LAW THAT RECEIVES ITS BINDING FORCE FROM IMMEMORIAL USAGE AND UNIVERSAL RECEPTION, IN DISTINCTION FROM THE WRITTEN LAW, STATUTE LAW." (STATUTE LAW ALSO KNOWN AS ROMAN CIVIL LAW, EQUITY LAW, MERCANTIL LAW (LAW OF THE MERCHANT), CONTRACT LAW, COMMERCIAL LAW, THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (FEDERAL COMMON LAW), OR ADMIRALTY LAW (MARITIME), WHICH HAS A CRIMINAL ASPECT.) SEE BLACKS LAW DICTIONARY UNDER "LAW"!

**NATURE:** "(FROM L. NATURA, FROM NATUS (FOR GNATUS), BORN, PRODUCED, FROM ROOT GNA OR GAN, GENUS): THE UNIVERSE; THE SYSTEM OF THINGS OF WHICH OURSELVES ARE A PART."

**NATURAL:** "PERTAINING TO NATURE; PRODUCED BY NATURE; NOT ARTIFICIAL, ACQUIRED, OR ASSUMED, IN CONFORMITY WITH THE LAW OF NATURE."

**NATURAL LAW:** "CONNECTED WITH THE EXISTING PHYSICAL SYSTEM OF THINGS, OR CREATION AT LARGE; ACCORDING TO LIFE AND REALITY; WITHOUT AFFECTATION OR ARTIFICIALITY."

1) **COMMON SENSE IS FOUNDED UPON COMMON LAW:**

2) **COMMON LAW IS FOUNDED UPON NATURAL LAW:**

3) **NATURAL LAWS ARE THE LAWS OF NATURE OR CREATOR OF NATURE.**
THEREFORE, SINCE IN NATURE THERE IS NOT TO BE FOUND THE "UNION" (MARRIAGE) OCCURRING BETWEEN SAME-SEX MATES, "UNION" (MARRIAGE) MAY ONLY OCCUR BETWEEN OPPOSITE-SEX MATES. THUS, MARRIAGE (UNION) IN NATURE ONLY OCCURS, COMMONSENSICALLY, BETWEEN OPPOSITE-SEX MATES.

BLACKS LAW DICTIONARY, 5TH Ed.

SEX: "THE SUM OF THE PECULIARITIES OF STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION THAT DISTINGUISH A MALE FROM A FEMALE ORGANISM; THE CHARACTERISTIC OF BEING MALE OR FEMALE."

BISEXUAL: NO DEFINITION!

SEXUALITY: NO DEFINITION!

MERRIAM WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY, 10TH Ed:

SEX: "EITHER OF THE TWO MAJOR FORMS OF INDIVIDUALS THAT OCCUR IN MANY SPECIES AND THAT ARE DISTINGUISHED RESPECTIVELY AS FEMALE OR MALE."

BISEXUAL: "1a. POSSESSING CHARACTERISTICS OF BOTH SEXES: HERMAPHRODITIC b. SEXUALLY ORIENTED TOWARD BOTH SEXES (DID NOT SAY "SEXUAL ORIENTATION") 2) EXPRESSION OF SEXUAL PERCEPTIVITY OR INTEREST."

SEXUALITY: "THE QUALITY OR STATE OF BEING SEXUAL: a. THE CONDITION OF HAVING SEX; b. SEXUAL ACTIVITY; c. EXPRESSION OF SEXUAL RECEPTIVITY OR INTEREST."

WEBSTER ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, 1980:

SEX: "(FROM SECO, TO CUT) THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE, OR THAT PROPERTY OR CHARACTER BY WHICH AN ANIMAL IS MALE OR FEMALE."

BISEXUAL: "HAVING THE ORGANS OF BOTH SEXES IN ONE INDIVIDUAL; OF TWO SEXES; HERMAPHRODITE; BOTANY: HAVING BOTH STAMEN AND PISTLE WITHIN THE SAME ENVELOPE."

SEXUALITY: "THE STATE OR QUALITY OF BEING DISTINGUISHED BY SEX."

BISEXUALITY, I ASSERT, AS UNDERSTOOD BY THE HOMOSEXUAL COMMUNITY, DOES NOT EXIST. BISEXUALITY BLURRED BY THE HOMOSEXUAL INDICATES A CHOICE BY THE INDIVIDUAL THAT IS CONTRARY TO THE LAWS OF NATURE AND THE CREATOR OF WHAT WE KNOW AS NATURE. BISEXUALITY AS WELL AS HOMOSEXUALITY DOES NOT EXIST IN NATURE AS ONE IS LED TO BELIEVE BY THE CURRENT HOMOSEXUAL INTERPRETATION. [H: THE ACTIONS OF THESE "GROUPS" CAN ONLY BE CLASSIFIED AS VARIOUSLY DEFINED "BEHAVIORS AND ACTIONS".]

[H: With this above in mind Dr. Carlson has written a letter to a committee which is unimportant as to "whom" and of which we have no input. It is the letter and information which is important and which is herein shared.]
SAME SEX MARRIAGE

JANUARY 31, 1994

HONORABLE REPRESENTATIVE TOM, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

I humbly offer my words against same sex marriage and at the same time I suggest a wise and prudent course on any legislation at all! Since our anglo-saxon common law only recognizes opposite sex-paired mates as fit and capable for marriage, and since the courts in Singer v Hara, 11 Wash. App. 247,522 p.2d 1187, 1193, define marriage as "legal union of one man and one woman as husband and wife", and BLACKS LAW DICTIONARY uses that as its own definition, it is futile to concern ourselves with needless legislation and more than worthy to have this conversation. It is already well settled in nature that opposite sex-paired mates join for the purpose of procreation, enjoyment of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Nowhere in nature do you see the marriage of same sex-paired mates, and therefore, homosexuality is contrary to the order of nature and natural law. This is clear and true by simple observation and reflection!

There is no need to legislate that which is already law, for marriage is only available to opposite sex-paired mates. This is found in common law, the law of our land. If two same sex persons wish to live together and use organs of speech and elimination as their expression of "love" for each other, then they may so do in privacy. They have choice to do what they want, when they want, how they want, just as long as they violate NOT the right of liberty, and happiness, of others. Same sex persons may do this in privacy in our country even though it is against the laws of nature and nature's GOD!

To create legislation in this matter only leads to further confusion of the ISSUE. The State only leads to further confusion of the issue. The State only grants licenses for marriage for the purpose of recording legal relationships and responsibilities. It should be and is self-evident that the department that issues the State license may so do ONLY to OPPOSITE SEX-PAIRED MATES that present for that license. Therefore, I encourage all to reconsider the issue of legislation, for it is NOT NEEDED!

Common sense and common law are the wisest of guides in this consideration! However, if prevailing wisdom calls for legislation then I support H.B. No. 2312 and NOT TAMPERING WITH THE STATE CONSTITUTION.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. R.C. (Honolulu, Hawaii)

END QUOTING

I have two other documents from Dr. C. which are superbly well done on "gun" control. However, that is not at issue in my focus today so will hold for future consideration as we have time to speak again on those matters. I wish herein to focus on the "absolutes" of the genders and "paired" functions of ALL things, including the lighted thought of GOD. Changing definitions of "things" does not change one iota of what IS!

Going along with the idea and factual expression of illusion (invisible) and manifestation of illusion (as is life physical in expression) as differs from reality of the invisible domain, I offer the following Anonymous document. This expresses the thought and actual manifestation of "MONEY". It is called:

THE ILLUSION OF MONEY

Only that which is real can last forever. That which is not real cannot and therefore is an illusion. Nothing real can be threatened. Nothing unreal exists.

When the world dies and is reborn, money and all the man-made products of Earth, both in raw material and the refinements of civilization, shall disappear. They will be engulfed by winds and waves and shifting crusts of Earth. They will be empty and unseen testimonies to those who paid the price of
health, of time, of money, and of other bartered illusions to exchange one illusion for another. Anything mankind has put a price on, is considered an investment and has value. They will go from having a price to having worthlessness. Anything on Earth that can be regarded as worthy, unworthy, valuable, invaluable, or having any price at all, is an illusion that shall pass away with time.

So the next time you see a merchant selling goods and ask him the price, remember that you have defined his goods as illusions. The value of a product is determined by society. Also you can set the value on what you receive, and price it by what you give. Remember that the price is itself, an illusion. No money, products, or tangible items of value will survive the passing of the old Earth and the beginning of the new Earth. In that happy time, there can be nothing bought or sold, nothing priced or priceless, and nothing regarded as possessions in any way. All things will be free, without price, readily available, and regarded without pride, vanity, jealousy, or envy. Covetousness will be impossible, for anything can be enjoyed by anyone without depriving another. This of course would be the end to mankind's slavery!

You cannot imagine this today, but you can imagine the illusions of this earthly dimension, in which all things seem to have a price. Just remember, if it has a price, it is an illusion. So is its price. This is true, whether the price is money, merchandise, or time. If it has a price, it is an illusion. And if it is tangible, but is not for sale because it is rare and valuable, it is also an illusion.

You are taught to hold fast to that which is good so that others cannot take it away from you. You are taught to hold on to that which is good because that which is good is reality. That which is good is free, plentiful, available to all, and without price. The things to which you cling on Earth are the things which drag you down as they perish, or lift you up and sustain you as they survive, being of reality. If you hold on to the anchor of the ship as it is cast into the sea, you will drown, even though the ship is safely held in place by her anchor.

But if you stay with the ship and let the anchor go into the water, you will be served by the illusion of the anchor and preserved by the life of the ship as she floats throughout the storm. This is the lesson of price, for if you hold fast to those things which are free, eternal, real, spiritually alive, intangible, and without price, you will be holding fast to that which is good and letting go of that which is not.

The stores are full of merchandise with prices, which things are as illusory as the money that buys them. But the gift of love is the gift of the LIGHT which defines its name. The letter of the law found in religion and politics are letters bound by time, and space, and by the price of conforming to man-made laws and their strict interpretations.

Let this be the time wherein the prices for goods are cheerfully paid to buy illusions with illusions. Do what you can afford as you play the games of life in time and space, but remember this lesson. If anything has a price, it and its price are illusions. Grasp the good things of reality, which are free and eternal. Go in peace today. As you count the cost, remember that if it can be BOUGHT and HAS A PRICE, IT IS FINALLY TO GO THE WAY OF ALL THE ILLUSIONS OF TIME AND SPACE. Hold fast to that which is good and cast out that which is not. (Anonymous)

THE TRUTH BEHIND "THOUGHT"

In the PLEIADES CONNECTION writings, we offered to present the already brought forth science of the workings of thought as moving into expressions manifest. Since we are unable to utilize that material offered in its original state we shall have to consider how to bring the "concept" and YOU will have to be able to diagram your own perceptions. If there are ones who, like Dale, wish to demonstrate the beautiful concepts of TRUTH in original drawings, we would consider them--if, in fact, the illusion put to paper be accurate. Dr. Russell's diagrams were accurate and depicted the concept in picture form for better understanding of his SCIENCE understanding. It is now claimed
that it is against the law to utilize that resource of SCIENCE and therefore I will not jeopardize further my writer.

It is interesting to note the lack of understanding of the "higher" journey to which you all CLAIM to aspire. When one reaches the higher altitudes in the journey of upward climb, the old Earth laws and ways are left behind. In order to abide permanently in that realm of high and eternal light, one must comprehend the issues that are involved. He must also understand the higher laws and be able to use them with power. The "righteousness of HIS Kingdom" is a KNOWING (knowledge) of the right-use of its laws.

Each individual will learn, in the upward ascent, that every negative thought and feeling becomes a weight upon his body and a drag upon his soul. Negative thoughts and feelings have power not only to retard one's progress but to stop it completely, unless overcome. Mortal thinking is mostly negative, discordant, selfish thinking. From here on the negatives must be understood completely. It becomes necessary to KNOW that the negative thoughts and feelings contain all the laws of the lower realms of physical darkness. As long as an individual abides in the vibrations of negative thinking and negative feeling, he cannot possibly progress into the Light or walk with power. Furthermore, he is shackled by his inability to "think" in terms which would actually and physically pull him into the upward half of the "spiral" journey. By this I mean that he will turn away from that which is physically presented in form for his use--because it comes from that which is invisible and therefore "must be bad"--as presented by your churches and self-selected "leaders".

The laws of God, the laws of "overcoming", the laws of glory and happiness and power are contained in the ability to "think" TRUE thinking which is the processing of one's thoughts as they are brought under control by complete comprehension of their purpose and power.

True thinking is the thinking which holds the keys of faith-filled, magnificent, unspeakable joy that all so greatly desire. Many are deceived and enticed into evil dens and dives of iniquity, thinking that joy is obtainable by imbibing strong drinks. Too late they learn that "strong drink is a mocker". There are many who have to discover this truth for themselves--in fact, ALL have to somehow discover this fact for selves. Few can be told. Any who continue to become addicted drinkers lose the power to think clearly and correctly--thusly are "out of control". They not only relinquish their power of true thinking, but even their very freedom is confiscated, in time. This is a subject which begs for further discussion but I do not wish to foist this off on you as a focus for it is a focus of its own.

As one progresses into the higher realms he must leave all this "negativity" behind. But, one doesn't leave the capability of realizing that "negativity" is only a "thought" regarding a circumstance or "thing". In other words, it is simply a reflection of thought patterns REGARDING THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION FOR ALL HIGHER THOUGHT IS, OF ITS VERY NATURE, POSITIVE!

One can neither think nor feel the discordant, harassed, evil things of which mortal life is composed. The point of transition is where one comprehends this fact and drops the negative aspects, knowing fully what he is doing and what he will accomplish.

Well, some of you ask, is Dharma able to move in this singularly "positive" pathway? My goodness, NO! In "divine" thinking there are no thoughts of evil, of lack, of fear or hate and distress. True thinking IS divine thinking. True thinking is so love-filled that fear, darkness and all evil flee before it. "Perfect love casts out all fear." YOU are becoming "divine" when you can rise above and beyond these terrors and perceptions--she is just like YOU--scared and_pctrified from time to time, as assaults strike, that she will fail somehow. This is "human" expression resulting from "conditioned learning". It often serves as a good protector of physical bodies. You are all on this journey--TOGETHER. She is not given more than are you for you of GOD must reach that station of understanding worthy of higher pathways--TOGETHER. It is a transition, a
graduation, not some medal to hang around a physical neck to swell with pride over its acquisition.

Man's creative ability is contained completely in his thinking and feeling processes. Any thought, dropped into the emotions so it becomes something an individual actually feels, will become an established, definite reality in his life. Please note that the results of evil thoughts such as hate, anger or selfish thinking, when awakened in one's feelings, are conditions precipitated as old age, disease, poverty and all earthly misfortune. These "symptoms" go with the resulting physical manifestation of these "thoughts". **All the negative aspects of life come to an individual as real experiences because of his own negative thinking, including the FINAL SEAL OF MORTALITY, WHICH SEAL IS CALLED "DEATH".**

**LOVE-FILLED POSITIVE "THOUGHTS"**

Glorified, love-filled thoughts of praising gratitude awaken and bring forth the gifts and powers of life eternal. Behind every glorious, love-filled thought is contained the breath of everlasting life. You can read a response to given thoughts of "Truth" or "lie" from a simple lie-detector testing. There is a physical response to the "thought" which is Truth and that which is lie.

With these things in mind we can then speak of what happens in the now-in-focus sexual presentments within society which are now accepted as valid TRUE expression. They CANNOT be valid expression (go back and read the first part of the defining material in this writing).

**SEXUAL PERVERSIONS AND EXPRESSIONS**

There is love for the same sex and, then, there is physical expression (actions and behaviors) of outward misinterpretation of feelings. You will note that in ALL instances of "out of closet" homosexuals—there is no focus on respect and/or "love" of a same gender. It is a focused DEMAND for inter-action and PHYSICAL expression of erotic interchange. In EVERY case the "feelings" are birthed in total loss of self-respect and in that loss the creation of good self-esteem is buried and lost while seeking satisfaction within the undercover world of physical activities—NEVER SATISFYING.

Following the loss of self-respect there is little left to build upon. The only hope in existence for such as these unfortunates is for them to comprehend the issues, then with increased understanding and almost super-human determination begin to battle for their release from enslavement and their rights to lost powers and lost virtues. Hopefully this comprehension and correction of "actions" will come PRIOR to the infections which accompany the "dis-EASE" of the affection and misunderstandings. Again, you can only heal or deal through the direction of THOUGHT.

Sex perversions of any kind are caused, in almost all cases, by uncontrolled "thoughts". It is a condition that is self-encouraged and hence self-developed. When such uncontrolled thoughts and feelings are strong enough they become the controlling factors and the persons who created them become the slaves. When the perversion becomes the accepted norm of social behavior you have birthed the demons upon mankind from which burdens, once accepted, a civilization cannot prevail but will ultimately perish.

"Over-sexed" individuals have become so through their own thought processes. The "thought" of no satisfaction which is sought after in all the wrong places and activities. Satisfaction is a thing singularly felt within the soul emotion expression. To "satisfy" a physical body is a misdirection for in the physical there is no such state of being—only a temporary "feeling" of satisfaction or satiation. So, from their own minds in distress and misperception have come the seeds of downfall. In the emotions those seeds of thought were and are nurtured into feelings that have run out of bounds. In such degeneracy it is possible for man to sink below the level of the beasts and reptiles.
LEFT WITHOUT EXCUSES

It is necessary to speak of these things now and, at some point along this journey reflective of the issues involved between light and darkness, it is necessary to note these issues. Why? So that it can be fully comprehended, and to fulfill the promise that: "All men might be left without excuse." This point must have clear definition so that all may totally comprehend the issues involved and glimpse the glorified realms ahead.

This is quite necessary in order that the transition might be made while still in mortality. In Truth, it is the point where mortality can take on immortality through perfect understanding, divine obedience to Truth and with great love. This is the point along that upward climb in which the laws and powers of eternity can become fully operative as one leaves the mortal realms. This is the point of egress from the earth plane unto the higher plane, where mortality takes on the properties of immortality. The dividing line is as sharp a line as is the River of Life to those who pass through the experience of death. However, the pathway is infinitely continually merging wherein no finite LINE can be drawn and anticipated. None can possibly travel into the higher realms without comprehending in the fullest detail the issues involved. We speak of these things so that ultimately the very subject can be considered in the ways of "mortality" so that they might afterwards be forever left behind.

It is by VISION that all things come forth. The power of vision is the power of Creation. The power of "vision" is also the power or gift of imagination. It is the power to "image-in" to the emotions one's thoughts until they become alive and active so they are registered as feelings or intense desires. It is then they will produce or bring forth the tangible results. This is the law which holds the everlasting powers of Creation within its embrace. This knowledge reveals the true aspect of that which is recognized as the "Tree of Good and Evil". This law of Creation will as readily produce all good as it will evil. Within man himself is contained the seed of its fruitage. Man holds the keys and powers of all Creation right within himself. Whether or not the results of such powers are good or evil is of man's choosing--each individually. Man has all that the Father has, even the full powers of Creation. Man himself chooses how he will use such powers.

Thus far in experience on the Earth plane these creative powers have been mostly MISUSED through man's gross ignorance. It is time for that blinding veil of ignorance to be torn asunder and for man to begin to stand forth as a master and the deciding factor in such creative processes.

I realize this is such an important step in "understanding" what you ARE and what needs to come into your perception and actions in order to attain higher comprehension that we shall continue the subject if that pleases you. It is time to do so in open forum. It is, further, time to come to understanding that ALL FRAGMENTS of MAN will not come into understanding at all. This is why we can only present TRUTH and then back off and allow you ones to do that which you will with THE WORD brought forth as promised.

Let us close this chapter so that the segments do not become unmanageable. Thank you.
CHAPTER 5
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POLITICALLY CORRECT?

I am here accused of being "politically" incorrect in the way I present my speeches to persons with whom I disagree on matters of Truth and spirituality. What in the world do you mean? I am amused that simple language terminology according to dictionary or Biblical definition are not sufficient to keep the lawsuits from the door. Does calling a shovel a "spade" or a "scoop implement" or a "digging device" make it more a "shovel"--or less? This is what has happened to all your foundational communications resources. A "thing" in description at one time is not THE description at another time. For instance, when I said that the "swine" who would keep information of Russell from the public, etc., was stated--it was immediately assumed and accepted as totally degrading in that I was calling those people, there, pigs. I was referring to the symbolic message of "casting pearls before swine and being trampled beneath the feet of...." Further, without specifics as to identification of "who" it was immediately established by the receivers as to "who", it "must" be. Was it accepted by the "correct individuals"? Possibly, but then, if shoes fit I always suggest they be worn if suitable.

If I were to call someone, say Georgeo Greenspanus, an "...ignorant, stupid substitute for a human who is a bore and an airhead who is a failure, spacey and dishonest..." would he likely be furious with me? What if I refer to him as a "Knowledge-base nonpossessor, cerebrally challenged, heifem who is a cerebro-atmospheric individual who is incompletely successful, somewhat differently focused and ethically disoriented?" What if I refer to a "Black" or "Hispanic" as "melanin saturated" or a "White" as "melanin deficient"? What if I refer to a bald man as "falcically challenged"? Or, a short man as "vertically challenged"? Or, a fat person as "horizontally challenged"? The facts ARE: it would become amusing, politically correct and nobody would know what in the heck I said. Isn't it true anymore that "Racist" actually means a politically correct way of saying "I disagree with you"? My "thanks" for the explicit definitions used above to Henry Beard and Christopher Cerf who have presented The Official Correct Dictionary and Handbook (Villard Books, $10). A small smattering of the contents have been forwarded to me from Mr. Tips whom I also thank for sharing.

What point could I be making here in the middle of "thought" discussions as associated with reality and illusion and the manifestation of either? Simple--you are trained continually to perceive EXACTLY that which is intended to disorient you and all your perceptions relative to "what IS".

COMMUNIST GOALS

"Oh", you say, "now we are going to get the anti-Semite poking and the Communist intent to take the nations of the world." Well, GOOD FRIENDS, the Semites are NOT the Khazarian so-called Jews and the so-called "Jews" in reference ARE the ones who established and continue the Communist regime so you take your druthers while I offer a thought-provoking (I hope) look at something from your Congressional Record, Thursday, January 10, 1963. I don't believe I need make comment at all for even if you are "POLITICALLY CORRECT" you may yet be able to see the intent of the handwriting on the walls of your globe.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, 45 COMMUNIST GOALS

CURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
HON. A.S. HERLONG, JR. of Florida
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, January 10, 1963

Mr. HERLONG: Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Patricia Nordman of De Land, Fla., is an ardent and articulate opponent of Communism and until recently published the De Land Courier, which she dedicated to the purpose of alerting the public to the dangers of communism in America.

At Mrs. Nordman’s request, I include in the RECORD, under unanimous consent, the following “Current Communist Goals”, which she identifies as an excerpt from The Naked Communist, by Cleon Skousen:

CURRENT (1963) COMMUNIST GOALS

1. U.S. acceptance of co-existence as the only alternative to atomic war.
2. U.S. willingness to capitulate in preference to engaging in atomic war.
3. Develop the illusion that total disarming by the United States would be a demonstration of moral strength.
4. Permit free trade between all nations regardless of Communist affiliation and regardless of whether or not items could be used for war.
5. Extension of long-term loans to Russian and Soviet satellites.
6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Communist domination.
7. Grant recognition of Red China. Admission of Red China to the U.N.
8. Set up East and West Germany as separate states in spite of Khrushchev’s promise in 1955 to settle the German question by free elections under supervision of the U.N.
9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests because the United States has agreed to suspend tests as long as negotiations are in progress.
10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the U.N.

11. Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind. If its charter is rewritten, demand that it be set up as a one-world government with its own independent armed forces. (Some Communist leaders believe the world can be taken over as easily by the U.N. as by Moscow. Sometimes these two centers compete with each other as they are now doing in the Congo.) [H: I think most of you can name several places around your globe even more evident as example--TODAY.]
12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist Party.
13. Do away with all loyalty oaths.
14. Continue giving Russia access to the U.S. Patent Office.
15. Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States.
16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American institutions by claiming their activities violate civil rights.
17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism and current Communist propaganda. Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers’ associations. Put the party line in textbooks.
18. Gain control of all student newspapers.
19. Use student riots to foment public protests against programs or organizations which are under Communist attack.
21. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and motion pictures.
22. Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all forms of artistic expression. An American Communist cell was told to “eliminate all good sculpture from parks and buildings, substitute shapeless, awkward and meaningless forms."
23. Control art critics and directors of art museums. "Our plan is to promote ugliness, repulsive, meaningless art."
24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them "censorship" and a violation of free speech and free press.
25. Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography and obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures, radio, and TV.
26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as “normal, natural, healthy.”
27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with "social" religion. Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need for intellectual maturity which does not need a "religious crutch".

28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the ground that it violates the principle of "separation of church and state".

29. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis.

30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish aristocrats who had no concern for the "common man".

31. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of American history on the ground that it was only a minor part of the "big picture". Give more emphasis to Russian history since the Communists took over.

32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of the culture—education, social agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinics, etc.

33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the operation of the Communist apparatus.

34. Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities.

35. Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI.

36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions.

37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business.

38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to social agencies. Treat all behavioral problems as psychiatric disorders which no one but psychiatrists can understand or treat.

39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as a means of gaining coercive control over those who oppose Communist goals.

40. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy divorce.

41. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative influence of parents. Attribute prejudices, mental blocks and retarding of children to suppressive influence of parents.

42. Create the impression that violence and insurrection are legitimate aspects of the American tradition; that students and special-interest groups should rise up and use united force to solve economic, political or social problems.

43. Overthrow all colonial governments before native populations are ready for self-government.

44. Internationalize the Panama Canal.

45. Repeal the Connally reservation so the United States cannot prevent the World Court from seizing jurisdiction over nations and individuals alike.

END OF RECORD

So now let's look at those old Protocols in the "short" form:

LETTERS AND PROTOCOLS OF ZION ELDERS

From the Revue des etudes Juives, published in 1889, is again presented for you who may not have prior writings or a copy of this document:

Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we have received your letter in which you tell us of the anxieties and misfortunes which you are enduring. We are pierced by as great pain to hear it as yourselves.

The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the following:

1. As for what you say that the King of France obliges you to become Christians: do it, since you cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses be kept in your hearts.

2. As for what you say about the command to despoil you of your goods [the law was that on becoming converted, Jews gave up their possessions]: make your sons merchants, that little by little they may despoil the Christians of theirs.

3. As for what you say about their making attempts on your lives: make your sons doctors and apothecaries, that they may take away Christians' lives.

4. As for what you say of their destroying your synagogues: make your sons canons and clerics in order that they may destroy their churches.
5. As for the many other vexations you complain of: arrange that your sons become advocates and lawyers, and see that they always mix themselves up with the affairs of State, in order that by putting Christians under your yoke you may dominate the world and be avenged on them. 

6. Do not swerve from this order that we give you, because you will find by experience that, humiliated as you are, you will reach the actuality of power.


In the year 1844, on the eve of the Jewish Revolution of 1848, Benjamin Disraeli, whose real name was "israel", and who was a "damped", or baptised Jew, published his novel, *Coningsby*, in which occurs this ominous passage:

"The world is governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those who are not behind the scenes."

And he went on to show that these personages were all Jews.

Now that Providence has brought to the light of day these secret Protocols all men may clearly see the hidden personages specified by Disraeli at work "behind the scenes" of all the Governments....

**FUNERAL ORATION: RABBI REICHHORN**
**RE: GRAND RABBI SIMEON-ben-IHUDA**

Prague, 1869

1. Every hundred years, We, the Sages of Israel, have been accustomed to meet in Sanhedrin in order to examine our progress towards the domination of the world which Jehovah has promised us, and our conquests over the enemy--Christianity.

2. This year, united over the tomb of our reverend Simeon-ben-Ihuda, we can state with pride that the past century has brought us very near to our goal, and that this goal will be very soon attained.

3. Gold always has been and always will be the irresistible power. Handled by expert hands it will always be the most useful lever for those who possess it, and the object of envy for those who do not. With gold we can buy the most rebellious consciences, can fix the rate of all values, the current price of all products, can subsidise all State loans, and thereafter hold the states at our mercy.

4. Already the principal banks, the exchanges of the entire world, the credits of all the governments, are in our hands.

5. The other great power is THE PRESS. By repeating without cessation certain ideas, the Press succeeds in the end in having them accepted as actualities. The Theatre renders us analogous services. Everywhere the Press and the Theatre obey our orders. (There were no "radio" or "TV" at the time.)

6. By the ceaseless praise of DEMOCRATIC RULE we shall divide the Christians into political parties; we shall destroy the unity of their nations; we shall sow discord everywhere. Reduced to impotence, they will bow before the LAW OF OUR BANK, always united, and always devoted to our Cause.

7. We shall force the Christians into wars by exploiting their pride and their stupidity. They will massacre each other, and clear the ground for us to put our own people into.

8. The possession of the land has always brought influence and power. In the name of Social Justice and Equality we shall parcel out the great estates; we shall give the fragments to the peasants who covet them with all their powers, and who will soon be in debt to us by the expense of cultivating them. Our capital will make us their masters. We in our turn shall become the great proprietors, and the possession of the land will assure the power to us.

9. Let us try to replace the circulation of gold with paper money; our chest will absorb the gold, and we shall regulate the value of the paper which will make us masters of all the positions.

10. We count among us plenty of orators capable of exciting enthusiasm and of persuading mobs. We shall spread them among the people to announce changes which should secure the happiness of the human race. By gold and by flattery we shall gain the proletariat which will charge itself with annihilating Christian capitalism. We shall promise workmen salaries of
which they have never dared to dream, but we shall also raise
the price of necessities so that our profits will be greater still.

11. In this manner we shall prepare Revolutions which the
Christians will make themselves and of which we shall reap
the fruit.

12. By our mceries and our attacks upon them we shall
make their priests ridiculous—then odious, and their religion as
ridiculous and as odious as their clergy. Then we shall be mas-
ters of their SOULS. For our pious attachment to our own reli-
gion, to our own worship, will prove the superiority of our reli-
gion and the superiority of our souls.

13. We have already established our own men in all impor-
tant positions. We must endeavor to provide the GoYim with
lawyers and doctors; the lawyers are au courant with our inter-
est; doctors, once in the house, become confessors and direc-
tors of consciences.

14. But above all let us monopolize Education. By this
means we spread ideas that are useful to us, and shape the
children's brains as suits us.

15. If one of our people should unhappily fall into the hands
of justice amongst the Christians, we must rush to help him; find
as many witnesses as he needs to save him from his judges, until
we become judges ourselves.

16. The monarchs of the Christian world, swollen with ambi-
tion and vanity, surround themselves with luxury and with nu-
merous armies. We shall furnish them with all the money their
folly demands, and so shall keep them in leash.

17. Let us take care not to hinder the marriage of our men
with Christian girls, for through them we shall get our foot into
the most closely locked circles. If our daughters marry GOYIM
they will be no less useful, for the children of a Jewish mother
are ours. Let us foster the idea of free love, that we may de-
stroy among Christian women attachment to the principles and
practices of their religion.

18. For ages past the sons of Israel, despaired and persecuted,
have been working to open up a path to power. They are hitting
the mark. They control the economic life of the accursed Chris-
tians; their influence preponderates over politics and over man-
mers.

19. At the wished for hour, fixed in advance, we shall let
loose the Revolution, which by ruining all classes of Christianity
will definitely enslave the Christians to US. Thus will be ac-
complished the promise of God made to His People.

END OF SEGMENT ON "PROTOCOLS".

I believe you are quite capable of evaluating "where you are"
from measurement against the foregoing. You've come a long
way, Baby!

Now how does this come into your daily lives in such a way as
to be able to discern and judge circumstances? For one thing
you can get the information we have offered and STUDY it.
Or, you can continue to wade through bits and pieces as pre-
sented hither and yon and hopefully get enough to have a
"picture" of that which is coming and has already come upon you.

I wish now to give you the "INTRODUCTION" from a book
that I have no way to stress importance enough in the having. It
is called Big Sister Is Watching YOU! by Texe Marrs. Living
Truth Publishers, 1708 Patterson Road, Austin, Texas 78733-
6507. Perhaps you can find copy in a Christian book store—I
doubt you will find the editions in the local NWO shelves. I'm
sorry, I have no further information save cataloging: Poli-
tics/Current Events/Issues.

Perhaps if enough of you would want to obtain this volume
the CONTACT might make arrangements to have some
available. I ask that this be considered through one of your
business contacts.

INTRODUCTION: BIG SISTER IS WATCHING YOU

Hillary Rodham Clinton is not just co-President of the United
States—she's the real power in Washington, D.C. And to help
her run the big show, Hillary has brought in some very unusual
feminist "talent". A motley collection never before equalled in
American history, Hillary's women friends include lesbians, sex
perverts, child molester advocates, Christian haters, and the most doctrinaire of Communists.

HILLARY'S HELLCATS

Here are just a few of "Hillary's Hellcats" profiled in this startling exposé:

Attorney General Janet ("Johnny") Reno--Big Sister Is Watching You provides shocking, new evidence that she's a hardened lesbian. [H: It would be found you check even more than THAT--she is six feet two inches tall, friends. Has anyone checked medical records on this "lady"?] As Florida state attorney, did she cover up voter fraud by crooked politico friends? Discover the REAL reason why this Duchess of Doom wickedly burned to death the innocent women and children at the Branch Davidian compound in Waco.

Dr. Joycelyn Elders--As Surgeon-General, she's out to make sure that pre-schoolers and elementary school children are given condoms and instructed on how to use them. Was Elders appointed to her high position as a payoff? Did she cover up the negligent act of Bill Clinton's mother, Virginia, who, as a nurse anesthetist at a hospital in Little Rock, was accused of carelessly bungling an operation and killing a patient? [H: Among other things!]

Maya Angelou--One of Hillary's closest bosom buddies, Ms. Angelou was called on to be the Inaugural Poet. She's been highly acclaimed as the "feminist Robert Frost", and her books are New Age bestsellers. Problem is, her real name is not Maya Angelou. And some of those books she's written?.... Well, they are different, to say the least. Big Sister... reveals that Maya Angelou is, in fact, a former stripper, prostitute, and madam. Why, then, did a Southern Baptist University make her full professor FOR LIFE? And why is this same institution paying Ms. Angelou over $100,000 annually, though she teaches no courses, does no real work, and has only a broom closet for an office?

Donna Shalala--The lesbian community claims she is their Amazon "love sister". As Secretary of Health and Human Services, she oversees a multibillion dollar budget larger than the national budgets of Japan and Germany. Shalala is the most vicious Christian hater ever to hold a top cabinet post. Bequeathed the title, the "High Priestess of Political Correctness", the radical Shalala is so politically correct she outlives the ultra-liberal American Civil Liberties Union. She's also a director of the elitist-controlled Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and is a member of the globalist Trilateral Commission.

Laura D'Andrea Tyson--A former Berkeley professor, Tyson is the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors. She's a big fan of the failed communist economies of Romanian tyrant Nicolai Ceausescu and Russian dictator Joseph Stalin. A member of the CFR and the Trilateral Commission, Tyson says Americans are not taxed enough.

Roberta ("Bob") Achtenberg--Hillary's put this lesbo crazy in charge of ALL federal housing policies. While demonstrating at a gay rights parade, the militantly lesbian Achtenberg passionately kissed her female lover as her young son looked on. Achtenberg once led a despicable hate campaign against the Boy Scouts. Why?--Because, she said, their oath includes the word "God". [H: By the way, one of the "heavy kissers" in point was Barbara Boxer, Senator, California!]

Ruth Bader Ginsburg--Now it's Hillary's Supreme Court, thanks to her selection of femi-Nazi Ginsburg as associate justice on the bench of the nation's highest judiciary panel. President Clinton praised Ginsburg as a "moderate", yet, she's in favor of legalizing child sex with adults, she wants a unisex military and has called for the merging of the Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts. A radical feminist, Ginsburg was the general counsel for the godly, anti-Christian ACLU organization for over seven years. During those years, the ACLU fought to take Jesus and the Ten Commandments OUT of the classroom while New Age paganism and witchcraft flourished IN the classroom.
AND THEN THERE'S HILLARY

Then, there's Hillary Rodham Clinton herself. She was de-
picted once as the "Madonna" by the New York Times. But why
did the editors of this liberal newspaper refuse to print the facts
about Hillary's secret funding of hard-core, Marxist terrorist or-
organizations?

Big Sister provides convincing evidence that in the 60s,"Hippie Hillary" aided the cop-killing, radical Black Panthers
group. Now she believes God WANTS her to kill babies! Is
Hillary--as rumored--a lesbian? Why did her feminist friends in
the White House present her with a most unusual gift: a witch's
hat?

What dark power does Hillary exercise over her hapless hus-
band, Bill? What's her real goal? Will Hillary Rodham Clinton's
unbridled ambitions catapult her into becoming America's
first female president?

THE WOMEN OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER

Big Sister Is Watching You unMASKS the powerful White
House women who are members of the conspiratorial Council
on Foreign Relations and the elitist Trilateral Commission. It
reveals the identity of the women who have been favored to at-
tend the annual conclave of the notorious Bilderbergers, as well
as those who are hirelings of the left-wing, radical foundations
designed to promote the New World Order.

These women are not individualists. They are part of a long-
standing, serpentine network of international revolutionaries and
fascist ideologues whose goal is to end American sovereignty
and bring about a global, Marxist paradise. For many years
now, they have networked together, preparing themselves for
just this opportunity.

To accomplish their objectives, they have repeatedly proven
their willingness to use the same iron-fisted tactics employed in
the past by other ruthless dictators, ranging from Romania's

Ceausescu and Italy's Mussolini to Germany's Hitler and the
Soviet Union's Stalin.

Totalitarian in outlook, the women profiled here despise the
very foundations on which our founding fathers built this great
nation. They hate the sight of Old Glory—the red, white and
blue. They sneer at anyone who demonstrates a belief in old-
fashioned American patriotism, and they hiss at Christians who
show reverence for God of the Bible. They also heap abuse and
ridicule on the dedicated men and women who serve honorably
in our armed forces—Hillary's Hellcats want to pollute the mili-
tary by integrating lesbians and homosexuals.

Not just politically correct, these women are brutally correct.
They are the hard of the hard, the most militant of a militant and
hostile generation. Spawned during the 60s in the age of the
Beatles, gurus, LSD, and hippies, they are the misfits of Ameri-
can society. But now the misfits ARE IN CHARGE! The lun-
atics are running the insane asylum, and they're out to make us
into the pathetic creatures they have become. They are the
feminist vultures who flew over the cuckoo's nest.

ARMED WITH GESTAPO POWERS

What is scary is that these powerful women, because of their
high-level positions in government, now possess awesome
Gestapo powers. If Hitler and his henchmen had even a tiny
fragment of the computerized, high technology spy, surveil-
lance, and torture capabilities of today's CIA, IRS, FBI, ATF,
and DEA, imagine what additional horrors they could have
wreaked. These women have behind them the full apparatus of
government to enforce their dictatorial demands and strange
sexual appetites.

The femiNazis control a heartless police establishment more
efficient than Stalin's dreaded Cheka and more feared than
Himmler's bloody SS Corps. They are running roughshod over
the American people, trampling on our constitutional rights,
employing ecological idiocy to grab people's land and property,
and committing terrorist acts against horrified victims. The
fiery Waco massacre—and the mind boggling government lies and cover-up that followed by Janet Reno and her cohorts—exemplify the chilling fate that await those who refuse to go along with the dictatorial blueprint of these coercive utopians.

**WITCHES WHO TORMENT OTHERS?**

The corrupt women who now rule over us are a strange, modern breed of Orwellian females who fully deserve to be called Hillary's Hellcats. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines "hellcats" as follows: 1. WITCH 2. one given to tormenting others; esp: SHREW.

A hellcat, then is "a witch given to tormenting others". A hellcat is also defined as a "shrew", a ferocious, rat-like animal expert at quickly darting back and forth while tearing an enemy to pieces with its fine, sharp teeth.

"Big Sister" is my term for Hillary Rodham Clinton and her pride of hellcats who, at this moment, are plotting out new ways of stealthily attacking and devouring their victims.

**HAS 1984 FINALLY ARRIVED?**

IN HIS PROPHETIC NOVEL, 1984, George Orwell gave us a frightening image of government leadership run amok. He introduced us to a new language of thought crimes, doublespeak, and newspeak. Orwell painted a dark picture of an immoral, Godless society where black is white, and white is black, and where two plus two equals five, if those in power say it is so.

George Orwell's cautionary novel was first published in 1948. The year 1984 has come and gone, but it seems as though Orwell was not far off the mark.

Big Sister did not arrive overnight. Hillary and Bill have been practicing their political black magic and skullduggery for over two decades. By now they are well rehearsed.

Hitler's Nazism also had a long gestation period. From his days as a corporal in Kaiser Wilhelm's World War I war machine, Hitler plotted his path into supreme power. Then, in 1933, he burst upon the world scene as a national hero, a superman, a savior.

Just sixty years later, in 1993, Hillary's Hellcats ascended to their own thrones in Washington, D.C.

Has Big Brother, in effect, been demasculinized, castrated, and transformed? Not really. Yes, he has assumed a deceptive, feminine mask. But behind the facade, the governmental behemoth described in such startling terms by George Orwell is still a psychopath; he remains a seething dynamo of energy—a dark, brooding, evil force ready at any moment to explode.

Big Sister is, in fact, the feminine, flip-side of Big Brother, just as Communism, with only a cosmetic makeover, becomes fascism; and political correctness, taken to extremes, becomes Nazism. If a person travels from any point on a circle of evil, he or she will eventually end up in the same place.

**END OF COPY**

I believe you get the gist of this book's material. Further, there is something I would like you discerning readers to think about: was Nostradamus' "man in the blue turban" ACTUALLY A "MAN"? If you ones don't begin to THINK, you are not going to make it.

And how is all the above brought into accomplishment? THROUGH THE CONTROL AND WARPING, BENDING AND MOLDING OF THE MINDS (THOUGHT PROCESSES) OF THE CIVILIZATION IN EXPERIENCING. THE ADVERSARY NEVER LOSES SIGHT OF HIS GOAL--EVER!! YOU SWEET SLEEPING BABIES HAVE.

God bless each and every one of you as you come into either an awakening or desolation for the "evil empire" will recognize nothing in-between. Salu
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MEDICAL DISASTER

I ask that this portion of the writing pertaining to disease and malfunction of the physical body be placed in appropriate sequence in the paper. Some things about which we will write are totally lost in the simple sequence of a JOURNAL or the "body" of a separately focused subject. However, this is the way we are going to present the bits and pieces and the Editors and Layout people will simply have to be on top of the matter, please.

BODY-TRIM "PROGRAM"

I have been nagged and badgered to put together something that would help to remove and keep off excess body fat. You people are so focused on the purely physical aspect of experience as to concern me. However, there IS need among the population for some help in controlling the negative problems of "lipoid and horizontally challenged" people. Of course there is an array of natural herbal assistants for the problem. There are also the very practical programs available for self-hypnotic training for the body. Our people will, my request was by mid-March, have a full "program" in herbal form to interact with the fat molecules which will cause them to "liquefy" and then with abundant fluid intake, wash away the surplus cellular material. The reason this is so valuable is that you are leaving your necessary muscle tissue untouched which produces the end results of a lean, healthy body. You will have to check with the "Gaia" people for we don't stick our noses into the business of the product offerings. Do "I" present the formulas and "create" the products? Not in all instances--but yes, I do. Dharma is stuck with the nasty job of physically combining the substances and doing the "gardening". However, she then has nothing further to do with the management or presentation. I can promise you, for instance, that she thought she could make bread until she reaches Heaven's gate. I watched her "trying" to put a loaf together from a batch of spelt which had lost its instruction label--and GONE were the steps and amounts.

We remove these tid-bits from her memory for the most part for she has enough other topics with which to deal and we want NO connections with the other entities and companies handling product--FOR OBVIOUS REASONS!

Now as to the self help training program--it IS hers. She developed it in 1986 for a totally different purpose but it has a weight reduction program built in (or NO program at all is acceptable--you can still fully utilize the tapes). The tapes have been abundantly used in the management of bulimia and anorexia as well. America West offered the sets for a while until she withdrew them. There are probably a hundred or so sets left. The contact addresses, of course, are now different but the personal interaction remains open and valid. They are recognized as positive help programs and even the Master Hypnotist Teacher and head of the Council of Hypnotist Examiners have featured and "sold" the program to students.

It DOES mean however that you can't fail to attend your own personal care for self--the tapes or the capsules DO NO GOOD IN THE CLOSET--RESULTS ALWAYS DEPEND ON THE DESIRE FOR CHANGE--THEY ONLY HELP YOU ACCOMPLISH THAT CHANGE.

CARBRAGAIA

I am also asked "When will CarbraGaia be available and what is it?" Well, whenever the people handling it find it suitable to make it fully available. However, in all fairness to "them"--I said I would write a lengthy dissertation on the subject for it replaces and surpasses by great advantage "shark cartilage". THIS ALSO SAVES THE LIVES OF YOUR OCEAN CREATURES AND PRODUCES SUCH A BETTER PRODUCT
THAT THOSE WHO UTILIZE THE CARTILAGE WILL BE ASTOUNDED. To understand the reason for utilization of such a product you need to know what it is and how it becomes such a support. I insist that all cartilage grown here be grown in a full hydroponic bath of Gaiandriana and a full spectrum of nutrients.

As to the Gaiandriana, I believe our people are remiss in not offering you more information in the "physical" section of the paper—or in booklet form because, even though technical, there IS great REASON for these substances prepared and offered the way we offer them.

PLEASE KNOW, READERS, YOU WILL BE SOON LEFT TO NO ABILITY TO GET PROPER ANTIBIOTIC CARE AND MIRACLE TREATMENTS. YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO BUILD THOSE IMMUNE SYSTEMS AND BALANCE THE BODY PROPER OR YOU AREN'T GOING TO MAKE IT THROUGH THE ASSAULTS OF THE DEADLY "BUGS" WHICH ARE COMING YOUR WAY. AIDS IS ONLY ONE!

I have written all the above to get your attention. Dharma, please just copy the article from the front page of the February 20, 1994 CONTACT.

BACTERIA EVOLVING INTO POTENTIAL KILLERS

SOME CAUSES OF COMMON DISEASE MAY BECOME UNTREATABLE BY MEDICINE, SCIENTISTS WARN.

By Paul Raeburn, Associated Press. San Francisco--Common bacteria that cause pneumonia, children's ear infections and many other diseases are evolving into forms untreatable by all known medicines, threatening a chilling post-antibiotic era that would be "nothing short of a medical disaster," a researcher said Saturday.

In the post-antibiotic world, the simplest infections could quickly escalate into fatal illnesses, said Alexander Tomasz of Rockefeller University in New York City. [H: And boy, they SHOULD KNOW!]

"Most people think it will happen," he said. "It's unpredictable when." And the consequences? "No one knows. The mortality is quite high."

The first antibiotic, penicillin, became widely available in 1940. For 50 years, most bacterial infections have been treatable.

But certain uncommon bacteria already have developed untreatable strains. And laboratory experiments have proven that the same thing can happen with common bacteria, Tomasz said. [H: Please note that with the heavy use of antibiotics--yeasts and monilias, fungi, etc., flourish and now become a side effect almost as deadly and miserable to treat as the original bacterial or viral assault.]

Tomasz sounded the alarm at the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He is a leading authority on bacteria that are resistant to treatment by antibiotics. His concerns are shared by doctors at the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta.

"It's potentially an extremely serious problem," said Dr. Mitchell Cohen of the CDC.

Any new drugs that might be developed to cope with the deadly bacteria are at least five to seven years away, and drug companies are not pursuing them eagerly, Cohen said.

"A number of pharmaceutical companies had focused their research in the non-infectious area, because their marketing people were telling them there were enough antibiotics out there," Cohen said in a telephone interview. [H: Is this telling you anything as to confirmations of that which we have been telling you over and over and over again about pharmaceutical companies? They are ALL owned by the Elite Banksters!]
Doctors also are concerned about new drug-resistant strains of tuberculosis. But the diseases caused by pneumonia and blood and wound infections—are far more common than tuberculosis.

Certain strains of enterococcus, which cause wound and blood infections, already have become resistant to vancomycin and all other known antibiotics. [H: I remind you that all it takes to make a "known" bacteria or virus a deadly, untreatable entity is the integration of just ONE tiny DNA particle—and you have a NEW STRAIN. Next, the "new strain" is DNA altered so that it mutates with EACH and EVERY new host making it totally individualized!]

Enterococcal infections are mostly limited to hospitals. But the genes for resistance are carried on bacterial structures called plasmids that can be easily shared between bacteria of different species, Tomasz said.

That means that resistance could quickly move to pneumococcus and to staphylococcus.

Researchers know that such resistant bacteria can cover the globe in a matter of years. They have seen what happened with penicillin.

Before 1980, only a few scattered cases were reported of pneumococcus that were resistant to penicillin. But that year, penicillin-resistant strains began appearing everywhere. They are now common worldwide.

Spread has occurred quickly with the untreatable form of enterococcus, too. In one New York hospital, the untreatable strain wasn’t present in 1989. By 1992, it was responsible for 58 percent of the infections with that species of enterococcus.

END OF ARTICLE

Will Gaiandrianas prevent illness? No. It has one function—to allow the body to individualize itself within the cellular structure of your own DNA. When a "bug" is introduced the body is already then prepared to attack anything which is NOT of identical structure. This is why the "Gaianorb" work—because they are produced and GROWN within Gaiandrianas which isolate and hold the "free radicals" and then the little invaders are simply absorbed and washed away when they hit the body for the Gaiandrian-enhanced immune system has already tagged the invaders. I guess it is complicated if you aren’t familiar with bodily functions, etc., even though it is totally and completely natural in EVERY way. But, it takes a while for the body to reclaim itself and come into balance so to simply "treat" an invasion of infectious disease bearers will not "cut it". The Gaiandrianas is NOT an antibiotic or even antiseptic—but, hydrogen peroxide IS. Therefore we grow the Drianas and Drios in a neonatal fluid containing same.

I do, however, insist that a solution which kills off ALL bacteria, even "bad" stuff, not be used. Why? Because I want the little buggers which YOU regularly consume in water supply be included—so that the Drios can neutralize them and present the "fighters" into your own system to counter the free "bearers" when they are taken internally.

Couldn’t we just grow suitable antibiotic "stuff"? Yes, but how long do you think we would LAST? We are not in competition with ANYONE OR ANYTHING. We are here to get the people of God through—not SAVE the whole of the evil empire OR God’s enemies. Ones who wish to utilize that which we offer are welcome, those who do not—simply go your way!

Now, readers, if you don’t believe God is at work HERE—then I suggest you go join some group or other for here you will find NO GROUPS—only people doing whatever they are doing. I believe you will find that Col. Bo Gritz is building a Christian Covenant Community in Idaho and George Green will supply domes and there will be guns for protection and training for handling money and invaders—FOR A GREAT BIG FAT FEE!.... This is fine with me, but do not link us in any way to those kinds of operations. The facts are simply that YOU HAVE NO LEADERS IN FULL SERVICE UNTO GOD, TO
FOLLOW--IT IS THE TIME OF CHAOS ON THE EARTH. THE CLAIMS WILL BE MANY AND THE PREACHERS WILL PREACH AND SHOUT AND CLAIM JUDEO-CHRISTIAN, HOMOSEXUALITY EQUALITY, AND OTHER MAN-ORDAINED FOCUSES. I CANNOT OFFER YOU RECOUSE SAVE UNTO GOD. I AND MY PEOPLE ARE NOT HERE TO SAVE YOU OR ANY THING--IF YOU WANT SALVATION, I SUGGEST YOU GET BUSY!

The first thing you are going to have to do, if you have mindset that someone or thing is going to save you, is CHANGE YOUR MIND (thoughts). You are in a period of total brain-washing in full force against YOU. I cannot help that nor shall I even effort to interfere--that is NOT my mission. I will continue to offer you the answers to allow for the change of SELF but that is all I shall do! We are here to tell you how it IS and offer a hand if you wish. You are free to do or believe ANYTHING you choose--I am only here to fulfill a promise of GOD--to PRESENT THE WORD and show God's people the WAY HOME!

Our team offers no free or paid-for rides on ANYTHING. We do offer you a place if you are of US, for that is why we are sent again to this place. Jesus Christ, as you know HIM, travels WITH US FOR IT IS HIS RETURN TO GIVE YOU ANOTHER CHANCE AT GETTING IT "RIGHT". He doesn't nor ever did offer you some "rapture" or salvation based on HIS BLOOD FLOW. HE "IS", WAS AND SHALL EVER BE AND HIS PRESENCE IN YOUR MIDST IN WHATEVER FORM--WAS TO OFFER YOU TRUTH OF YOUR OWN BEINGNESS IN SOUL. YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN AND BEEN MISLED BY THE ONES WHO WOULD HAVE YOUR SOULS. THAT, TOO, IS YOUR BUSINESS--NOT MINE!

Dharma, take this off the computer please so that the editors are not inconvenienced by the heavy load of writing that we are doing now. I want to move into the presentation on "brain-washing" as a reminder as we move into the more elusive subjects of "thought" and GOD. Thank you.
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REMOTE MIND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

As we move into the subject more deeply of the power of "thought" and mind-function, I hesitate to cause everyone the inconvenience of redoing the above material on remote mind control technology. We have offered many writings in-depth on the subject and, now, all I want is confirmation from other resources. I find one particular document coming to my attention is excellent and the authors deserve respect and notice--IF THEY WISH IT.

I ask that Mr. Martin contact the authors of the article in point, or the source of first printing, and get permission to reprint it AS IS. I don't want to have a discussion on the subject at this moment but would wish to refer to the information at later date at random and we are not here to have court appearances regarding use of anything. I never suggest using anything which is other than giving authors full credit and honor for having written valid and "on-target" information.

I won't, however, stand for holding information and scientific facts FROM the people just because persons who hold POWER over segments of a prior living being's materials so ordain. In every instance I would like to be able to give full honor to those pioneers of insight and scientific data but I most certainly will NOT place my writer in further intercourse with the Federal Court System. I don't believe you citizens have "time" for repeats of "Scopes" trials and freedom of information hearings which NEVER end.
Dharma asked the judge in hearing (chambers) if the ongoing problems involving JOURNALS precluded her from ever again writing on the subject of God and/or LIGHT as scientifically and spiritually applicable to human life and spiritual perception. He said "Oh no, only that you may not utilize such material presented in the 'identical' format." He further informed her in the presence of witnesses that in some of the volumes in point there was actually no problem at all—only preferences to "handling" the material from the institution now holding assumed copyrights. Assumed? Yes, because indeed the copyrights were not, and remain not, valid.

Dr. Russell, for instance, sent all his early scientific work to some 600 parties for open discussion and comment. The great mass of scientific material was left to Princeton University. We do not have interest in such for we are not in the laboratory development of anything in the physical plane. The ONLY use for any such material in point is simply to allow YOU to understand and comprehend the fact that GOD IS LIGHT, LIGHT IS EVERYTHING and YOU ARE A PROJECTION OF THOUGHT OF GOD IN LIGHT.

Is Mr. Russell the ONLY one with such gift of insight? No, but why reinvent the WHEEL? He was gifted with the information from higher resource (according to him and everyone around him) and why, for goodness sakes, NOT GIVE HIM THE FULL HONOR AND APPRECIATION—HIM HAVING NOW BECOME DECEASED FROM YOUR GLOBE?

Why would we not simply utilize the whole of "their" books and works? Because WE DISAGREE WITH ALMOST EVERY CONCLUSION, INCLUDING THOSE WITHIN THE SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATION, THAT THEY OFFER.

Can't we just get another author's views on the subject and use "that"? Yes, for only a few very insightful scientists have so much as considered the work because it is buried within the archives of a philosophical holding place. Is it available to the public? Yes, if anyone would go dig it out—BUT, if you don't know about it—how would you know, where would you go and of what possible value would it be to you? We SHOULD sue them for utilizing our work as advertisement for that which we find unacceptable—by mere fact of coexistence.

Now, ones who never heard of Walter Russell come on the airwaves and tout the miracle of his receiving some 50 years ago—and make more aggression against us. Oh? Would you have heard of this material HAD WE NOT BROUGHT IT TO YOUR ATTENTION? Moreover, we have honored Russell in every way in the paper, in the JOURNALS and in full recognition. We do NOT honor the Institute involved for other reasons—but have also offered the information in full for their placement and your ability to investigate and share their input.

God very carefully DOES NOT GIVE FULL CONCLUSIVE INFORMATION to any ONE writer, teacher or place—FOR THIS VERY REASON! You must come to the point of wondering WHY there would be objection for a singular writer who does not even publish anything—to bear this information? Doris Ekker had never heard of Walter Russell EITHER and still wishes she had never done so! Well, it is necessary for the world now accepts in narrow circles the "Russell charts" of elements, etc. To say you cannot use these charts is like saying you cannot use the Fahrenheit scale for measuring temperature or the Einstein theory of "relativity", which, by the way, is incorrect.

I want to offer something here, to ponder:

"Everywhere and in all disciplines, there have always been Doctors dedicated to (and effective to various degrees in) helping the sick. Their present system treats symptoms after a disease appears and is geared towards maximizing profits for physicians, hospitals, staffs, and insurers. The idea that disease could and should be actually and really prevented has been disregarded and even suppressed over the last several decades. Billions have been spent developing new technological fixes that command high profits, while the side effects of synthetic drugs, surgeries, and even diagnostic and treating devices have been ignored..."
search and history? I guess we shall simply have to wait and see.

Mr. Green continues to tell US&P that the Ekkers control most of the assets of the world--by the seeming telling. They have nothing, have published nothing, sold nothing and Mr. Green made a settlement bargain with US&P already--he, who did it all!

"Our purpose is to help unfold the spiritual nature of man in order that the human race will find happiness and peace through knowledge and practice of the Love Principle of Giving and Regiving which nature alone practices and man defies."  
*Walter Russell*

Does the above paragraph sound like a man who wished his work to be cornered and hidden for half a century? It doesn't to me either.

Well, some of the volumes of the *Pleiades Connection* series or others named in the injunction list of books--HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH WALTER RUSSELL EXCEPT TO SUGGEST THAT HE HAD THE RIGHT IDEA. THERE ARE, HOWEVER, REFERENCES TO OTHERS OF WHICH WE OFFERED HONOR--BUT WILL NOW REMOVE ALL REFERENCE AND QUOTATIONS SO THAT THEY ARE NOT LIKELY OFFENDED. WE SHALL CLEARLY MARK THE PLACES OF REMOVAL TO PASS COURT APPROVAL.

America may be in bad circumstances, readers, but I don't believe you have reached such a "low" as to be able to garner and corner a universal truth unto the closet for the use of a mere elite group who pay dearly for the WRONG focus.

Now, it is doubly hard here to know what to do--writings like this are considered by ones at US&P and Binder (on the Gritz show) as being "slanderous" and "derogatory" and "insulting" and they continue to threaten suits to stop the CONTACT from printing such information as written by me, a contributing jour-
nalist. The Ekkers have no business INTEREST AT ALL in the CONTACT OR, FOR THAT MATTER, THE PUBLISHERS OF THE JOURNALS! Again I remind you who seem to forget-
-GEORGE GREEN PUBLISHED THE BOOKS, WAS IN CHARGE AND OWNED THE PAPER AND, THROUGH AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS--DISTRIBUTED THE WHOLE LOT OF EVERYTHING. NOT ONE CENT HAS EVER COME TO THE EKKERS FOR ANY PUBLICA-
TION!!!! CHECK IT OUT! IS THERE SOMETHING WRONG HERE?

PRODUCTS

The suit against Ekkers is for "unfair business competition", etc. Well, let's look at "that" also: On Gritz's radio show in conjunc-
tion with the host's urging I note that there are a myriad of subjects and seminars listed by Binder as products and courses that can be obtained and utilized--hunches! The Ekkers do not have ANY PRODUCTS, do not do interviews or teachings, classes or otherwise. So, how could this be "unfair business competition"?

Out of 86 volumes there are only a maximum of nine which so much as MENTION one, Russell. Is this great competition, es-
pecially since those in point reside in the Federal Court? I do note that Dr. Binder suggested you "get a copy of" such and such and a BANNED book and compare--IS "TIAT" NOT UNFAIR ADVERTISING FOR AN ILLEGAL VOLUME? WHERE ARE YOU TO "GET" THAT BOOK FOR COMPAR-
ISON?? Well, Mr. Green told the world that the court had "given" him back the books (into his possession) and that "they didn't want them", etc. and so, do we assume that Mr. Green has them as well? Just "where" does Dr. Binder suggest you GET the volume with which to compare?

Of course you have to be careful with Mr. Green's information for he also says to "everybody" that he didn't want to be in trouble over the gold he took--so he turned it over to the court to hold. My, my--that was AFTER HE WAS ORDERED BY THE COURT TO DIG IT UP OUT OF HIS BACKYARD

AND DELIVER IT TO THE COURT! Green has at least SIX DIFFERENT versions of why he has that $350,000 worth of gold--I WONDER WHICH VERSION HE GAVE BINDER?

BY THE WAY, DR. BINDER--THAT STORY ABOUT THE $215 MILLION TO FIGHT THE EKKERS--CAME FROM GREEN TO THE ATTORNEY! He used that as a "reason" to "settle" because he "knew you and others at US&AP and 'could work it out easy'." The Rick Webber booklet just gets you in deeper. Green uses that as a weapon--it is not. The facts are that the JOURNALS are EXACTLY THAT--JOURNALS and the research by Mr. Webber only proves it--he got the information FROM THE JOURNALS TO LIST THE REFERENCES IN POINT! He has even since written to me to note that "You have gotten better about fully giving credit to other writers." I don't use anything that isn't already available for confirmation--what good would that kind of "revelation" be? It would be more drivel as offered by the psychics of the New World Order. Dr. Binder, you may well believe that "God" would give "new" and "revolutionary" material if HE were "REAL"--WHY? It seems to me that if ones would share that which they keep for selves--it would be quite sufficient.

There is no "NEW" ANYTHING! You haven't even begun to use or understand the "OLD", of which there is none, either.

Do we dread public trial of this matter? And, why do I use the term "we"? No, WE HAVE NOT DELAYED THIS HEAR-
ING as you have publicly stated--WE did not take the files! Now, consider however, the humor and ridicule of those present at the prior hearings on "contempt". I don't think the next go-
round will be so "funny" for you are going to have to prove I am NOT who I claim to be--never the minding of Germain, et al. It seems "I" am on trial and not this little old grandma. So, you are going to have to, at the least, PROVE she is not a fully qualified DUAL PERSONALITY of some kind--for she doesn't know anything about the information in argument--I DO! The mouth from which the qualification of the information will flow-
-will be the same.
GOD IS LIGHT AND YOU ARE
THE THOUGHT OF GOD

Some excerpts from my own writing of May 26, 1991:

Without light all things perish. Even in the greatest depths of the oceans wherein life seems to be resting—there is life and thus—there MUST be light. To the human eye indiscernible but, nonetheless—it is there for God is there and with God goes and comes that which is projected as "Light".

We speak of things great and small and, yet, ALL is tiny compared to the vastness of infinite universe—great "ALL". Man comes forth and overlooks his most wondrous attribute—that he, too, is naught save Light and he, being "Light", is AS God for God IS LIGHT. Man searches and searches, figures and calculates, looking for that which is NOT in his hope to find God and Source for he longs to be with the ONENESS again from that of which he is created. Ye are simply the great swirling infinity of spiraling light coalesced into wondrous manifestation that has taken form that ye might experience with thine senses, the magnificence, for God, too, desires to share and experience all.

The day is now come when ALL Men must know what is meant when the great teachers have said, "God is Light." For if you know not, you cannot know God—and that, friends, must be known. In the swirling mass of words we use efforting to allow understanding, you are lost in portions which yet elude your comprehension at first looking—do not despair for KNOWING simply IS just as God "simply IS". The "KNOWING" must also come. It is the time, now, for the bringing together, again, the fragments of explanations wherein those who are ready for knowledge can grasp the sensing and allow it to become knowing. For those who are not ready in their journey, it will come if ye do not turn away. Continue on with us and we shall show the way for that is our purpose in coming unto you.

Vast knowledge is held (all, in fact) within the wondrous mysterious secret of "Light" and though it is all around Man—he cannot see it for it reflects too many myriads of infinite other creations back into his senses. That which man cannot "see" is somehow incomprehensible to him. God becomes as the wind for it is not seen and yet it is unmistakably "there", and yet, even the wind is comprised of light.

Man still knows not what matter IS. He has advanced far in knowing how to deal with portions of matter but he still does not understand the true source nor the "why" of matter. We are now trying to tell you the "what" of matter. It has been done before—by me, in fact, and yet only the tiny, tiny few have been able to transfer the knowledge into recognition. It is time to present it again and see if we touch the buttons of recognition. I do not bring puzzles simply to annoy you, when what you really want to know is when the earthquake is coming so you can wait until the last moment to run hide. Those things are fine for the sensed experience but the sensed experience is but the thought projection of God and, as God desires to return into the perfection, it requires that the KNOWING take place. In the KNOWING IS GOD, therefore don't be foolish in your assumption that you might make a "wrong" choice of direction once you KNOW. You will not! Choices of the flesh and physical sensing dimension are simply that—an illusion which passes as quickly as do the changing thoughts. To really KNOW GOD IS TO BE WITH GOD....

I caution you "would be" teachers who THINK you've "got it" and proceed to expound ad nauseam—you do NOT! You are only touching on the minutest edge and if you present this material in wholeness as in total understanding, you will err greatly. I suggest you put your ego aside and learn to use the term, "in my humble opinion" it might be this or that or the other. How do I know that you do not know it ALL? BECAUSE YOU ARE STILL BOUND TO HUMAN AND HUMAN SENSING--WHEN YOU KNOW YOU WILL NOT BE THERE IN THAT EXPERIENCE. I suggest you tend that weapon called tongue most carefully.

Perhaps I might just give you the entire of the writing for that day and let us see just what would bother ones so much if it is
repetitious in some way. I have given these lessons so many times to so many ones that I do not focus on this one or that one or the other—the point is to get information to you if you should wish to utilize it.

The rest of this writing will take up part-way and simply will be reprinted from that day’s offering.

You as physical man have not even begun to scratch the surface of the patterns known to you as energy, electricity, magnetism, gravitation and radiation. You have learned to play with them, change them into destructive toys and partially locate a few of their actions—but you have not the slightest true knowledge of them. You can develop bombs of them and yet have no way to control that which you have developed.

You haven’t the slightest valid knowledge of the purpose of the inert gases and WHAT THEY ARE. Nor do you know the structure of the elemental atoms nor the gyroscopic principle which determines that structure. You are not aware of the fact that this is a two-way continuous universe of balance in all effects of motion and not a one-way discontinuous universe. Only a finite few on your place have even heard of the most important of all principles in physics which is recognized by us as the VOIDANCE principle. You know nothing of the lenses and mirrors of space which are the cause of illusion in all moving things. You do not even consider the entire material electric universe to be the illusion which it is; there being no reality to it whatsoever—so you continue to play with your perceived bits of matter and miss the whole point.

You haven’t the slightest conception of what constitutes the very life principle, nor the principle of growth, nor the simultaneous unfooldment-refoldment principle which repeats all patterns in Nature sequentially and records and voids them as they are repeated. You can present and manufacture replicas—you cannot even begin to simulate true LIFE. Nor are you aware of that recording principle by means of which the Creator carries forth the sum totals of every sequential cycle in HIS unfolding and refolding universe unto the very end of its manifestations upon one planet and its beginning on a new one. You just shout “big bang” or “creation of little fishes” or, or, or—all of which bear not the slightest connection with simple "reason".

"LIGHT" holds the answer to ALL of these heretofore unanswered questions, and many more, which the sages have not yet solved nor known enough to even ask. This revelation of the nature of Light is the inheritance of Man in this time in which he finds himself—a time of great revelation and comprehension. You want to "prove" God? Herein is proof of God—by methods and standards acceptable to science and religion alike. It lays in spiritual foundation under the present material one of science, which you don’t understand any better than the invisible. [H: Ah, perhaps here is where the trouble comes? We utilize that which was also presented to Walter Russell as "proof" if you can understand it? Well, we certainly won’t do so again—for perhaps the reception is not ready for such sharing after all. Walter was told by Tesla to put the work away for a thousand years—"Man is not ready." He was right—for it was only "buried" for 50 years and already man shows no aptitude for comprehension—ONLY CRIES OF PLAGIARISM!]

Will Man understand? Eventually—it matters not—it is our mission to commit the fragments unto you and yours to do that which you will, with them. If Man will but come into attention, the two greatest elements in civilization, religion and science, can thus find unity in marriage of the two. [H: At the present time the two things, "religion" and "science" are oxymoronic terms each expressing at the opposite poles of thought—but being foisted off on you as a singular "religious science" approach to "being". No—science is one thing—religion an almost opposite state of assumption.] Will Man do it? On your orb of earth matter, probably not, but at some time on some earth orb—MAN WILL—(the same man—YOU). Why do I know this? Because it is the projection of God that it be so and, therefore, it will be so. My intention is to make it so! Well, who in heaven’s name do I think I am? God! So be it!
Likewise human relationships will become more balanced because of greater knowledge of universal law which lies behind all of the processes which light uses to interweave the patterned forms of this electric wave universe.

There is no department of life which will not be vitally affected by this knowledge, from the university to the laboratory, from government to industry, and from nation to nation. If for no other reason than to allow you to see your errors. Those who choose to not see and hear—shall be allowed the consequences of those errors of choice. There are places aplenty to allow for their onward growth—for ultimately they WILL KNOW.

I can only present it to you in mouthfuls of quantity sufficient to feed and not choke. Perhaps a spoonful of sugar might make the medicine go down a bit more pleasantly—I hope so for the direction in which Man is sailing is toward the bitter cup in the learning of his lessons.

Who, what, why, where, when? All of these scream from the being within each fragment. Suspecting MORE, knowing Truth is hidden somewhere within or behind the veil. How am I to know Truth? What, in fact, is Truth? I am still asking who am I? What am I? And most of all, WHY am I? If Balance be my goal—HOW can I find it? How can I find and know that balance in our interchange which will enrich both Him and me? Why is Goodness veiled from my eyes like a thin vapor which hides YOUR LIGHT, Father, which I vainly seek. I seek in countless religious teachings and houses and still I hunger—where can I go to find? Please, will YOU take away from my eyes the blindfold which hides the path to Thy Light, that I may find my way to Thee? Sound familiar? I hear it as a great cacophony upon my receiving system.

You wondrous ones who are receiving this word now are the ones out front asking these questions—screaming these questions and demanding, commanding and crying out for answers, for man must be ready to hear and, first, he must have the desire to hear and see and KNOW. Those who truly do not desire to hear—WILL NOT! It is for your own growth that you release them to their own journey, even if you perceive it to be pitiful for it is not for your journey—just do not err by being sucked into their mistakes for the rewards of deliberately turning away from God into darkness are great indeed—in a most miserable perception.

Let us interrupt here before the writing becomes too long. However, I am going to present the rest of this prior writing because you must understand that only a minute and tiny portion of the nine volumes taken from your ability to have and study—could remotely even be considered as any other's work. Further, if it would be—why would it he deliberately KEPT from you? These are things to ponder as my scribe faces the courts and accusations every day of her existence—even from prior ones calling themselves "friends"—until the blood is sucked dry and there is no further wealth to garner from our work.

Man stands at the threshold of total destruction and downfall. How can you make it to that higher dimension while excluding "death" as you recognize it—WITHOUT KNOWING HOW? Did Russell KNOW? No! In the presence of GOD he was given into the "seeing" and "understanding" of the concept which has been taught since the inception of perceived "time". The Master Teachers have given you the SAME lessons so that you would understand the infinity of your existence and HOW it is universally FACT that you do not "die" but rather, have eternal LIFE!

My people have no funds with which to fight such court battles over POSSESSION of universal TRUTH. Why, in fact, would they struggle or further undergo willingly such insult and misery? Mr. Green says to "everybody" that he has plenty of funds and plans to do so—until he gets the gold, breaks the Ekkers, pulls down the Institute (so that the very ones HE BROUGHT IN lose everything). Again, I note here as to my own conclusions—there is SOMETHING wrong about this ongoing charade. What is being covered? What conspiracies and coalitions are under way? MAN HAS STOLEN THAT WHICH IS GOD'S—DOES HE NOW THINK IT FINE TO ACCUSE GOD OF
THE THEFT? It is alright with me—IS IT ALRIGHT WITH YOU TO HAVE THE FACTS AND PROOF OF YOUR VERY EXISTENCE BURIED UNDER THE GOLD COINS THIEVED? I suggest you consider the matter very, very carefully.

May we please take a short break? Thank you.
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CHRIST PROCLAIMED

I did not say "Buddha" or "Jesus" or, or, or—I said "CHRIST". "Christness" is a "state of being". A SOUL STATE. With this in mind we will speak of lessons and proclamations of the great "teachers" come before. Does "Dharma" claim to be a great teacher? She doesn't even claim to be a "teacher". Why, then, is there such upheaval and attention given to her? Do "I" claim to be a "great teacher"? No—JUST A TEACHER OF TRUTH AND KNOWER OF THE WAY. I DO HAVE A MISSION— IN TOTAL SERVICE TO GOD OF 'THAT' LIGHT OF WHICH WE HAVE JUST BEEN WRITING.

Christ proclaimed, "I am come that ye might have life and have it more abundantly—even life eternal!"

Christ never spoke of death nor did he leave any teachings by which man could be prepared to die. He taught only LIFE! Life more abundant! Glorious, beautiful Life! Yes! He taught only the principles of Eternal Life.

He revealed the straight and narrow way that leads to LIFE ETERNAL, good friends. He explained his association with Creator (His Father and YOURS) and claimed nothing of greater power than that of which you too are capable.

He also warned continually against the "Broad Open Way" which leads to destruction and which so many enter. Always by individual "choice". He spoke to John in Revelation about overcoming even as he overcame. Overcame what? DEATH! He efforted to express his lessons in terms which could be un-
understood by his audiences—just as we have exerted to show you
the way in terms already familiar to your senses and understand-
ing—and we are brought into the courts of non-law and in-
justice for the efforts.

Christ foretold of the time in which all distress and sorrows
along with evils would be overcome. He said that the very last
overcoming would be of death.

God never planned death! Man came up with "that" one. God
permitted it because of "...the blindness of men's minds and the
hardness of their hearts and because of the gross wickedness of
unbelief." There is a lot of good "stuff" in those grand old
books of wisdom—IF you have the wisdom to glean it from the
misperceptions. For instance, do you know the true meaning of
the word "zion"? I thought not. It means: "purity of heart".
So the "road to zion" means that pathway and journey in expe-
rience to achieve purity of heart and perfection of soul. Is this the
meaning offered by the "Zionists" of today? I hardly think so.
Theirs this day is to unify and take control of the WORLD—the
physical expression manifest. There is NO ZION on earth—only
the pathway! So again you must begin to consider the
"beginnings". There is no actual "beginning" or "ending"—only
the perception of such. YOU have no beginning or ending—only
the cyclic evolution of soul in progression.

**CYCLES**

ALL (everything) progresses in cycles. This includes your ci-
vilization as well as all prior civilizations. It is that "new" com-
prehension periodically transforms mankind into higher under-
standing and being. A new cycle, of which shall take around
three thousand of your years in counting, is now in its birth
throes.

God's omniscience, omnipotence and omnipresence are centered
in the consciousness of EVERY man; but few there are who
know of the oneness of their Self-Soul with the Universal Self-
Soul. Man requires many millennia to begin to be aware of

that. Each cycle of Man brings him nearer to his awareness of
his Oneness with the LIGHT of his Self-Source.

Russell did state the next most beautifully: "Man lives in a most
bewildering complex world of EFFECT of which he knows not
the CAUSE. Because of its seemingly infinite multiplicity and
complexity, he fails to vision the simple underlying principle of
Balance in all things. He, therefore, complexes Truth until its
many angles, sides and facets have lost balance with each other
and with him.

"TRUTH IS SIMPLE. BALANCE IS SIMPLE. Rhythmic bal-
anced interchange between all pairs of opposite expression in
natural phenomena, and in human relations, is the consummate
art of God's universe of Light. It is also the law. In this one
fundamental Universal Law lies the balanced continuity of all
creative expression in God's electric wave universe of two con-
ditioned lights in seeming motion which record God's one
Whole Idea of Creation into countless seemingly separate parts
of that Whole Idea."

Is "this" an expression which is meant to be kept within the se-
cret places of a singular "institution"? Surely not, for it infers
that only a select "few" may have the great secrets of LIFE
ETERNAL. GOD IS LIGHT AND YOU ARE THE RESULT
OF THE IDEA OF GOD MANIFEST AS HE HAS
"THOUGHT".

Glory and praise be unto the "Father" forever and forever, for
His path is made straight and His way of Truth and Light re-
vealed for, as the mind is opened, another seal is loosed and the
great blindness of mind which has nearly destroyed a world will
begin to be removed from you and you will be given faith and
vision to behold the things of God and understand His holy
promises. As this Holy Light begins to penetrate the mind His
divine vision of perfection is revealed. And with that vision
comes the testimony of the Holy Spirit of Promise bearing wit-
tness to your souls that it can be fulfilled unto you for you will
receive strength to follow it through to its completion. This is
the road I mapped, for I am the Way, even the road of perfection, the path you must follow—said the Christed teachers.

This invitation, offered to those who would heed wisdom to become perfect, even as the Father in heaven is perfect, contains the vision divine. It is a possibility and a promise as definite and real as the promised diploma is to the student who is working for it. God will not be mocked. Neither has HE ever mocked HIS children by giving a promise that is impossible to fulfill. Every promise HE ever gave must and will be fulfilled, whenever man has developed the faith to receive. When we speak of vision—we also are speaking "thought".

Man's right to choose the thoughts he thinks contains all the creative powers of eternity, even the creative powers of godhood. If he uses these powers amiss or misuse the divine gift of free-choosing, he will lose his free-agency. It is in the loss of free-agency that one becomes enslaved by the powers of darkness. The great issues this day are over this divine, God-given gift. All dictatorial governments must take away man's free-agency from him in order to obtain and hold their power. When this happens as it now has, either politically or morally, man is no longer free. He is a SLAVE.

VIBRATIONS

This may seem to be an overused word because it is misused almost constantly by those who would align themselves with a "thing" and "get vibrations". However, "vibrations" are the very essence of LIFE. YOU ARE BROUGHT INTO CONFUSION SO THAT YOU WILL MISS TRUTH BY THE TOTAL DISTRACTION THRUST AT YOU.

Behind EVERY thought and feeling are the vibrations of their reality. The living, breathing power of existence is contained with the substance of vibrations. The universe itself is simply an electric wave universe. It is also that all is a "spiral" universe of cycles—be it expressed in simple electricity, sound frequencies or elaborately perceived human expression. The

WHOLE of existence is the constantly resonating vibration expressing God’s thought through and within LIGHT.

Therefore, in simple deduction of thought "reason"—every individual who is not consciously "About his Father's business" of bringing forth the vibrations of true, eternal glory by correct thinking, is wasting the powers of existence and creation. Each has every freedom of choice so how unfortunate that ones flow into the vibratory catch-basin of that which shackles and binds to the illusion of perception.

Every thought brings a "choice". All ones who move away from the Lighted pathway and move into the dark vibrations and powers of destruction are actually making a "conscious" choice to do so. Check out that which you do in the darkness, what you "hide" and what you would tell lies about to avoid the truth coming forth.

Every person who is reaching out to gather TO HIMSELF wealth or power or personal glory at the expense of his fellowmen, or even of a single individual, is contributing to the delinquency of the world. And these delinquent vibrations are being amplified and hurled forth, transformed a thousand-fold in magnified intensity at the present time and ever increasing as you perceive "time" in progression.

Now, readers, there are more delinquent adults and parents than there are delinquent teenagers, who are sending out their vibrations of negative darkness of uncontrolled thoughts and acts to wreak havoc upon the world. The adolescent groups are receiving the greatest reactionary shock because they are completely unprepared to withstand the violent vibrations that are being hurled against them by their adult elders. The young cannot cope with the magnified, intensified vibrations of evil being released into the Earth’s atmosphere by the thought patterns of decadent humanity. And realize right here and now (and go back and read about pulse waves, ELF’s, etc.) that these thought vibrations of which we speak here can only be negligible relative to the ones being scientifically thrust deliberately upon you now. In this, of course, I speak of both constant pulsing and the
remote mind-control techniques of which we have so often written. Thought itself has "frequency"—vibratory frequency. There is a prophecy worthy of taking note here which states: "And in the last days Satan shall rage in the hearts of the children of men."

You have moved into a time of violence and chaos. Art is violent and vulgar if not totally insipid and pornographic. Even the art depicting the Christos as he expressed in manifest form is hideous, even gruesome as the violence is depicted ever more and more terribly. Those who create such pictures say they are only seeking to portray all the suffering He endured, whereas they are only reflecting their own perception of that which they are experiencing and dumping it upon an unsuspecting audience to become the "historic" fact later mis-interpreted and mistranslated. They are only releasing their own dark, emotional strains, their rebellious conflicts and their evil moods as they reflect them upon HIS face. Even in HIS crucifixion no such darkened, unholy expression ever found lodgment upon HIS countenance.

Entertainment is violent. Literature is violent, vulgar and pornographic by demand. Modern noise called "music" and even dance—are no longer peaceful or graceful. They are but the visual and physical eruptions of the inward violence of their expressors. Motion pictures are completely defiled with violence and corruption—purposely geared to entrap a captive audience from controlled media. You are transforming a world of people into monsters as innocent victims, even small children, are trained into the only perception they see and recognize—violence. You even move to MURDER unborn babes. I find it interesting to note that if a pregnant woman is slain that there are "murder" charges for TWO. But the same babe can be aborted at the same "age" and it is called "rights" and "freedom of choice". Now an almost full-term baby is partially delivered and murdered to have "fetal tissue" to use on others. The world's youth is being unbalanced, blighted, outraged and destroyed, and adult delinquency is the main cause.

The cure, of course, is not contained in the harsh measures of correction now being used. The cure is not in reformatories, nor in prisons, nor in capital punishment. The cause of all violence is in the adults themselves and through them the cure must come. But will it? No, because by the time you have moved through three generations of misinformation and visualization as well as physical expression according to the social "norms" of the time, you have destroyed the concepts which came before. History is simply rewritten to reflect that which the ones in control and power wish to have offered. TRUTH GETS BURIED IN THE ARCHIVES, BURNED AS WILL BE THE PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES OF BOOKS, THE PROJECTED "TRUTH" WILL BE ACCORDING TO THOSE WHO COME "AFTER" AND MAKE THEIR OWN PERCEIVED CHANGES AND THUS AND SO.... You will, further, note that the ones making the "changes" will be the same ones who team up with other promoters and deceivers to project upon the unsuspecting audiences that which will garner and reap reward in wealth and power unto themselves.

Look at your children and on further into child perversion, whether it be manifested through low sex impulses, disobedience, sullen rebellion, cruelty or any other negative manifestation which is being expressed in the rampant excess, which is caused primarily by children being unloved, unwanted, or punished excessively (abused). You adults react differently by VOTING-IN that with which you want to demean the civilization. By this I mean, behaviors including abortions of the unwanted as if it were birth control pills of some kind, etc. And how does all this come about and into practice within civilization's acceptance?--THROUGH THOUGHT!

**SOME "THOUGHTS" ABOUT "SELF"**

There is a lot of Bible-thumping and shouting from pulpits wherein this or that quotation is opined according to the doctrine of the cult or the denial of same. In the opinions of interpretation most often both the intent of the original message as well as meaning is totally LOST. So how do we comprehend "good" when so much seems to be "bad"? Well, it is difficult
because in order to fully comprehend the good it IS necessary to further digress from the high pattern of attainment and take backward looks at the evils, that one day they might be forever left behind. It is necessary to take this quick, penetrating look into the weaknesses of man's little mortal self in order to know fully the road of overcoming so that each individual might comprehend what it is he must overcome in order to complete the journey into the Light and be able to abide in that highest vibration—even HEAVEN.

YOU WON'T LIKE THE NEXT: "SELF"

He who can become the least will be given power to become the greatest. To become the least one must give himself over completely to the will of God. In such complete surrender nothing but God's will matters to the individual. His love soars on wings of glory to embrace the very stars. He is no longer concerned with his own personal life. It no longer matters to him whether he lives or dies, endures trials and vicissitudes, or lies down in green pastures. He loses his life that he might find the greater life—of service. With his eyes wholly single to the glory of God he becomes filled with the divine vision of perfection. And henceforth he beholds only perfection, even as God holds that supreme vision always before Him. In his "choices" he chooses God EVERY time—without realizing he is choosing—he will simply say there were no other alternatives. There are ALWAYS alternatives!

It is by vision that all things come forth. The power of vision, or the power to imagine (image) is the power of creation. And it is by pure, high vision that all evils can be overcome, or transformed into blessings—whether or not it seems that you are enjoying the transformation.

It is only by deep love and praising devotion that one can blend his own life so perfectly with the mind and will of God that he becomes the expressor of the "Greatest". Does this mean that the individual becomes a non-human? No, it means that the higher self is attuned to that which is beyond the basic expressions of the experience of the moment.

This condition, therefore, may well sound impossible, even undesirable to those who are still lost in the cravings and trappings of the flesh and who love the little mortal "self" with its dwarfed, selfish traits, its prides and personal lusts and desires—the ego gratifications. But to him who has lifted his vision to the heights, where his eyes become single to the glory of God's and God's provinces, it is the great achievement that fulfills all things. It is the supreme accomplishment, the sublime attainment. It is the POINT OF POWER.

It is this little mortal "self" with its sin (errors and separation from God) that must be comprehended. This little ego-filled "self" is the block to the way of glory and full accomplishment. It is the little mortal "self" that stirs up all discords and keeps one out of tune with the great healing, restoring, perfecting symphony of the Universe, or with the out-flowing glory of the Spirit of God and Its love.

In many ancient religions and in numerous modern ones this "self" has been understood to be "the great retarder". Various methods have been instigated and used to overcome it. The Buddha used the method of fasting and begging. The yogis of India still do. But some of the yogis are completely defeated by their own method, for as they let go of all earthly claims and possessions and become separated from the multitude they take pride in their exalted achievement. The very title "holy men" becomes their stumbling block for, as they are filled with pride and satisfaction at being exalted above their fellowmen, they become self-righteous. Their beggarship becomes a source of pride and though they assumed it for the sake of righteousness it becomes only the outward show of empty vainglory. It is no longer righteousness but only its ugly shadow—self-righteousness. We all know ones who express in great shoutings of absolute and unconditional "love" and then do everything possible to destroy another in both character and presentation. These ones will literally join with and through ones who then turn and leave others to hold the painful "bag" of dirty dealings. These proclaimers of unconditional love will even JOIN WITH those who perpetrated the crime in the first place—failing to and refusing to see the truth of the circumstance
and the responsibility of that mortal "SELF". These ones will even turn upon God while proclaiming unconditional following of that God. In these instances it behooves the individual to evaluate WHICH god he may be serving and HOW. FACTS presented seem to elude these ones in point—they seem blinded by the controlling lies presented by the perpetrators of the actual crime in action. They will continue this illusion of blindness until they lose everything which they originally claimed. In these instances it is usually lost to unscrupulous barmisters or to the very greed originating the actions in the first place. I could give you many examples but I know that you have a library filled with your own.

SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS

Anything which causes a man to take pride in the little mortal "self" is self-righteous and is empty and barren of all good. In the beginning of his endeavor, one could give all that he possessed to the poor and his body to be burned and yet, without the great Christ-like, selfless love, it would be vain and worthless. Any service to God that is lifted in pride to the exaltation of that little mortal, personal "self" is unacceptable. And so it is always this little "self" which blocks a man's way, unless it is overcome. No man is truly humble who exults in his position or his works or his own lofty seat upon the church pinnacle. No matter what his works are, as long as he is doing them to be seen of men and takes pride in the "self" or in his works, he is flaunting only the shabby, defiled garments of self-righteousness. He is only filling the seat of a Pharisee who loves his long robe and the greetings in public places and the highest seat of honor at every feast.

From the point where self-righteousness takes over, all righteousness is lost. Righteousness is the ability to put God and His laws and will as the primal reality behind every act, even every thought. Self-righteousness is the continual effort to exalt the little mortal "self", to reveal its imagined importance and flaunt its mediocre works and achievements. Self-righteousness is more concerned with exalting the little personal "self" than it is with exalting and glorifying God.

It is not just among those who may consider themselves especially anointed ones that this great deception is permitted to destroy one's endeavors. It is waiting at almost every turn of the road of man's upward climb and will deceive even the very elect if they are not humble. It is humility and love which make an individual "elect". Self-righteousness and humility are incompatible. Self-righteousness and righteousness are utter strangers, enemies to each other with nothing in common. It is impossible for them to exist together. And many a proud man who thinks he is most righteous is only deceiving himself, or is permitting himself to be deceived as he serves only the forces of darkness in his unrecognized self-righteousness. Any service that is rendered without perfect love and pure humility, with eyes single to the glory of God, is rendered to the "self" instead of to God. And any individual who renders this proud self-service is no longer traveling upward, as he supposes, but downward into the darkness.

Self-righteousness is deadly in its complete destructiveness of power, and there is a little of it in almost every man. It is that "little" that can complete the downfall of those who would attain unto the heights unless it is comprehended and replaced by true humility and the pure, love-filled devotion. Throughout the ages there are examples upon examples for the seeing.

This is such an important subject that I am reluctant to end this writing but it has been a very long day at the keyboard for the typist. I will point out a very important point with which to close this writing: Anyone who uses the tiniest iota of God's power in pride and arrogance will find that he has laid his hand upon the razor's edge. And that razor's edge is the pruning knife of the Father. That knife will cut away all dead and lifeless twigs and branches and all inferior traits. This pruning process, as the knife is held in the hand of the "Husbandman", is painful and very humiliating. It is always the most humiliating experience possible to endure unless the individual, knowingly and with humble understanding, begins of himself to bring that strident, pompous, little mortal "self" into subjection. When an individual sets his own hand
to such a task it becomes a work of glory and magnificent achievement. AHO!
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TAKE NOTE: MARKETS OF WORLD

You are absolutely right in your observation that the market at 3500 may well be triggering something on its way BACK DOWN--NOT GOING UP. Note that everything in the world is "off", including gold--this is "artificial" in every aspect because the fact is, gold would (should) be increasing in this environment--just hold on!

The U.S. government is in HOT, DEEP WATER with Russia and it could "blow" at any moment. Actually it IS "blowing" and you are not allowed to see or hear it. Along with the problems with the U.S. there is also great internal stress within Russia. In the U.S. Clinton is just about to get himself impeached (to say the "least"). "Whitewater", in the words of some writers, is pure "hustle". He is in a very bad plight and Hillary's Hellcats are about to individually self-destruct. Well, it couldn't happen to "nicer" people.

Let me just quote you something from a letter from Nick Guarino:

"Bill Clinton will be the first president to go from the White House direct to the jail house. He is being investigated for possible criminal bank fraud by the Resolution Trust Corp... [H: Wow, NOTHING is too good for those folks either.] ...and for possible campaign fraud. The FBI has opened an investigation for possible obstruction of justice for events surrounding the murder of Clinton's Deputy White House Counsel, Vincent Foster. [H: We told you readers EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENED TO FOSTER, HOW MANY "SUICIDE" SHOTS,
etc., WHEN IT HAPPENED. Never mind the adversarial attacks, readers, you GET THE UP-FRONT TRUTH FROM THIS "RAGSHEET" AS THE CONTACT IS REFERRED TO BY GRITZ AND GREEN, ET AL."

"Bill Clinton is the first President in American history to have a criminal referral—mentioning him—issued by an independent federal regulator to the Department of Justice. US Attorney General Janet Reno is desperately trying to protect Clinton by refusing to make this document public and by stonewalling the investigation."

The following is an "advertisement" and I know that you realize that when I ask for advertising in the paper—I believe the information critical and worthy of the price, whatever it is. I hate to attract any further focus to this place but I feel you HAVE TO HAVE THIS INFORMATION.

The above quotes are from the heading of this letter in point.

QUOTING:

THE IMPEACHED PRESIDENT

Dear Friend:

Whitewater was a pure hustle. I wish I could show you this piece of property. It's in the middle of nowhere. Hardly anybody lives there. Nobody else ever goes there, and nobody wants to. You have to drive 50 miles to go to the grocery store. If the Mafia wanted to do a hit, this is where they would bury the body. If Jimmy Hoffa's body isn't buried in Whitewater, it's in a place just like it.

I can't believe Bill and Hillary Clinton ever intended this property to be developed. It was a scam right from the beginning—and it was almost 100% successful. They bought the land with nothing down and then borrowed huge sums of money against it.

This was an easy scam. All they had to do was survey the land, have it divided up, and sell a few lots to some of their cronies at inflated prices. Then, they had other cronies provide inflated appraisals. The S&L they went to wasn't an accident either—it's owner, James McDougald, was the Clintons' partner in the Whitewater project.

On paper, they said they would convert raw forest land into a subdivision with dozens of lots. They said it would be a thriving new community. They got the S&L to loan millions to them and their cronies.

All that money was funnelled to Bill Clinton and his friends in the inner circle.

Hillary Clinton claims she has no knowledge of the business dealings of Whitewater or the S&L. But her law firm handled the legal work. She was personally retained by the S&L as their attorney; represented them before state regulators; was on a $2,000 a month retainer; and had power of attorney "to manage and conduct all matters" related to Whitewater.

Hillary was a senior partner in the biggest, most prestigious law firm in Arkansas. From the time Clinton became governor, he funnelled huge amounts of state legal work through her firm.

If you wanted to do business with the state of Arkansas, it was no longer necessary to make payoffs with hundred dollar bills in paper bags. You just went and "retained" Hillary Clinton. The money you paid the Clintons to do a government deal was no longer an illegal payoff, but a legal bill. Even better, it's protected under attorney-client privilege. It was a scam, pure and simple. The average attorney in Arkansas is lucky to make $50,000 a year. Hillary Clinton made $400,000. No wonder.

The Clintons and their partners, the McDougals, operated the S&L (Madison Guarantee Savings & Loan) as their personal piggy bank. They looted depositors' money to pay off Bill
Clinton's personal campaign debts and to raise money for his campaign to become President of the United States.

Bill Clinton even went so far as to force the Small Business Administration to make a loan for $300,000 to Mrs. McDougal, his partner's wife. This loan was supposed to go to "socially disadvantaged businesses". Right!

David Hale, the official who made this SBA loan, is now under federal indictment for defrauding the SBA. He says Clinton pressured him to make the fraudulent loans.

After stealing as much money as they could--Clinton and his partners watched as the Whitewater project went broke. It was the typical Florida swamp deal of the '30s. No, it was worse.

The regulators knew what was going on as far back as 1985. They wanted to shut Madison down. But Bill and Hillary used their political influence to stop them. The regulators were appointed by governor Bill Clinton, who was their boss. They did the right thing to keep their jobs: they backed off.

A 1986 audit by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) could not have been more harsh in its depiction of Madison Guarantee. It portrayed Madison as financially reckless, rife with conflicts, and on the brink of collapse.

Yet, Hillary Clinton was claiming to regulators that the S&L was solvent. She even put together a stock offering, which the state of Arkansas approved, to bring in millions of new suckers' dollars. The scheme was so outrageous that even Hillary couldn't sneak it by the FHLBB, who killed the deal. Four years later, the Federal government called the plan Hillary tried to push through "fraudulent".

If this was you or me, we'd be in cell block C. Clinton became President of the United States.

---

WAS HILLARY'S LAW PARTNER MURDERED BECAUSE HE KNEW TOO MUCH?

His name was Vince Foster. Foster was Hillary's law partner, and purported by several witnesses to be her lover. He worked with her on Whitewater and Madison Guarantee, hand-in-hand. He was the one who conned the regulators into paying them $400,000 to prosecute Madison's auditors.

After Clinton was elected President, Foster was appointed as the President's "deputy White House counsel." His job was to bury the Whitewater mess once and for all. That meant:

Updating the Whitewater income tax, which was three years in arrears.

Cleaning up the Whitewater records and "handling" any incriminating evidence.

Getting McDougal to agree to buy back the Whitewater shares from Bill and Hillary. That would allow them to say, "This is McDougal's project; we have nothing to do with it." So, he had to set up McDougal to be the fall guy.

Foster failed. The press picked up on the tax returns. They found out about the phony campaign contributions. The phony land deals came out. They found out that Whitewater had been very slow to pay its taxes. They found out about the phony $68,000 loss the Clintons claimed they had on Whitewater, which never appeared on their tax returns. In addition, the press found large payments from Madison Guarantee to Whitewater that nobody would explain. The whole cover-up started to unravel.

On the afternoon of July 20, 1993--Vince Foster was found dead, shot in the head with a .38 caliber pistol. He was found laid out with his arms at his sides, and the pistol in his right hand. Detectives and other experts said that the gun could not have remained in his hand--the explosive recoil of the revolver would have thrown it clear of his body. One pathologist said the
recoil should have thrown the pistol up to 30 feet away. [H: It is obvious that none of these good people read CONTACT! This whole scenario cannot be true--either. The fact is the murder was so blatant that there were TWO (count them) two shots, so, surely he would have dropped the gun after at least one of them.]

The same experts said that there should have been pools of blood. But, paramedics who first arrived at the scene said there was no blood, and no exit wound for the bullet. [II: Ah Ha--the plot thickens....] Despite the lack of exit wound, no bullet was ever found. An autopsy was performed, but the results HAVE BEEN SUPPRESSED.

Four days later, the White House announced that they'd discovered a "suicide" note in a briefcase taken from Foster's office. This so-called suicide note never mentioned "suicide". The note discussed Foster's dissatisfaction with living in D.C. away from his family and discussed returning to Arkansas. It had been ripped apart into 27 pieces. The signature was removed. Foster's fingerprints were never found on any of the 27 pieces.

MORE IRREGULARITIES

Contrary to standard police procedure, Foster's White House office was not sealed after his death. Law enforcement officials investigating the death said they had to wait across the room while Chief White House Counsel, Bernard Nussbaum, sorted through papers on Foster's desk. A former D.C. police official said, "I was completely stunned to learn that Foster's office had not been sealed as soon as it was learned that he was dead."

Clinton later admitted that his people had taken documents. MANY key documents ARE STILL MISSING.

THE IMPEACHED PRESIDENT

What you've read in this letter is just the beginning of the corruption, conflicts of interest, and influence peddling, that you will learn about in my explosive new report The Impeached President. In this report, you'll learn the suppressed story that Clinton desperately doesn't want you to hear...

* How the Clintons lied about their $68,000 "loss" on Whitewater. The problem is their partner McDougal contradicts them, saying that they had almost nothing invested. How they twisted the facts to try to make huge profits look like losses.

* Why this huge so-called loss never appeared on Bill & Hillary's income tax return--this from a man who took a $2 deduction for his used underwear donated to the Salvation Army.

* How Clinton's campaign debts from past gubernatorial elections were paid for with money stolen from deposits at Madison Guarantee Savings & Loan.

* Was Bill really just interviewing those women in the back of the police cars? How he used intimidation and bribes to make sure the cops wouldn't talk.

* How Bill used prisoners who were assigned as trustees at the Governor's Mansion, to get drugs, women, and carry the money for the high-stakes poker games he loves so much.

* The long string of sham real estate deals that Clinton--and his associates--used to raise millions for their slush funds.

* How Clinton and his associates swapped land back and forth, fraudulently inflating the value so the bank would loan ever more money that would never be repaid (except by the US taxpayers).

* Picture this: a bank regulator writes a negative report saying that Madison had engaged in "unsound lending practices", and had improperly booked profits. A regulator with a report like this could easily shut Madison down. But suddenly, a few months later, the same regulator took a job
working at Madison Guarantee as executive vice president (under her maiden name). Her salary skyrocketed to $65,000. In addition, she got a $5,000 unsecured loan; a $500 a month expense bonus, yearly bonuses of $2,000, plus a Rolls Royce Bentley sedan to tool around town in.

* How Hillary, while representing the US government—the RTC, to be precise—got the government to forgive a $600,000 loan to her partner’s father-in-law. Hillary’s firm pocketed a $400,000 fee for her efforts. The same partner was later appointed—by Bill Clinton—as the #3 person in the Justice Department. He was assigned to “investigate” the Whitewater case.

* How Clinton used a small Arkansas bank to funnel over $100,000 to himself and the members of his good-old-boy network. It only stopped when the FDIC and the State Banking Commissioner both demanded that the bank immediately stop all loans to Clinton and his friends—and ordered the bank to demand payment on the existing loans.

* How Hillary was able to build a house with no money down. She then sold it at least two times: and according to one source, more. Several of the deeds were never recorded. All the records of her profits on these unusual transactions are “lost”.

* Congressman James Leach, head of the House Banking and Finance Committee, says that “It has now been publicly revealed that President Clinton is the first President in American history to have a criminal referral—mentioning him by an independent federal regulator to the Department of Justice. This document has not been made public, but it has been confirmed by the regulators.” How U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno is protecting Clinton by refusing to make this document public and by stonewalling the investigation.

* Why the Clintons are facing three more potential criminal indictments... One for campaign fraud... Another for bank fraud related to SBA funds that were siphoned off to White-

water... And three cases of conflict of interest by Hillary while representing the government against her former clients and personal friends.

* The first president to go from the White House straight to prison? The FBI is now opening up an investigation for “obstruction of justice” for events surrounding the murder of Vincent Foster.

HOW I KNOW WHERE THE SKELETONS ARE...

I’m Nick Guarino. I ran a multi-million dollar business in Arkansas. I know how business is done there.

I also know that Bill and Hillary will say—when they read this letter—that I’m an ex-convict fresh out of Leavenworth. That’s true—but irrelevant. I was railroaded for supposed white collar crime—but that’s also irrelevant.

The more important point is that what I’ve told you here is true, and I have the documentation to make it stick. I’ll tell you now, Bill and Hillary will smear me and try to discredit me. But they will never sue me, because in a court of law, I can depose them, and subpoena documents that they want NO-ONE to see.

You see, I know where the skeletons are. I was locked up with people who had inside knowledge of Clinton’s corruption. In a legal battle I can open up the Clintons like a can of worms.

And, I would love to. This was the greatest country in the world—and crooks like Clinton are selling us down the river. It makes me sick. Clinton has got to be stopped. People have got to know the truth now. Photocopy this letter and send it to everyone you know. Order extra copies of the report. Get the word out to the public. The truth will set us free and get him out of office.
Look, I don't know how long I can keep The Impeached President in print. This is red-hot, explosive material. It can bring down Clinton's presidency. It WILL bring it down.

I have a small but gutsy publisher. But Clinton is a powerful man. He can sick the IRS, Secret Service, FBI, Post Office, or any of 100 other government pit bulls against me. He's going to do it because he can't afford to let the public see the truth. What Nixon did was "jaywalking" compared to this.

The first printing of The Impeached President is 5,000 copies only. This letter is going out to 150,000 people this week alone. So, these reports are going to be sold out in a flash. If you want a copy of The Impeached President, rush in your check or money order (sorry, no cash please)--today, this moment. First come, first served.

Sincerely,

Nick Guarino

Last Stand Publishing, Inc.
1129 East Cliff Rd.
Burnsville, MN 55337
(612) 890-3553

***

Once again, readers, I wish to remind you of something. I do not say that everything this man produces is wondrous—I don't know and don't care. I DO know that the only way to keep the daring people who will come forth, alive, is to support them and this is the only way we can offer much help—simply to publish this information. I do not have comment on anything else the man has or does—it is irrelevant.

We DO know about the ones out to "getcha"—very, very well and personally. It is simply too bad that the ones who claim to be on our side are the major ones out to "getus".

George Green, for instance, has teamed up with DeMar of Sedona, AZ to write to a list of participants in the "Institute". The list is as private a document as can be had by a business of any kind. George was a Director of the Institute—which is HOW he has the list. He sent the list to DeMar who is writing to every one on the list that he can locate and sending a full set of documents (government) to "pull down the Institute" on mail-fraud, etc., charges. He even says in his cover letter that he is not "qualified" to fill out the document but he further says he is "one of the ones TURNING IN THE EKKERS". Wow—it IS hard on the nerves to effort to bring truth and opportunity and simply "serve".

NOW, it comes forth that probably a PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION TRUST was set up somewhere—to divert funds from THE Institute—EXACTLY LIKE ANDERSON AND GREEN SET UP A TRUST: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTRE. That CLC duplicate was birthed and operated in the same suite of offices!!! Still think you are working with misguided and pitifully "had" novices? Then, you see, you go running away to another state and effort to pull all the funding out of the "original" and suck it into the duplicate—leaving the poor souls who have integrity to HOLD THE BAG! OPEN YOUR PRETTY EYES, READERS, FOR IT IS HAPPENING TO YOU FROM EVERY DIRECTION!

By the way, Mr. Martin or Dr. Young, get in touch with the parties, like Devvie K., and get as many facts as you can regarding the campaign and campaign funds of our friend who likes to tear me apart! I think you will find it interesting enough to PRINT!

Gritz is now whining all over his microphone about how terrible the awful press, etc., is to HIM! It doesn't seem to occur to him that the spiral has simply turned back upon itself! Good confirmation for the rest of you, though. No indeed, children, it is NOT A NICE WORLD AFTER ALL! Further, he'd better check it out for there might be a "duplicate" (almost) entity called by whatever name he is calling his Christian Covenant Community, or Center for Action, or whatever. The same with
University of Science and Philosophy. Boy, it seems that Green KNOWS a lot about business which has never been seen by anyone here! In fact, what of the 1.2 million dollars spouted by Gritz from Green that Patterson "shut down". Must have been going to some OTHER institute because it was NEVER EVER HEARD OF AROUND THESE PARTS AND NEITHER HAS ALMOST ALL OF THE OTHER GARBAGE! SO, BETTER BE CHECKING--THERE IS SOMETHING GOING DOWN "SOMEWHERE".

BIG SISTER IS WATCHING YOU

I don't have time in this writing to give full credit or background to this next "blurb". I do ask that you get his book in point but I would like to offer just one section in the chapter called "A New Age Goddess in the White House".

"WE WOMEN ARE GOING TO BRING AN END TO GOD"

[II: One of Hillary's compatriots is a woman by the name of Naomi Goldenberg. The book in point offers history and status of "Hillary's Hellcats" but I just want to offer this small reference.]

Naomi Goldenberg, who teaches religion at the University of Ottawa, in Ontario, Canada, as a "feminist theologian", heartily agrees with Reuther. In her book, *Changing of the Gods*, Goldenberg sternly predicts the overthrow of the existing forms of both Christianity and Judaism.

"God is going to change," writes Goldenberg. "We women are going to bring an END TO GOD. We will BE THE END OF HIM."

Happily, Goldenberg announces that WomanChurch will replace the obsolete Christian and Jewish faiths. And what IS WomanChurch? "Witchcraft," she responds. "Witchcraft, says Goldenberg, "is a perfect substitute for Christianity."

But, Hillary's fans may protest, Hillary has not advocated the overthrow of Christianity. She has not proposed an end to God.

WRONG. Hillary has, indeed, indirectly advocated the end of the patriarchal God and the overthrow of Christianity. In the most ingenious manner, Hillary seeks to give us an entirely new form of Christianity. The new religion approves the sacrifice of unborn babies, celebrates lesbian sex, and ordains marriage between homosexuals.

As Rosemary Reuther indicates, the "wise women" know that a resistant humanity is not yet ready for the complete rooting out and removal of traditional Christianity. But subversion and sabotage by women and the men whom they dominate will fix that, to be followed by "a new kind of Christianity freed from the bonds of patriarchy and purified of the last vestiges of sexism, clericalism and militarism."

The Christian church is about to be religiously cleansed by the feminNazis. They may continue to call it "Christianity", for the shrewd and cunning leaders of WomanChurch realize that the inhabitants of the old world feel strangely comforted by words and language with which they are familiar. But the old faith will eventually be cleansed and renewed, being made ready for the New Age of revived, national socialism... (END OF QUOTING)

May GOD have mercy on us all....

Salu
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LIGHT, THE MOTHER/FATHER-ONE!

This is a time for defining "God", precious ones. I have no pick with anyone who presents Truth--from whatever source and there are many. The problem often ends up, however, with misunderstandings as the presenters move off into the self-awareness of the truth they BEGAN to bring forth. Further, other things come into play and the very proving of the equations fall to the wayside as the perceptions of the speakers and presenters take over the "instructions". Therefore, we are forced to give a very simplistic presentation which, after all, may be the ONLY way man can entertain the possibilities of scientific expression of GOD.

Can one actually "define" God? Yes indeed. It has been done and the most accurately presented idea focus and definition of God has come forth many, many times but to be buried in misinformation and misunderstanding--BUT THERE IS ONLY THE ONE DEFINITION. As Little Crow so wisely presents the path to God and Truth: There is only ONE TRUTH--but each has HIS OWN VERSION OF THAT TRUTH--and, there are MANY ways to arrive at that HIGHEST TRUTH CALLED GOD (BY ANY LABEL).

GOD IS LIGHT--GOD IS LOVE.
GOD IS INEXORABLE LAW!

God is THE unconditioned White Magnetic Light of ALL THINGS--Omnipotent, Omniscient and Omnipresent MIND! This force is invisible, motionless, sexless and undivided. We will get to the "dividing principle" of God a bit later.

There is ONE LIGHT only in all this universe of countless many things. This is "Mind of God". Mind of God and the two extended lights of HIS thinking, which HIS imagining created to manifest HIS Being in what appears to be "action". There is nothing, readers, in all nature other than God's KNOWING Mind--at rest and the motion of Mind-THINKING.

Electric and magnetic; God's "thinking" is electric. God's KNOWING is magnetic. GOD HAS BUT ONE IDEA, DESIRE, PURPOSE, ACTION AND LAW. His One idea is His unity within, in the duality of that which we can refer to as parental or Mother/Father LOVE. His desire is to "think action"--and then, to rest from the action. This happens in sequential intervals. He has one purpose, to think His knowing of what HE IS, and what HE KNOWS, into His OWN IMAGE. His action (One) is to GIVE. HIS ONE LAW IS THAT WHAT HE GIVES MUST BE BALANCED BY EQUAL REGIVING!

God's thinking is universal; thusly so too are His actions universal. Thoughts are everywhere and yet the beginning and ending are within, in--the ONE. Therefore, "actions" are likewise, Omnipresent as their source in Mind-thinking. SO, AS IT IS--THAT WHICH HAPPENS ANYWHERE HAPPENS EVERYWHERE IN THIS UNIVERSE OF NOTHING SAVE MIND-EXTENSION.

Ah, but "idea" has no extension; however, idea, divided by imagining, extends into an imagined INFINITY, and then repeats its division unto the infinity which can be compared to a kaleidoscope as it repeats and multiplies its imaginings as it continues the repetition.

The extensions of God's thinking move right along with LIGHT right into your three dimensional ILLUSION.

"MATTER" IS NOT "SPIRIT"

Spirit is not and cannot BE matter. It becomes, however, obvious that you cannot have matter without Spirit and Spirit without matter, BUT Spirit has the capability to clothe itself in many
forms of MATTER for special manifesting, or put differently, it is Spirit manifesting that CAUSES matter. It simply is "matter" THROUGH causation—remember cause and effect.

Herein is THE GREAT SECRET: **WHEN MAN SHALL AT LAST KNOW GOD HE SHALL THEN BE TRANSFORMED.**

Knowing or knowledge of the identity and Presence of God within the Soul of Man—and throughout ALL nature—is mandatory as a stage for the human race to attain before it is even possible for him to build an enduring civilization of unity and brotherhood. In the same focus Man must understand "nature". "Nature" multiplies, adds and divides, then combines by the use of electricity—ALL THINGS. In that context it becomes factual that man has everything he needs, all the electricity required to create all things also—IF he but knows how nature DOES IT!

**SENSES**

The most difficult thing to equate to the ALLNESS OF GOD is the ever influencing, contradicting and ego oriented presences of the PHYSICAL impacting through the "senses" which accompany the human. This impacts all physical animal life, etc.; however, MAN is set higher in that—in addition to the SENSES—he is given ability to choose and reason through this capability he can CONTROL all of the SENSES. He does not, however, as he moves within the senses themselves—they control him.

Here you have to again look to "cause" and "effect" for all of Man's fundamental conceptions have been the result of forming conclusions which have been based upon the outer-vision of the senses, and not upon the inner-vision of the MIND. The senses see illusion and are mightily deceived. Mind-vision does not deceive for "cause" begins there, and "effect" is but its product. This is "inner-vision" of which I am speaking and not "visualization" as is practiced by most New Age presenters. There is a big difference.

So how is man deceived? Easily, for the fundamental conceptions have been and are based as a result of forming conclusions which have been based upon the "outer"-vision of the senses as I said above. The truths of all fundamentals of nature are just the REVERSE of the conclusions of science, just as the reflections in a mirror are the reverse of their cause. "Gravity" is a good example of misperception in definition and action. All things SEEK their own density and the entirety of all is held together through compression—not some "pull" as would make a dropped apple "fall". Until you come into proper perception you cannot realize your journey to GOD and become within that wondrous LIGHT. However, until you come to your senses of mind—you won't be able to have the information which allows you to understand that of which you are offered. I will NOT have my scribe go to federal prison in order that you accept no responsibility for gaining the scientific understanding given unto the peoples of the world and hoarded by a select few self-appointed "keepers".

I will leave this subject for a minute while I suggest you read the following since integrity and responsibility are the two components of being able to assimilate the information as it comes forth through those senses. I would like to share with you a writing received by Druthea, dated June 25, 1991. It was directed from the one you call "Jesus Christ"ed Sananda:

> This day I will discuss the meaning of INTEGRITY and how it relates to and is integrated with responsibility. Let us first define, integrity: "1. Uprightness of character; honesty. 2. The condition or quality of being unimpaired or sound. 3. The state of being complete or undivided."

> Now we will define, responsible: "1. Answerable legally or morally for the discharge of a duty, trust, or debt. 2. Having capacity to distinguish between right and wrong. 3. Involving accountability or obligation. Responsibility: 1. State of being responsible or accountable; also responsibleness. 2. That for which one is answerable; a duty or trust."
Integrity and responsibility are most delicately intertwined. To achieve utmost spiritual integrity, one must fully recognize and understand his responsibilities; first to God/Aton/Creator Within and also to the rest of the life force expression within The Creation. In order to become a spiritually conscious co-creator with God/Aton, one must become ONE with living the cosmic laws of God/Creation. One must realize his accountability to the Great Spirit within him. He must become impeccable (free from error, fault, or flaw) regarding adherence to Cosmic Law. And to gain cosmic power, he must become spiritually complete, unimpaired and sound of character, which is the state of being called integrity.

Now in order to become impeccable in your integrity, one must be responsible by listening to Spirit within about "right" and "wrong"--or as I prefer to call it balanced or unbalanced--thinking and behavior. Each of you have the KNOWLEDGE within with which to be responsible in every thought, word and deed. You need only LISTEN carefully and ask God/Aton within to help you recognize your error, instantly, when you make one. It may not always be pleasant to become instantly accountable for your misdeed or misthought, but if you pay careful attention, you will find that you will seldom if ever repeat the same error. You will find that the careful attention to and recognition of your inner guidance, INSTANTLY, is well worth the temporary inconvenience or discomfort to your "altered" ego.

So by requesting God/Aton within to show you the error, immediately, He will also show you the balanced thought, action or deed with which to reclaim your impeccability of Spirit. Why can it be seemingly so easy to recognize errors? Because, chelas, you ones have made essentially THE SAME errors over and over again. Lifetime after lifetime now you have chosen to be irresponsible and remain spiritually ignorant. You already KNOW and can distinguish between that which is balanced and unbalanced thought and behavior; you simply have forgotten you KNOW.

When you separated yourself from the Great Spirit within you, which fully contained your being as far as perfect guidance and knowledge, you became spiritually powerless. When you worshipped in separateness from THE ONE and therefore sought OUTSIDE your being for guidance, you DENIED the Spirit within YOU its full creative potential. And because you felt no longer responsible for that which you manifested, you became your own slaves to the physical illusion. By your self-denial you created leaders over you who would support your "belief" in separation from Creator, and thus you developed tremendous attachment to physical matter. This accounts for the same developed attachment to EGO-separate illusion.

To achieve Spiritual integrity you are required to BE responsible and accountable for the effects of your thoughts, words and deeds. In order to be responsible, you must UNDERSTAND and adhere to The Cosmic laws of Balance. You must seek ONENESS and see UNITY with all, NOT separation, inferiority or superiority to anyone or anything. You must become impeccable in your intent to serve God and The Creation. You must recognize only ONE WILL, the Will of THE ONE, Creator/Creation. Then you will gain the Spiritual integrity of CHRIST perfection and with that your Power within will become magnificent.

Remember when I, Esu Immanuel "Jesus", walked as man upon your place I told you, "These things I do, YOU will do GREATER." So be it and it is coming to pass, chelas.

I would like to requote something for you to ponder from our beloved St. Germain: "Your personal power is in direct proportion to the integrity of your soul." This one sentence says it all, chelas. Ponder these things most carefully that you hear Spirit to Spirit and not Spirit to ego illusion. This "time", my brethren, is the "hour" of the dawning of YOUR spiritual awakening. How the Angels of Glory in Heaven REJOICE; for earth human is preparing for the celebration of ONENESS and BROTHERHOOD within GOD'S HOLY Kingdom of LIGHT.
I love you greatly, my precious chelas! I am most honored to serve My Father and therefore you, my brethren. I AM Sananda, One with God. Thank you my precious sister, Drutha. You are most blessed in Our Father’s Kingdom. Be at Peace as is the spring time flowering of this time. Enjoy the radiance of Our Father’s Creation before you. Salu.

JUNE 25, 1991

If you will remember of the lessons given forth recently of Germain and Hatonn, Germain spoke of the nature of God. Specifically, I am referring to GIVING and REGIVING which IS God. You may see it here upon Earth (Shan) as birth and rebirth such as of the natural seasons which you call Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall. All Creation falls within the cycles of giving and regiving life.

Only Hu-man (Higher Universal Man) is given the choice through his free-will about whether he will cooperate in the co-creation process of giving and regiving, or he will "develop" through his compressed/limited senses of monitoring EFFECTS, ways to manipulate, dominate and conquer Nature to suit his spiritually ignorant means.

Only Man through his adversarial/primitive misdirection chooses to take from nature without regard for balance and harmony of ALL with Creation.

The resounding EFFECTS of Earth Man's adversarial TAK-ING behavior is clearly represented upon your plane at this time...although man has only just begun to realize HIMSELF as the CAUSE of this unbalance.

It is always a struggle to take, even if it is only perception of physical "things", simply because the soul is left empty, for your immortal soul is not enriched and replenished through "taking" of life and physical conquering of another or Nature. Only through KNOWLEDGE of giving for self, without emotional strings attached, will your immortal soul be lifted from earth physical attachment and compression.

WHAT IS "NO-STRINGS ATTACHED" GIVING?

In order to give effortlessly, the knowledge has been gained that it is one's expression of God Divine LOVE which is ultimately being given. The fulfillment of true ego-selfless giving is immediate and not dependent upon perceived physical acceptance of same by the receiver. Although one who is a selfless giver will also be a most gracious receiver of returned LOVE to himself.

Are you beginning to understand, precious chelas? God working through you will ALWAYS BE FULFILLING YOU through His giving and regiving of LOVE.

Those of us who serve HIS DIVINE LIGHT OF LOVE, could not be very effective "guides" to you, our brethren, if we gave up on our outpouring of LOVE to you simply because so few "accept" what we give. This is the measure of your spiritual maturity, precious ones. That you can give and receive without emotional attachment of suffering to self. Giving and regiving Love is effortless when it is continuous, and measured outcome of "success" does not dissuade one from selfless Divine God-GIVING and REGIVING.

The NEED for LOVE giving is great upon your plane and that is why the focus of many ones from the HIGHEST levels of God's Kingdom is upon you. This does not mean that ones of us don't become rather passionate in our concern and compassion for you, our struggling little brothers. We, too, have our lessons of KNOWLEDGE earned through our service to God through our service to Earth Human.

You ones have no idea how often ones of us who work closely with you want to DO something more than COSMIC LAW will allow us to do. Many ones of us have petitioned to GOD and He clearly has defined that which we may and may not do to remain in His service. The difference between us, of higher experience, and you of Earth physical compression, is that WE KNOW THE LAWS OF GOD AND CREATION and
our Spiritual Integrity of SERVICE TO THE HIGHEST ONE will not allow us to break THE LAWS.

Just as a parent with a child who is stumbling and learning to walk feels compassion for his child who he knows must do it on his own with only loving guidance, we too must observe and guide you ones without interfering and DOING it for you for then we only serve ourselves in our impatience to "hurry" along your growth. The progress of your growth, however "long" it takes, is between YOU and GOD. Interfering in that process is FORCE and FORCE IS NOT OF GOD/ATON!

ALLOWING FORCE IS NOT OF GOD

So you may be thinking, "What about the Adversary?". The Adversary definitely seems to "force" his way into domination. DOES THE ADVERSARY "REALLY" FORCE? Think about this, chelas.

The adversary definitely lies, cheats, and intimidates, but does he force his way into existence here? The adversary can kill the body physical to further its means. So where does the adversary get its power? The answer chelas, is from YOU! You have "allowed" the adversary to intimidate you, and when you became "afraid", you gave the adversary your GOD-POWER. He controls you through your perceived "separation" from GOD. And the only reason you are still upon this 3rd dimensional plane is because you have BELIEVED THE LIES AND DECEPTIONS OF THE ADVERSARY WHILE YOUR GOD-GIFTED SOUL HAS PINED AWAY FOR THE RE-UNIFICATION WITH THE ONE, GOD/ATON.

The question now is to self. "Are you ready to release the adversary?" If so, then ALL of your TRUST and FAITH must be directed toward GOD who exists within YOU! Therein will your freedom from the bondage of limited-physical adversarial perception be EARNED. Did you read that clearly? YOU WILL EARN YOUR SPIRITUAL UNITY BY ACCESSING THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD WITHIN YOU. And your "proof" will be forthcoming through FAITH and the return of your Free-will to GOD. For your "proof" of God’s existence and "coming" will be revealed WITHIN YOU! FOR THERE IS WHERE EXISTS THE KINGDOM OF GOD...WITHIN YOU!!

SO WHAT ABOUT "GRACE" GIVEN OF GOD?

Grace is the quality of God of Giving and Regiving Love. Let us define Grace: 1. Beauty or harmony of motion, form or manner. 2. Any attractive quality. 3. Service freely rendered; good will. 4. The act of showing favor. 5. Clemency; mercy. 6. Theology. a. The love of God toward man. b. The divine influence operating in man."

Mine scribe, Drutha, watched with some amusement a "Christian" TV Minister on the yesterday. He was speaking about his perception of God’s "Grace". He said words to the effect, "You need do NOTHING to receive God’s Blessings and Grace." (Sounds a bit like the "just DE" philosophy of many New Agers, does it not?) "We humans believe we must ‘work’ to earn God’s Grace. This is NOT true. We must simply accept CHRIST (Jesus) as our Savior. He has taken our burden FOR us." There is the catch, Christ has TAKEN responsibility for YOU! Do you see how deceptive the adversary is?..."God will take care OF YOU. You need do nothing. You are not responsible. Christ is your Savior"...ad nauseam!

I am not YOUR savior. YOU are your Savior. And the good news is YOU will EARN your way into GOD’s Grace by standing responsible for self and obeying THE LAWS OF GOD/CREATION. It is really so simple, chelas. You see, GRACE also is a wondrous quality of EFFORTLESS GIVING AND REGIVING BY GOD!

WHAT ABOUT "MERCY"?

I will first define Mercy: "1. Kind or compassionate treatment of an adversary, prisoner, etc., in one’s power. 2. A disposition to be kind, forgiving, or helpful. 3. The power to show mercy and compassion."
Remember this carefully, chelas, GOD is all-compasionate LOVE and MERCY. It is the adversary who seeks punishment and is absolutely merciless! You who have allowed yourselves to be ruled by the adversary WILL PUNISH SELF AND BLAME GOD EVERY TIME!

It is only a spiritually ignorant being who will seek punishment for self for perceived errors. Errors are EFFECTS of diseased thinking, NOT ever are errors caused from GOD-KNOWLEDGE. ONLY THROUGH THE MISUNDERSTANDING AND MISINTERPRETATION OF THE PHYSICALLY COMPRESSED SENSES AND BLIND DEFIANCE OF THE LAWS OF GOD/CREATION ARE ERRORS CAUSED BY MAN.

YOU DESIRE GOD'S MERCY AND FORGIVENESS? THEN YOU MUST PETITION GOD WITHIN YOU TO GUIDE, PROTECT AND SUSTAIN YOU WITH LOVE AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE POWER OF YOUR WILL AND HIS WILL AS ONE! WILL AS ONE!

God IS ALL-FORGIVING MERCY. So then, chelas, forgiveness and mercy must begin within SELF since that is where GOD resides.

The adversary will dissolve in its power when confronted by the Divine Holy Power of GOD WITHIN YOU! WHY? Because EVIL is an illusion developed and sustained by MAN. God's Love, Light and Knowledge is A.I. that exists. YOU each are fragments of HIS divided thinking. THERE IS NO SEPARATION OF GOD AND WE OF HIS THOUGHT FRAGMENTS EXCEPT THROUGH THE BELIEF OF SEPARATION EMBRACED BY LIMITED HUMAN SENSING PERCEPTION. So be it.

YOU MUST SEEK TO KNOW GOD WITHIN

Only through KNOWING that which is GOD will you KNOW GOD WITHIN ALL. How can you KNOW GOD? BY YOUR DESIRE TO KNOW GOD will HIS Kingdom be re-

vealed within you. He awaits your sincere petition of recognition and acceptance of HIS WORD within you. Your song of LIGHT resounds within GOD'S KNOWING and you will dance and sing HIS presence in co-creation as ONE WITH GOD AND ALL THAT IS.

"In all that I AM Father, not MY will, only let THINE WILL BE DONE." And so it is.

Thank you, precious Druthea, for your service. I AM Sananda, ONE with GOD within Creation. I am most pleased to be of service to you, my precious brethren of Earth Shan. Walk together in Absolute Love, Unity and Peace and KNOW that ALWAYS Our Father walks with you. Salu.

***

And may the LIGHT be ever given to shine around this precious being that she find her way for she is in torment. The testings are HARD, readers, indeed hard. We can KNOW the way and the TRUTH--but behold the monstrous voyage through the seas of contempt and trial to find passage. Some "gifts" however, once tossed away, are never allowed acceptance AGAIN. It is a time for each of you to ponder upon these things most carefully for the physical journey is short indeed whilst the soul journey is infinite!

Good day...
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SHARK-CARTILAGE/CARBRAGAIA

We are going to interrupt our ongoing subject to take up this one, please. It is time you readers and people efforting to "treat" yourselves for cancer and other debilitating diseases QUIT KILLING OFF YOUR OTHER LIFE-FORMS FOR YOUR OWN UNNECESSARY USES.

I am incensed that so many forms from your seas are being slain to fill (insufficiently) a need which could be filled without damage or the taking of a single life-form.

So what is so important about cartilage? It is the original structure of life formation--bearing all DNA and able to cellulary mold the very structure of a body--IN PERFECTION ACCORDING TO THE DNA OF THAT BODY. It also has the capacity to incorporate DNA and shift it to where it is needed for perfection and/or to bear a perfecting exchange with other cells.

We have written on the subject prior to this but it is now important that you UNDERSTAND some things about this subject so that the insane killing can STOP and you can also have product far surpassing that of the "dead" animal you slay.

WHAT IS CARTILAGE?

You break your bones, tear your ligaments, strain your muscles. What do you do to your cartilage? What--where, in fact--is cartilage?

You're probably most familiar with cartilage as the "tough stuff" that you don't want in your meat but, when eating, you most likely refer to it as "gristle". Cartilage is apparent in the human body, too, but you call it by other names, such as "Adam's apple", ears, etc.

Cartilage is found not only in the larynx but also between the segments of the spine and at the ends of long bones, where it acts as a shock absorber and a bearing surface to reduce the friction between moving parts. It is a tough, elastic, and translucent material that comes in three varieties.

Fibrocartilage, the first variety, is found between the backbones. It is the strongest of the three types. The second, hyaline cartilage, is gristly elastic tissue that thinly covers the moving ends of bones, connects the ribs to the breastbone, and supports the nose, windpipe, and part of the voice box. This type of cartilage is likely to harden in elderly people. Yellow cartilage, the third variety, is the most elastic. It is found in the external ear, Eustachian tube, and throat.

One of the most interesting things about cartilage, however, is not its form but its importance to the body, an importance that is first apparent in the embryo.

EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

In an early fetus, there are no bones; it is cartilage that provides the framework on which the major bones of the body--excluding the skull--take form. Eventually, fetal cartilage becomes impregnated with calcium salts so that hard, or "stony", bones become apparent.

The bones of children are relatively pliable because they contain more cartilage--which is found at the tops of bones in zones called growth plates--and haveless calcium salts than do the bones of adults. (A theory has been postulated that newborn children are resistant to many diseases because of the large amount of cartilage present in their bodies during the early fetal and developmental stages.) Elderly people have much less soft
tissue such as cartilage and a higher proportion of calcium salts, so their bones are more brittle.

A process similar to the one in which fetal cartilage develops into bone takes place throughout life whenever bones are broken. It is believed that, when a bone breaks, a substance within the bone signals cells from the circulatory system to clean out the breakage site and summon undifferentiated cells to populate the site and multiply. These undifferentiated cells become chondrocytes (relatives of the chondria, Gaiandria...), or cartilage cells, which produce an intertwining of cartilaginous fibers that fills the break and joins the bone fragments together. Finally, the cartilage is calcified and becomes new living bone.

Amazingly, cartilage is a tissue that performs its functions without nerves, blood vessels, or a lymphatic system. Nutrients are, therefore, not transported to cartilage via the blood or lymphatic fluid. It is the flow of water, the chief constituent of cartilage, that is responsible for nutrient transport, which is brought on by the compressions and relaxations arising from body movements. This is why extended periods of inactivity are deleterious to joint cartilage.

As a result of inactivity, the calcium salts in cartilage's intercellular material can turn from a water-containing gel into a stonelike material. The calcification cannot be reversed or repaired as can torn ligaments or broken bones. Calcification is ultimately the death of cartilage.

**WHY SHARKS IN THE FIRST PLACE?**

Because sharks have THE MOST cartilage and also an incredibly effective immune system. Sharks are largely free of any or all infections. Antibodies contained in the blood successfully combat bacterial and viral infections as well as protect against an array of chemicals that easily kill most mammals.

In human beings, there are millions of possible antibodies, known as immunoglobulins, (and the immune system is normally dormant), which become active only in response to anti-gens. Sharks, however, have a peculiar immunoglobulin, a large amount of which is always CIRCULATING AND READY TO ATTACK. Thus, if you are able to do the same for a "body" with proper immune system 'fighters' on duty at all times--whooppee!

The shark's powerful immune system produces antibodies against more than just bacteria, viruses, and chemicals, however. It also seems to help protect against cancer (there is actually only ONE cancer), whether the shark is bred and maintained in clean open water or in carcinogen-laden enclosed waters. So--there has to be something which presents this marvelous miracle.

Sharks have been harvested for many products from hide, fins, oil, teeth to meat. Sharkskin, for instance, surpasses the quality of cowhide for durable leather. But this is not the subject in point.

Sharks are known for their absence of any kind of cancer growths. They are one of the few living creatures of which this can be said.

So why? Well, tumors cannot grow without a network of blood vessels to nourish them and to remove waste products, therefore inhibiting the development of blood vessels could be a potential cancer therapy.

Taking this further--it becomes obvious that if you can introduce into the body of the human, say, cartilage which can adapt to or cast out selective tissue cells--you can program a body to NEVER HAVE CANCER. In addition you can further program it to not allow the takeover by viruses, bacteria, etc.

I don't believe I need to go into the scientific mechanisms here--we want to simply explain a BETTER way to get this "cartilage" in a far more effective form and into YOUR body.
CARBRA GAIA

The membrane which we utilize in the culturing of Gaia-Kargosok derivative is FAR SUPERIOR TO ANY KIND OF CARTILAGE--ANYWHERE. It is NOT a medicine or drug--but rather, a totally natural life-form which can be grown and harvested, programmed and totally focused--by an individual person. It changes itself to the very DNA structure of the individual intaking the substance.

Why would CarbraGaia be any better than any other type of cartilage? Because it is not "simply" grown--it is nurtured in an amniotic fluid of Gaiandriana thus producing the most effective angiogenesis inhibitor known to man. Angiogenesis is the formation of new blood vessels, originally relating to the placenta during pregnancy. This word comes from Greek angio, meaning "blood", and genesis, meaning "formation of". Today it simply refers to the formation of new blood vessels during an individual’s development or growth, or to the replacement of injured vessels in existing tissue.

So--any time you have a body undergoing unusual angiogenesis you will find cancerous tissue formation in all probability. Remember--"cancer" is NORMAL. It is the inability of the body to handle those cancer mutatations (cells) which is the problem. So if angiogenesis can be stopped, tumor growth could be stopped. With CarbraGaia you can stop it. Plus you can have those nice antigens circulating at all times as well.

AMAZING STORIES

With the above in mind, consider some of the results achieved by ones taking shark cartilage. But further, consider the results in ones who have returned to whole health from the chondrias or gaiandrias. IF YOU COMBINE THE TWO--YOU HAVE A WONDEROUS POTENTIAL.

It is through the use of Gaiandriana and CarbraGaia that we are able to develop selective products. We are able to GROW the bonding drias for the various "Sorbs" from caffeine to starch.

The potential is without limits--EXCEPT that the drug houses have a corner on medicines and drugs--and we want no part of either.

HOW MUCH?

Very little, actually--especially if you are already taking Gaiandriana and Gaialyte--for you have already set your own programming. What you are doing by adding more CarbraGaia (natural cartilage) is that you are adding the same substance as in shark cartilage, only better--and also programmed and ready to take up your individual DNA structure.

The problem with the NEWLY developed viruses and bacterias is that they are crossed physically with all sorts of DNA changes which then mutate AGAIN when an individual ingests them. If you do not have a balanced programmed counter to that invasion (invader) you are soon not going to have a chance of outliving the untreatable diseases. We TREAT nothing--the products offered only allow you to assist your own immune system.

We don't make claims because there are no claims to make. Each individual will respond equally individually.

The products will NOT act like a big dose of wonder drugs (when they do work) but the body will rally its own defenses and healing crisis will be achieved and, if balanced, will normalize itself, having cast off the invasion of infectors.

Dear ones, you are going to have to have this kind of ability for your children and for yourselves--but I mention the children because there WILL BE MANDATORY IMMUNIZATIONS--this is the only method I know of to offset that kind of invasion and insult to the system. Before it is over you will ALL be subject to such random acts of mandatory injections for one conjured reason or another lied to you--so it's up to you. God sends His miracles but it is up to you as to whether or not you use them.

So, how much do you need? Shake the bottle and take a teaspoon three times a day in anything you choose. The ground
membrane-cartilage will have the flavor of Kargosok tea to most extent. However the bath (liquid) in which it is contained—is STRAIGHT GAIANDRIANA, which in turn is working diligently at full "programming".

This can be simply swallowed or mixed in any drink—you won't even realize it is in Gaialyte or fruit juice. Take the full amount once a day if you prefer. After a while, see how you are—perhaps only a teaspoon a day will keep the devil away.

DO WE NOW HAVE ENOUGH?

I don't know. We can check it out, however. I ask that a lot be used in almost all the other Gaia products so there may be a bit of a shortage from time to time, especially with the "Trim" program coming out because we want the ingredients to instantly move within the cells and start moving out the excess fat cells. However, I believe that there should be by this time quite a lot of matured membrane-cartilage ready to emulsify. The growers can certainly up the number of nursery incubators if necessary to meet a pretty good load of demand.

GAIALYTE

I have been petitioned by so many to allow for changing of the Gaialyte "drink" in order to cut down on the sugar intake. There are two things you can do—change it any way you wish and/or get extra tea (I'm asking the people who attend it to make it available. It is NOT THE SAME AS THE OTHER MEMBRANE TEAS YOU MAY BE GROWING—BUT, IF YOU HAVE SOME, USE IT.) Also, I believe that it is being worked on to cut in half the "sugar" fruit base.

I do want you users to know, however, that there is Sucrose-sorb in the product as well as caffeine-sorb. This does not negate calories per se but does neutralize the radicals. The "tea" sugar is totally converted and is converted IN GAIANDRIANA which automatically intakes and bonds the sucrose particles.

I hope I haven't simply bogged your thinking even more abundantly than priorly. However, I am petitioned for "information" constantly. I feel there is so much more I can tell you about how and why these things work—but as Dr. Young will attest, I get totally carried away and the scientific translations are, at best, stupefying. NEVER will I get into formulas for the miracle comes in the total conversion of everything so that eventually in a container, for instance, that smelly Gaiandriana will become PURE energized water programmed to become instantly one with a body DNA and will perfect to the cell of equal DNA and cast out every particle of alien matter within and to that cell structure. To this add the antiangiogenic CarbraGaia and you have wiped out the allowance of formation of mutation structure because no blood supply can be created to nurture the tumor. Moreover—tumors already present—lose their ability to continue a blood supply. You can actually see a Kapose's sarcoma lesion begin to DIE. This is a wondrous experience for anyone with advanced AIDS!

Again, do we make "claims"? Nope—here it is—use it if you wish, discard it if you prefer or ignore it if you want. Soon, however, you are going to be a civilization without immune systems—and that means that you will be WITHOUT CIVILIZATION! Moreover, you cannot build that balanced immune system and have fighting warriors overnight. It's up to YOU.

ARE THE "SORBS" BLOCKERS?

Yes indeed. For instance, let us consider the "starch" bond. Starch particles, if you will, are "bound"—instantly bonded to a drio cell. It works on the same general principle as sweetening something, say a cup of coffee. The whole cup of liquid becomes sweet, not just the sweetener dumped in.

Once bonded and when the bonded 'stuff' moves within the body it then moves instantly within the cells of the body without change of "frequency" of the cell life pulse. But, the neat trick is that it will sit there waiting and only allow exactly the needed amount of additional starch to "stay" in the cells after ingestion. Excess amounts do not convert to EXCESS fat—but rather, are
discarded in the elimination systems. This, however, is WHY you must intake sufficient fluids to wash these rascals OUT.

Can you get "fat" in spite of the "sorbs"? Of course—be totally without reason and you can create every monster you can perceive. But, why would you want to do so? The IDEAL is to GET INTO BALANCE IN ALL WAYS—AND STAY THAT WAY! GET A LIFE FOR YOURSELF AND YOU WON'T HAVE TO WORK SO HARD AT KILLING YOURSELF!!!

You may well think this is a rotten life and you are ready to move on? Think again because if you don't clean it up HERE—you ARE NOT GOING TO LIKE THE NEXT ONE! The magic is NOT in the transition but in the growth attained at the time of that transition!

Do you want to do these things that you might live a long time? NO—SO THAT YOU CAN LIVE INFINITELY!

SECTION 2

THE REMAINDER OF THIS JOURNAL IS A COLLECTION OF TIMELY NEWS AND/OR EDUCATIONAL ITEMS
CHAPTER 12

A WHITEWASH ERODES UNDER WACO'S FALL

CHRIS SHEEHAN/CS GAS AND A DAMNING VIDEO

From WISCONSIN REPORT of January 20, 1994
Reprint: Sarasota, FL HERALD-TRIBUNE 1/3/94

The shadow of a dark chapter in American history still looms over the Clinton presidency, eight months after President Bill Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno approved a tank and chemical gas assault on the Mount Carmel religious center that resulted in the fiery deaths of 86 members of the Branch Davidian sect, including at least 17 children.

The Treasury and Justice departments predictably have admitted only to minor mistakes and blamed the tragedy on the sect's leader, David Koresh, who is no longer around to defend himself, but mounting evidence indicates not only that a whitewash is in effect, but that it is crumbling.

The Waco case remains under scrutiny by independent investigators and recently the government's credibility took another blow, this time from a Harvard professor whose report assailed the FBI for ignoring the advice of its own negotiators and behavioral experts in launching the final, fatal attack. Alan Stone, a professor of law and psychiatry, also drew attention to the potency of the CS chemical gas pumped into the complex for several hours, and suggested that Reno was unaware of its "potential harmful consequences for infants and children".

The use of CS gas at Waco heretofore has been one of the most misunderstood aspects of the entire debacle. CS has been routinely described in the mainstream press as a "tear-gas" and a "minor irritant," when in fact the type of war gas ordinarily associated with the likes of Saddam Hussein. CS gas (O-chlorobenzalmalononitrile) has been outlawed for war by the Geneva Convention and the Chemical Weapons Convention be-
cause of its devastating, and sometimes lethal, effects. It was originally designed to be used outdoors for riot control—not in an enclosed structure—apparently because of the cost of the tank fire at Waco. To control the final hours of the Davidian children, who did not have gas masks, into a "living hell," according to Benjamin Garrett, director of the Chemical and Biological Arms Control Institute of Alexandria, VA. It also explains why Amnesty International has launched an investigation of the government's handling of the Waco affair.

A recent video by Indianapolis attorney Linda Thompson, called Waco: The Big Lie, includes a clip from a military training film that shows recruits stumbling from a room after being administered a brief dose of CS gas. They're gasping for air, their eyes are snapped shut, their noses are running uncontrollably, they're coughing wildly and their stomachs are heaving. The U.S. Army's own policy forbids the use of CS gas in "barricade" situations, as at Waco, because it can explode when it becomes concentrated: "It must be remembered that burning-type grenades should not be used if there is a danger that a fire may be started: (U.S. Army Training Circular 19-3 Control of Civil Disturbance, 1968).

Reno: Incompetent or misinformed?

Yet, by the end of the Waco siege, said Stone's report, the FBI believed it had only "three options: gas, gas and gas". He called the decision to employ CS "a misguided and punishing law enforcement strategy".

But Harvard professors apparently have their limits. For despite his criticism of the brutal chemical gas used at Waco, Stone concluded that the Branch Davidians set the fatal fire and killed themselves. Remarkably, he fails to address Linda Thompson's video, released in June, which shows a tank backing out of the building (just before the fire broke out) with flames clearly ripping out of a nozzle at the end of its boom. In her tape, Thompson slows down the film speed and the viewer is left with the chilling realization that the government's "suicide" story is a cruel, cynical hoax.
Responding to FBI allegations that she doctored the video, Thompson had the flame-thrower footage analyzed by several independent experts, including a former FBI agent and it was found to be unaltered. "The original (footage) was analog (tape) and you can’t edit analog, you can’t put flame on it," Thompson said. She also pointed out that the Big Lie video has been shown on about 75 television stations across the country (including the 1,000-watt Channel 24 in Sarasota) and in most cases, due to the content, was analyzed by stations for authenticity prior to its airing.

Also unaddressed by Stone are recent revelations concerning Koresh’s religious manuscript on the Seven Seals of the Book of Revelation. On April 14, five days before the fire, the FBI and Koresh agreed on a plan whereby the Davidians would surrender if Koresh was allowed to write his manuscript. The agreement was negotiated by two religious scholars, J. Phillip Arnold and James Tabor of the Reunion Institute in Houston. After the fire, FBI officials dismissed the manuscript as a stalling tactic by Koresh.

The existence of the manuscript itself, as well as internal evidence within the text, confirm that David was keeping his promise to produce an interpretive document...(and) "supports the view that David actually intended to lead his group out peacefully," Arnold and Tabor wrote in their analysis of The Decoded Message of the Seven Seals of the Book of Revelation.

For reasons that have not been properly explained, Koresh was not allowed to live up to his agreement with the FBI. After the fire, Reno said she acted after receiving reports that Koresh was abusing children inside the complex, but she later backed off that statement, and the Justice Department report acknowledged, "There was no evidence indicating Koresh engaged in any physical or sexual abuse of children during the standoff." The report also said Reno approved the tank and gas assault after receiving a detailed report from the FBI on the plan, but "did not read the prepared statement carefully nor did she read the supporting documentation provided along with the statement."

This suggests Reno is either hopelessly incompetent and should be prosecuted for criminal negligence, or that the decision had already been made for her, and her approval was only a formality. If this is so, then who made the call?

Jack Anderson, in his Watch on Washington radio report the day after the fire, reported it was Clinton himself who pushed the red button, but "chose, for political reasons, to let the FBI take the heat."

I would like to know more about those anonymous FBI officials who sold Reno and Clinton on the plan to end the siege - a plan that has now been thoroughly exposed. What are their names? What other "cult experts" were involved?

There will be plenty of other questions to be answered in the months ahead. Congressman John Conyers, D-Mich., is quietly conducting a major investigation of the Branch Davidian massacre. And many lawsuits have been filed.

Until Clinton truly addresses the many questions of Waco and produces the kind of thorough and honest investigation he promised back on April 20, he will have no choice but to stick with trade issues, gay rights, health care and the like.

Chris Sheehan, an independent writer, lives in Warm Mineral Springs, FL.
CHAPTER 13

POLICE SUICIDE: HIDDEN EPIDEMIC ACROSS THE COUNTRY?


NEW YORK The man didn't show up for work so Cindy Goss phoned his home. No answer. She jumped in her car and rushed to his house. He was there, a bottle and a glass at his side.

"Trust me," she said to him. "You must trust me now."

Her heart pounding, she slid her finger between the trigger and the trigger guard and eased the muzzle of the gun from his mouth.

Cindy Goss is one of America's more successful battlers against what one forensic psychologist calls a hidden epidemic: police suicides.

It is hidden because suicides tend to be hushed up, in part out of reluctance by police authorities to admit they may be work-related. And, although "epidemic" may not be quite apt--there is nothing contagious about suicide--there does appear to police psychologists to be an undeniable increase lately across the country.

In America about 16 of every 100,000 adults commit suicide annually. At least that is the figure generally accepted among psychologists studying the problem seriously: 0.16 suicides per 1,000 adults.

In Florida, the Jacksonville force of 1,200, tiny by comparison, four suicides in the past two years is 10 times the general rate.

"I don't see any tie directly to the job," said Jacksonville's director, W.C. Brown, i.e., neither did New York Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly. All eight suicides on this force, he said, stemmed from "domestic problems", not police work.

While there are no government statistics on the suicide rate of police officers, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration does, however, report that cops have a life span eight to 11 years shorter than the average. Specialists who study police suicide say the rate on a national scale is at least double that of the general population and possibly higher.

You could not convince Cindy Goss that the reason has nothing to do with the emotionally draining work. Cops, incidentally, refer to their work as "The Job", as if no other fit the definition.

Goss is a certified counselor for drug and alcohol abuse. She went to work with the employee assistance program for New York's Erie County and met with success in every county office except one. "In the sheriff's department," she said, "nothing seemed to work." She set about discovering why.

What she discovered about The Job, others in the field have discovered as well. To oversimplify, the progression from idealistic police academy graduate to depressed cop with his gun in his mouth goes like this:

Graduate frequently exposed to blood, gore and danger. Does not unburden these horrors on spouse. Spouse wouldn't understand. A few drinks with the guys after work helps to unwind. Fellow cops understand. Can't trust civilians. Can't admit troubles even to fellow cops: would be considered a wimp. Can't trust fellow cops. Drinking increases. Spouse takes off. Gun is handy.

The gun Cindy Goss removed from that officer's mouth was only one of five similar rescues she has made in as many years. All five men are back at work.
There's no telling, of course, how many lives the program she devised five years ago might have saved. But the decrease in absenteeism, sick leave, turnover, tardiness and other measures of departmental performance are so marked that the program has become mandatory in every police agency in Erie and some other New York counties and has leaped the border into Canada. No agency to adopt it has recorded a suicide since. More obvious, say colleagues, are the hundreds of careers, even marriages, saved long before the progression reaches the gun-in-mouth stage.

"Cops are well screened before they sign on," says Harley Stock. "Most have a mentality more like a social worker than a soldier. Over time and in increments they don't recognize their personality gets chipped away and changes."

Stock, among other specialties, is a screener. He knows the progression well, both from textbooks and experience.

He has earned a handful of degrees including a doctorate in police psychology, a narrow but expanding specialty. He's a certified SWAT-team member and hostage negotiator. He worked with two dozen police agencies in Michigan and was police psychologist in Broward County. He now has his own treatment center, "Interphase 911" in Boca Raton, FL exclusively for police officers and entirely confidential.

"Typically," he says, "the cop who commits suicide is a male, white, 35, working patrol, abusing alcohol, separated or seeking a divorce, experiencing a recent loss or disappointment. Typically, a domestic dispute is involved.

"Cops are controlling individuals. When a cop loses control in his own home he can't handle it. For 24 to 36 hours he is acutely suicidal. He barricades himself in his house and makes all kinds of threats. If he can get beyond that point he gets himself back together very quickly. You don't see that in the general population.

"Also," says Stock, "about 90 percent of the time the cop is drinking heavily when he shoots himself." (That was the case in all five of the men Cindy Goss took the guns from.)

"Here's a statistic with lots of supporting data to back it up," Stock continued. "About 10 percent of the general population who drink become alcoholics. Among cops the figure is 23 percent. Cops also abuse drugs.

"And here's another solid statistic: The suicide rate among alcoholics in the general population is 270 (as opposed to 16) per 100,000."

Among cops, after-shift drinking bouts are so endemic to The Job that they have a universal euphemism for it: choir practice. If the pitfalls of choir practice aren't obvious, Stock explains:

"Alcohol at first releases tension but if you drink enough it becomes a depressant. So if you have an underlying depression it makes it worse. The suicide rate among people suffering from depression is 230 per 100,000.

"What you have, then, is a psychologically panicking cop full of alcohol, depressed, with access to a weapon. Bad combination. Bad combination."

In a recent study of 20 suicides in one large Midwest police department, 13 of the victims were alcohol abusers.

Joseph Wambaugh, the writer, has long studied the progression from idealism to despair. Wambaugh was a Los Angeles cop for 17 years. His books, fiction and nonfiction, are as much about how police do their jobs as what The Job does to them.

"Cops of course see the worst of people but they expect that when they sign on," he says.

"What they don't expect--and nothing can prepare them for it--is to see ordinary people at their worst. This works on their sense
of belief, I would say, and they tend to become prematurely cynical.

"Even people who come from war can rationalize it by telling themselves that that was war and in war people become savage barbarians. But this is not war and people are normal and good. And here he is in the middle of the night in a normal person's home seeing normal people at their absolute worst. He begins believing that all people are barbarians and savages.

"I've had young cops confess to me in a patrol car at night that when they go to the grocery store they wonder who the grocer is ripping off, whether he will try to cheat them. When they go to church they wonder what the preacher does when nobody's around. That's pretty cynical.

"An old saying among cops is that everybody is garbage except my partner and me and I'm not sure about him. When he begins to include himself the erosion of self-esteem is complete, the cynicism is complete."

Wambaugh, Stock, Goss and others all seem to recognize these same steps toward depression and use the same phrases to describe other traits of the The Job.

The John Wayne syndrome, for example: This is the cultivated swagger of authority--and its corollary, the macho refusal to admit a weakness or ask for help. "Eventually," says Wambaugh, "the badge becomes almost heavier than he can carry."

CHAPTER 14

AMERICAN STATE SENATOR JACK METCALF WANTS TO RESTORE TO THE U.S. CONGRESS ITS POWER TO CREATE MONEY

NOV./DEC. 1992

by Alain Pilote

The political history of the United States, especially that of the first 100 years (1776-1876) can be summed up in the battle between international bankers and the legitimately elected government of the nation for the control and issuance of money. The bankers seemed to have got the last word in this battle when, in 1913, the United States Congress voted the Federal Reserve Act that took the power to create money away from the Congress itself and gave this power to the Federal Reserve (commonly called the "Fed", the central bank of the United States).

But now there is a Washington state senator, Mr. Jack Metcalf, who rises up and launches a campaign against the Federal Reserve, to restore to Congress its power to issue money, a power that is clearly stated in the U.S. Constitution.

And what is most surprising is that the news has been reported on the front page of the mouthpiece of financial circles and great defender of the bankers. The Wall Street Journal, of July 16, 1987, under the title, "Fed Up with the Fed, a State Legislator Moves to Abolish It". Here are excerpts from this article of The Wall Street Journal:

"For seven years, Mr. Jack Metcalf, a Republican state senator in Washington, has waged a one-man guerilla war to abolish the central bank. And, much to the consternation of Fed officials, he has scored some remarkable successes." (Note of "Michael": to the consternation of the bankers and the Wall Street Journal too!)
"Last year, for instance, Sen. Metcalf single-handedly persuaded the reputable National Conference of State Legislators to endorse unanimously a resolution urging states to challenge the constitutionality of the central bank. And this year, after four failed efforts, he won approval in the Washington legislature for a referendum on whether this state should file such a challenge in the U.S. Supreme Court." (A success that is all the more remarkable since the majority of the Washington state senators are Democrats, while Sen. Metcalf is a Republican).

"Sen. Metcalf's argument is that the nation's money system is controlled by a handful of multinational banks and rigged to work against the average American. He believes that the Supreme Court will decide that Congress unconstitutionally delegated its money-making power to the central bank."

The senator is traveling about the state, and has won the support of many grass-roots groups for his referendum (which will be held in November 1987). He has undertaken a real campaign to educate the population on the workings of the banking system, and he speaks to be clearly understood. For instance, addressing a group of union leaders gathered in Seattle, he tells the story of the "Federal Reserve Saloon":

"Four cowboys put up their belongings as collateral to borrow a deck of cards. The hitch is that each of the four must bring back 14 cards at the end of the evening—a mathematical impossibility (there are only 52 cards in all, that is to say, 13 to each). In the end, one player ends up with only 10 cards and loses his belongings... That is the problem with the Fed. It creates money to make loans but doesn't create the money to pay the interest."

The Wall Street Journal ends its article by trying to discredit Senator Metcalf with all kinds of falsities and insinuations, and would like the people to vote against his referendum. It is nothing to be surprised at from the bankers, for when they feel things are getting hot for them and their power is in jeopardy, they are ready to use the most unfair and treacherous tricks and stratagems so their monopoly of money creation may not be questioned. They used the same tactics against C.H. Douglas and Louis Ewen, but when the truth is unveiled and their swindling system unfolded, the bankers cannot stop the truth, in spite of all their millions and the efforts of their faithful servant bootlickers to keep the population in ignorance of their swindle.

CALL ON THE PEOPLE

Senator Metcalf is aware that the financiers can corrupt and bribe some elected representatives, but they cannot bribe the whole population, that is why he calls on the people by means of a referendum, in order that the issue "Who must create money" be made public as widely as possible. "This is the most important issue of any legislature in any state of the union this year", Metcalf says.

Metcalf maintains that it is absurd for the government to pay interest to the banking system for the use of its own money, which the government could issue itself without debt. And he also maintains that Congress, when it delegated, in 1913, the power to create money to the Federal Reserve, had not the Constitutional authorization to delegate that power. Metcalf says:

"Our most basic document, the U.S. Constitution, states in Article 1, Section 8: "The Congress shall have the power to coin money and regulate the value thereof." Nowhere is there the slightest hint of authorization to delegate that power even to another governmental institution—much less to a private banking system. That is absolutely outside the most broad interpretation possible."

Moreover, it was the American President Andrew Jackson who said: "If Congress has a right under the Constitution to issue paper money, it was given to them to use by themselves, not to be delegated to individuals or corporations".
WHO MUST CREATE NEW MONEY?
SOCIETY

Who must create new money? The Social Creditors have known it for a long time; it is society, or more precisely, the government acting on behalf of society. New money belongs to society, and not to the bankers, for this money is based on the production of society: the banker has produced absolutely nothing in the country, he only brings figures. Without the production of all the citizens of the country, the figures of the banker are worthless. But the banker acts as if this new money was his, lends it out and charges interest on it as well. It is a double robbery.

The result is that the more a country develops, the more the production increases, the deeper in debt the country goes. The richer the country is, the deeper in debt it is! It is a contradiction, but it shows precisely that it is the system of the bankers that is upside down. Under such a crazy system, those who built the country, the population, owe it to those who did absolutely nothing, the bankers, those who did not even turn one shovel full of dirt. The bankers only wrote figures to allow the population of the country to make use of their own productive capacity and their own wealth.

Justice and common sense require that the government itself issue its own money, without interest, and without going through a National Credit Office (or another institution, which could well be the Bank of Canada for the Canadians, or the Federal Reserve for the Americans, but this time being really at the service of the population, and not serving the interest of private bankers), would set up an exact accounting, where getting in debt would be impossible: the new money would be issued at the same rate as production, and withdrawn from circulation at the same rate as consumption. Thus there would be a constant balance between money and products, and money would have a stable value.

This is, among other things, what is proposed by Social Credit, which, besides that by its dividend to each citizen and its famous technique of the compensated price, would ensure the necessities of life to each citizen and prevent any inflation. Money would be at last put at the service of the individual. Such a reform will take place only through the education of the people and the apostolate.

Alain Pilote

METCALF EXPLAINS THE FEDERAL RESERVE BEFORE THE WASHINGTON STATE SENATE

Report excerpted from the American publication "The National Educator." Address: The National Educator, P.O. Box 333, 1110 South Pomona Ave., Fullerton, California, 92632, U.S.A.

Sen. McCaslin: Senator Metcalf, reading your resolution, are you really telling us that the Federal Reserve Banking System is a private banking system?

Sen. Metcalf: Like most Americans, I believed the Federal Reserve was a part of the federal government. It is not! It is a federally chartered private banking corporation, which has by law—not by the Constitution, but by law—been given the power to control and issue the "money" used in the U.S.

Sen. Guess: How does the Federal Reserve create money?

Sen. Metcalf: This is an accurate summary of what happens. The federal government is going into debt about a billion dollars a week. Where does that money come from? The government prints a billion dollars' worth of interest-bearing U.S. government bonds, takes them to the Federal Reserve; the Federal Reserve accepts them and places $1 billion in a checking account. The government then writes checks to a total of $1 billion.

The crucial question is: "Where was the $1 billion just before they touched the computer and put it in the checking account?" The answer: "It didn't exist." We, the people, allow a private
banking system to create money at will—out of absolutely nothing—to call it a loan to our government and then charge us interest on it forever.

_In reply to a question of another senator, Mr. Metcalf goes on:_

I would urge you to remember the quote from Thomas Jefferson that I placed on your desks in the last session: "I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies. Already they have raised up a money aristocracy that has set the government at defiance. The issuing power should be taken from the banks and restored to the government, to whom it properly belongs."

Jefferson emphasized repeatedly that no private bank, whether chartered by the federal or a state government, should ever be permitted to issue currency or control credit; for, once entrusted with such power, they become superior to the nation itself.

Sen. Vognild: Do you contend that we, the people, are paying interest to a private banking system for the use of our own government money?

Sen. Metcalf: Yes, and you bring up the most crucial point. I mentioned the creation of a "checkbook money" by the Federal Reserve. As these checks from the $1 billion of newly created money go out all over America, they become our money in circulation.

Why are we paying interest to a private banking system for use of our own money? By what logic does any private group collect a tax from the people for the use of our own money? And remember, the Federal Reserve System, which receives the interest, is allowed to set the rate of interest they receive.

Sen. Lysen: The Federal Reserve Act delegates to the Federal Reserve the power to create money. Are you contending the Congress does not have the Constitutional authorization to delegate that power?

Sen. Metcalf: Now we are down to the crux of the matter. We are all aware that power granted to a body may or may not be delegated to another body, agency or institution. Our most basic document, the _U.S. Constitution_, states in Article 1, Section 8:

_"The Congress shall have the power to coin money and regulate the value thereof."

Nowhere is there the slightest hint of authorization to delegate that power even to another governmental institution—much less to a private banking system. That is absolutely outside the most broad interpretation possible.
CHAPTER 15

WHAT WILL YOU TELL YOUR CHILDREN?

Often times, for the sake of argument, one must stipulate to certain points as facts. Let's hope that our friends who see no danger in Communism and the Communist program will agree for the time being that there is a Communist Party in the United States and that they do have a Communist program, that there is such a danger, and that the danger may suddenly overcome America, just as in Czechoslovakia. What will you tell the children?

Let's say for the sake of argument, the Reds have gained control through confiscation of all firearms, they are in control of communications, they are in control of public utilities, they have slaughtered or imprisoned the police, they have clobbered resistance, and America lies prone, awaiting the blood purges that must certainly follow, enduring the terrifying period of vacuum before the caulked heel of Godless Communist tyranny comes smashing down.

What will you tell those youngsters gathered by your knee? How will you tell them that their nation, strong, dynamic, compassionate a few years ago, is now gone? How do you tell them you stood complacently by while your government registered, taxed and then confiscated firearms? How will you tell them that you cannot go to the store and buy food for them because the store is locked against its owners, and that your money is no longer any good? How will you tell them that the policeman on the corner is no longer a friend he has been replaced by a tyrant from the steppes of Asia or from the jungles of Africa? How will you tell them that the America your fathers gave to you has been lost?

What will you say when your little son, who feels you are a Marshal Dillon or a Hopalong Cassidy asks you why don't you take a gun and go out to set thing straight? What will you say when your teenager asks you what you have done to prevent this takeover? Will you tell him you played golf, or went fishing, or learned to water-ski, or worked in the garden, or learned to make ceramics, or hiked in the hills, or a million other things, while our nation went down the drain?

What will you say when these children whose lives have already been blueprinted for them, ask what they should do? How will you advise them when they ask if they should resist? What will you say if they ask you if they should continue to adore God, despite the ultimatum of the New Order? What will you do when the order comes to gather your children and ship them into State camps where they can become robots of the State?

Communist writings openly advocate firearms control, openly predict that they will seize control centers, and that the mass of the population will lie prostrate. Records show that the lawless of a nation will take this opportunity to swoop down on the unarmed, motivated in part by the same drive that causes looting after floods have driven people from their homes. Can you be sure that this will not happen—especially after you read of the riots and demonstrations that take place weekly in our great land? There is absolutely no justification for attacks upon citizens and police, and the destruction of private property. How would these same people react if all Law were suddenly eliminated?

Or, suppose you lived through the blood baths, and 15 years from now your youngsters ask about the America that was. Will you tell them of the freedoms you had, the freedom to own a firearm and private property, the freedom to go where you wished, to do what you wished, to say what you wished? Will you tell them of the fun you had and the happiness you had? What will you say when they ask how these things happened to slip away?

Will you admit that you dismissed all efforts to halt the loss of freedoms and the drift toward Socialism and Communism as Right-Wing extremism and that you helped smear everyone who tried to point out the danger?
It may seem a flight of fancy to ponder what could happen to America, but remember, the Pentagon, charged with protecting you and yours from all dangers, foreign and domestic, has already made a study as to the best time to surrender! Ponder that!

If you are a father or mother, look at your children. If they are asleep, walk in and look at them—peaceful, contented, trusting. Are you doing anything to prevent just such a terrifying picture as we have printed? Do you bother to inform yourself on this drift toward tyranny? Or do you plan to collaborate with the enemy, to "make friends" with the New Order?

If America is to be spared this terror, it must be because her people have forbidden it. If the people will not stem the tide, then each American must face the terror that has already been visited upon Czechoslovakia, Romania, Poland, Yugoslavia, East Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Manchuria, Cuba, North Korea, North Vietnam and many, many other lands.

And Mister, what will you tell your children?

*****

DON'T LET THEM TAKE YOUR GUNS AWAY!!

Article Two--Bill of Rights--U.S. Constitution
"A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed."

In the darkness of the night, thieves prowl! Thieves who steal only money are petty thieves compared with those who steal our right to live as free Americans!

The greatest of our treasures is our heritage of constitutional liberty. So long as we have the Bill of Rights, we are free.

When men in government substitute political decree for law, their purpose is theft...theft of earnings, theft of work, theft of living.

They can have no other purpose, else they would be willing to preserve government under law instead of control by the arbitrary decrees of men.

There is no future for the citizen under government not based upon moral principle and constitutional law.

Under it, basic freedoms are guaranteed and preserved by the Bill of Rights.

*****

COMMUNIST RULES FOR REVOLUTION

"Cause the registration of all firearms on some pretext, with a view to confiscating them and leaving the population helpless."
(Captured in Dusseldorf, May 1919, By The Allied Forces)

A. Corrupt the young, get them away from religion. Get them interested in sex. Make them superficial, destroy their ruggedness.

B. Get control of all means of publicity and thereby:

1. Get people's minds off their government by focusing their attention on athletics, sexy books and plays and other trivialities.

2. Divide the people into hostile groups by constantly harping on controversial matters of no importance.

3. Destroy the people's faith in their natural leaders by holding the latter up to contempt, ridicule and obloquy.

4. Always preach true democracy, but seize power as fast and as ruthlessly as possible.
5. By encouraging government extravagance, destroy its credit, produce fear of inflation with rising prices and general discontent.

6. Foment unnecessary strikes in vital industries, encourage civil disorders and foster a lenient and soft attitude on the part of government toward such disorders.

7. By specious argument cause the breakdown of the old moral virtues, honesty, sobriety, continence, faith in the pledged word, ruggedness.

C. Cause the registration of all firearms on some pretext, with a view to confiscating them and leaving the population helpless.

**NOTE:** The above "Rules for Revolution were secured by the State Attorney's Office from a known member of the Communist Party, who acknowledged it to be still a part of the Communist program for overthrowing our Government."

George A. Broutigam
State Attorney
State of Florida

***

SPIES WARN OF NUCLEAR CRIMINALS

A German magazine says the sale of Soviet nuclear materials is expanding dangerously.

Reuters: BONN--German's espionage agency has warned that a black market trade in former Soviet nuclear material is expanding to dangerous proportions, the new magazine Der Spiegel said Saturday.

A government spokesman declined to comment on the story, which said the Federal Intelligence Agency issued the warning in a report to Chancellor Helmut Kohl last month.

The intelligence agency believed there was growing cause for concern, the magazine said in a report released in advance of Monday's issue.

Spiegel said the agency warned that for the first time, smugglers were supplying uranium from Soviet stocks that was enriched, or concentrated, enough to be used in nuclear bombs.

Smuggled eastern uranium, plutonium and other nuclear materials have turned up increasingly in the West since the end of the Cold War, but most cases made public have involved materials that were not enriched enough to make explosives.

The report was also quoted as saying at least two militant Muslim fundamentalist groups, which Spiegel did not name, may be trying to gain access to Soviet nuclear skills.

There were "credible intelligence indications that some high-ranking persons in ministries, embassies, industrial firms and research facilities" in Eastern Europe were involved in nuclear smuggling, the magazine quoted the report as saying.

Spiegel said the intelligence agency and German federal police officials no longer ruled out the possibility that gangsters could get their hands on sophisticated Soviet nuclear devices or even biological weapons and use them for extortion. A German magazine says the sale of Soviet nuclear materials is expanding dangerously.

***

GROWING SOCIAL BATTLE--
ELDERLY VS. ELDERLY

In an article from the February 13, 1994 edition of The Orlando Sentinel, MANCHESTER, N.J. Police got the call in December from a concerned neighbor walking past a house in the Leisure Knoll retirement community: An elderly man was screaming for help. His wife, he shouted, had locked him in a bedroom.
A patrolman arrived to find Tom Burke, a frail man of 78, alone in the house. He was badly bruised and had small, open cuts on his forearms. His head was bandaged.

"Mr. Burke stated that his wife beats him every night," the police report would later detail "and locks him in his room during the day."

The police placed Burke in a protective shelter, where he remains. His wife, Storm, 60, who was not home at the time, was later arrested and charged with assault.

The idea of older people battering—sometimes even killing—other older people no longer surprises law enforcement authorities, who say they are encountering this kind of violence with growing frequency.

In many cases the people live together and are related. Sometimes one is, or both of them are, sick and suffering. And almost always, the pressure of one taking care of the other has become too much.

While there are no national statistics to show how often older people abuse each other, sociologists say incidents of abuse are likely to grow as social service resources dwindle and the country's population of people age 65 and older grows to 35.3 million people—12.8 percent of the total U.S. population—by the year 2000.

The problems are particularly acute in retirement communities where many of the elderly live, far from the children or family members who could help out when problems arise.

Tom Burke, for example, is in bad health and has a pacemaker, court records show. Both he and his wife are retirees. They have no children and are under considerable financial strain.

"When this happens, it's not necessarily because of cruelty," said Arlene Segal, who directs elder-abuse projects for the Coalition of Activist for the Rights of the Infirm Elderly, or CARIE, a senior citizens' organization in Philadelphia.

And often, there is no history of domestic violence.

"It may be that each person is aging and suffering and can't really adequately care for the other and may not even realize that," Segal said.

Elder abuse is already a common problem in Manchester, a town of 21 retirement communities. About 75 percent of its 50,000 residents are retirees.

Each year a special Senior Affairs Unit, set up by Manchester police to track crime by and against senior citizens, investigates about 500 elder-abuse cases. Most involve financial exploitation of the elderly, one of the most common crimes against the elderly nationwide.

The two-man unit, established 13 years ago, has become a model, looked to by police departments around the country that are just starting to deal with the issue. Detective Sgt. Bill Fleming, who heads the division, advocates early intervention. In particular, he says, older people need to connect with social service agencies—before they hurt each other.

Yet often the elderly are too uninformed, too frightened or too distrustful of outsiders to seek such services. They begin to feel helpless and frustrated. And sometimes they begin to feel overwhelmed. When that happens, there can be abuse—even when there's love.

All those stresses came together in the case of Blanche Black, who lives at the Cedar Glen West retirement community, half a mile from the Burkes' house in Leisure Knoll.

Black, 75, was released from Clinton, N.J., State Prison in September after spending six months in jail for smothering her older sister with a pillow in 1991. Black and her sister, Ruth Evans, had lived together for 50 years. Neither had children or
close relatives. Black did the cooking and cleaning and Evans, who was five years older, made the financial decisions, planned their daily events and, because Black could not drive, shuttled them to their weekend outings at flea markets.

In the two years before she died, Evans had become very ill with angina, arthritis and high blood pressure. She was incontinent and unable to even sit in a wheelchair.

The sisters had promised that they would care for each other so that neither one would ever have to go to a nursing home. On March 19, 1991, Black became overwhelmed by that promise.

"My sister Ruth asked me not to let her suffer," Black wrote in a note found by police. "She was house-bound since September. Yesterday she could not hardly talk. I tried sleeping pills, but they wouldn't work. I then put a pillow over her head. God forgive me.

"I am now taking my life. I loved her dearly."

Black then swallowed a near-lethal dose of sleeping pills and woke up two days later in a hospital. She later pleaded guilty to second-degree manslaughter.

"The pressure was hard," she said recently from her home. "I knew she was getting worse and worse, and I didn't know what to do with her."

Jacob Stone, a Doylestown, Pa., social worker and clinical consultant who helps families deal with aging relatives, says such tragedies are likely to increase. "We've just begun to see the problems. Not only are there going to be lots of older people, but there are going to be fewer and fewer young people proportionally to take care of them," Stone said.

Health and social planners say that the nation must begin to confront this problem aggressively.

"We didn't have this issue of how to care for old people 100 years ago because they were rare, they weren't many, and they were special," said Stone, the Doylestown consultant on aging. "I certainly want to live a long time, too, but in a social-engineering perspective, it's going to cause a lot of problems."

More and more care-givers will be pushed to the limits of their impulse control, he said.

"One of the sad realities of caring for old people is it can seem like it's going to go on forever," Stone said. "With children, you know they're going to grow up, but with an old person some begin to feel the only way to deal with this daily is to look forward to their death."
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PROGRAMMING, PITFALLS AND PUPPY-DOG TALES
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
(J61) $6.00 244 pages

CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY or THINGS FROM UNDER THE BUSHES
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(J62) $6.00 247 pages


THE BEST OF TIMES;
THE WORST OF TIMES
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(J63) $6.00 228 pages

Some of the important topics covered in this JOURNAL are: The "Banned" JOURNALS And The University of Science & Philosophy--Dan On Blood Donations By Gulf Veterans Lifted--Sudan Denies Parasite Has Killed Thousands--Sananda/The Christ--Incorporation--"Green" And "Gold"--Water Purification--Cloning And Possibilities--RTC Problems?--Maynard Campbell--Gunther Russbacher--Illuminized High Freemasonry--New York Trade Center--The Ekker Property--The Art Of Global Politics--Watch The Philippines!--The CFR: Funding And Members--The Bilderbergers--The New World Order--Mr. Sessions Of The FBI--Perot And Con Con. (INDEX INCLUDED)

TO ALL MY CHILDREN AS THE WORLD TURNS
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(J64) $6.00 252 pages

In this JOURNAL we are given more examples of the snares and traps of the Adversary to place this planet under the iron fist of the Satanic, Zionist/Khazarian Elite. Some of the topics included are: Jack McLamb/Police action--James "Bo" Gritz Senate Hearing Deposition--Special Police Officer Bulletin--Our Sworn Duty--The Fourth Reich: Toward An American Police State--Map Of 10 Regional U.S. Gov't Districts--Police State Tactics--Computerization Of The Public--Russbacher--More Military Bases To Close--Immaculate Deception--Mount Carmel/Waco Massacre--Seven Main Periods Of Man Expression--Property/RTC. (INDEX INCLUDED)

THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE UPON MAN;
AIDS AND RELATED MURDER TOOLS
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(J65) $6.00 242 pages

This is the first JOURNAL which is being updated and rewritten. Some of the critical topics included are: Gene Engineering--The Total Manipulation--Intrusion Into Genes--Why Is Gene Engineering So Dangerous--Genetic Manipulation Blocks "Our Emotional Life"--The Library Of Life--Breaking The Code--Man As Genetic God?--What Is Aids And What About A Plague?--Most Common Misconception About AIDS Virus And Condoms--Royal Rife, Greatest Inventor Since Tesla--How The Epidemic Spreads--Hazards Of Behavior--Nikola Tesla--Antoine Priore. (INDEX INCLUDED)
ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS, MASS MIND CONTROL & THE GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM
BY CERES
(J66) $6.00 221 pages

"When Control is gained—the masses can be programmed to do anything told to do and thus become as robotic slaves". Some of the topics covered are: Nuclear Black Market—Emergency Shelters—The Waco Texas Siege—COM-12 Briefing—Black Rose Organization—The Promis Program—Russbacher And October Surprise—Giandriana—Human Genome Project—Microwave Harassment And Mind-Control Experimentation—The Existing Directed-Energy Arsenal—Overt & Covert Harassment—The "Stalker" Phenomenon. (INDEX INCLUDED)

THE BEAST AT WORK
BY CERES
(J67) $6.00 221 pages

This JOURNAL comes with a warning that the contents are going to be shocking, incredible and then, difficult to find full realization of how far down the slide we have slipped in our worthy, blessed nation. Some topics included are: Wacko Waco—A "Who's Who" Of American Business And Politics—Child Pornography Ring—Justice American Style—Summary: The Bush Tour And The Australian Connection—The Crime Control Act Of 1993—The Hoaxer Project Report—The "Rising Tide" of Racism, Anti-Semitism—U.S. Judges Accused Of Jury Tampering—Judges Are Government Agents—Seven Noahide Laws "Public Law 102-14"—Newstates Constitution Preamble. (INDEX INCLUDED)
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AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL -- I AM SANANDA
BY SANANDA & JUDAS ISCARIOITH
(J2) $6.00 156 pages

The story of the life of the one known as Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas Iscarioith. Judas' name is cleared and the actual one who betrayed Immanuel is revealed. Clarification is given concerning Immanuel's life and teachings, such as: The Purpose of His Life—His 40 Days With Cosmic Beings—His Crucifixion, Resurrection and His Journey after Resurrection—Clarification Regarding God, The Creation, The Laws and Commandments. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)

SPACE GATE
THE VEIL REMOVED
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
(J3) $6.00 125 pages
(A3) $20.00 BOOK ON TAPE (4 Tapes)

Hatonn provides facts concerning the governmental cover-up of extraterrestrials visiting and crashing upon Earth starting in the late 1940s. He discusses various "secret" agencies and societies, such as MJ-12, The Jason Society, The Bilderbergers, the "Grey Men" along with details regarding their strategies and operating methods. Also, we are given clarification about the mission of The Hosts of God vs. Satan during these "end times" and the correlation between Christ and extraterrestrials. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)
THE RAINBOW MASTERS
BY THE MASTERS
(J7) $6.00 150 pages

This JOURNAL is a manual for living the life blessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man, yet offers gentle direction filled with compassion beyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful, yet, together they form a team of one. The Masters offer insight to the planet, our purpose, God's involvement and will, our journey home, the Greater Vision. The messages resonate as musical chords within the very soul essence. The words shared renew hope and give the phrase "Trust in God" a deeper meaning. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)

PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL
BY SANANDA, MICHAEL, GERMAIN & HATONN
(J27) $6.00 114 pages
(A27) $20.00 BOOK ON TAPE (4 Tapes)

This JOURNAL is GOD's deliverance of Truth to YOU, His blinded fledgling creatures. HE is offering YOU the instructions for reaching the 'Lighted' Path back home to HIM, AND THUS TO ONENESS. You will learn HOW to recognize the Anti-Christ, (that which is AGAINST GOD and therefore AGAINST LIFE) within you and why, through your gift of free-will, YOU allowed the Anti-Christ within your temple of God. You will learn about: the "Deadliest" Sins (errors), Personal Responsibility for consequences and experiences. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)
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IN GOD'S NAME
AWAKEN!
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

The ADL/Mossad has tracks all over the Trade Center Bombing trial and convictions. I told you that the bomb used is called an Israeli Briefcase Bomb. You have just seen the case which represents the epitome of the seriousness of your plight as regards your Judicial system.

"Ah," but you ask, "isn't it more important to scrape the goo off Dharma and the WORD which is being discounted at every turn by such as Bo Gritz, et al.?" NO!

Why? Because one group is the ENEMY of GOD OF LIGHT--the other are MEN out to strip, deceive and "gain wealth" off of you-the-people. YOU must be aware of those ones and do that which is "justice"--I do not intervene nor put down any MAN unless he impacts my mission and work. These have done so but I can still "negotiate" for I am NOT a "patriot" of some kind blundering around with minuteman rifles or "Bullets in '96 if not by ballot in '92". I SHALL PROTECT MY PEOPLE, BRING ALL INFORMATION AS IT FALLS, AND GET OUR MISSION DONE--THE WORD, THE AWAKENING TO THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY TO THOSE WHO DESIRE SAME--AND GET A REMNANT INTO UNDERSTANDING, SURVIVAL--AND "THROUGH"!

Hillary's Hellcats--the women of the New World Order--ARMED WITH GESTAPO POWERS - "We women are going to bring an end to God!" Remote mind control technology - God is Light--God is love! Communist goals - Vince Foster murdered - The impeached President - Shark cartilage/CarbraGaia - GaiaLyte, Sucrose Neutra-Bond, Caffeine Neutra-Bond.
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